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1. INTRODUCTION
Coastal ecosystems provide the public with a variety of benefits that are rich in social, cultural,
and economic value (e.g., aesthetic value, fisheries, recreation and tourism). These benefits, known as
ecosystem services, are both tangible and intangible, and are created by particular sets of ecological
conditions and processes that are explicitly tied to social value (Loomis & Paterson, 2014; Moberg &
Folke, 1999; Ranganathan et al., 2008). Society depends on a range of ecosystem services, including the
provision of clean water and clean air, food production, recreation, tourism, natural hazard protection,
infrastructure and housing, and fulfillment of cultural, spiritual, and intellectual needs (Ranganathan et al.,
2008). The ways in which these services are valued are diverse, and these values form the basis for how
people interact with the coast and respond to coastal issues. Different people will have different
preferences for ecosystem services. This implies that the acceptability of management actions will depend
on society’s perceptions regarding the relevant costs and benefits that are received from different services.
However, cost-benefit assessments are not at all straightforward; rather, they are complex because people
generally differ in their values, beliefs, motivations, abilities and constraints regarding various ecosystem
services. Ultimately, coastal zones are valuable and sensitive areas characterized by complex and
interconnected social, ecological, economic and political systems.
Debates regarding how coastal and marine resources should be managed often occur because
society holds a mix of differing values such as the desire to protect wildlife habitat and species
populations, while at the same time, have access to recreation opportunities and the benefits of using
natural resources. Multiple and competing goals are typical of issues referred to as “wicked” problems
and “messy” situations (Lachapelle, McCool, & Patterson, 2003). Controversy over protection of species
and their critical habitat pits preservation-oriented environmentalists against the use values and goals of
coastal developers, residents, and tourists. Proponents of protected area designations are often at odds
with those who value the consumptive use of natural resources. For example, consider the conflicting
values of endangered species protection versus the public’s desire for beach access to and recreational use

of natural resources. On one hand, expanding critical habitat area for the protection of a threatened or
endangered species (e.g., green sea turtle, piping plover) would likely result in decreasing levels of beach
access and recreational use for the public (e.g., beach camping, ORV driving). This would likely have
impacts on the number of jobs available to those who provide tourism and hospitality services to visitors,
and further impact the local economy. On the other hand, while increasing levels of beach access and
recreational use could boost tourism revenue and economic benefits, it would likely result in minimizing
ecosystem protection or potentially incur negative impacts to species and their natural habitat. To a large
extent, these debates center on preservation versus use value orientations (Stern & Dietz, 1994). These
values are guides and determinants of social attitudes, ideologies, and behavior (Rokeach, 1973). Social
value systems are not clear-cut; rather, they are diverse and multidimensional, leading to a range of
possible societal responses to a single management action. Thus, the challenge of balancing societal goals
to protect the ecosystem, while also having access to or use of natural resources is much more complex
than just “use versus protection”.

Coastal Resources Management Dilemma
Coastal and marine resources have a long history of being treated as open access resources that
belong collectively to everyone. For instance, the “freedom of the seas” principle is based on the notion
that oceans are too immense to be harmed by human impacts and therefore, unlike land, need no
protection or property designation (Ostrom, 1990). Fish living in public waters are considered a common
property resource and are held in trust to be managed for the public by state and federal agencies (Fletcher
& Wallace, 2001). In the absence of established property rights or territories, open access resources are
susceptible to the commons dilemma (Hardin, 1968). Commons dilemmas are resource situations where
there are conflicts between individual and collective rationality and between short-term and long-term
gains or losses. Similarly, open access resources often create social dilemmas whereby each individual
receives a higher payoff for a socially defecting choice (e.g. catching as many fish as possible) than for a
socially cooperative choice (e.g. fishing in a sustainable manner) (O’Connor & Tindall, 1990). Although
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individuals are better off in the long-term if everyone cooperates, enticing short-term incentives for
defecting and avoiding personal loss typically can result in unsatisfactory outcomes for all. Thus, there is
a rationale for governments to intervene.
The management of coastal resources has evolved over time in relation to shifts in society’s
values and desires. In the past, there were numerous uncontrolled opportunities for natural resource use
and the belief that resources were inexhaustible. This belief faded as the need for natural resource
management became recognized, but support for the way resources would be managed was split between
biocentric and utilitarian views (Kennedy & Thomas, 1995). Over the years, value priorities shifted from
a resource conservation focus to an environmental protection focus. These shifts occurred in response to
historical events and trends such as population growth, economic expansion, transportation, more
efficient communication, and technological advances. By the 1970s, emerging research on pollution and
population growth ignited societal concern over threats to the environment and humanity. Along with the
environmental movement came the enactment of numerous environmental laws, and additional
governmental agencies and institutions were established to address the public’s concerns and to identify
solutions. Scientific knowledge expanded into numerous disciplines and conservation professions became
increasingly specialized. But today, with unprecedented and intensifying pressures to our natural
resources, the traditional arguments in support of ecosystem protection alone are not sufficient to address
contemporary issues.
This situation represents the coastal management dilemma, which simply states that there are no
solutions to one problem that do not at the same time violate some other management goal or constraint
(Lachapelle et al., 2003). This dilemma is clearly reflected in various enabling legislation, such as the
Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972 and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1970.
These laws are political expressions of natural resource values explicitly derived from the social system
(Kennedy & Thomas, 1995). Recognizing the increasing conflict between protection and use of our
nation’s coastal zones, the CZMA (1972) declared that it is national policy to “preserve, protect, develop,
and where possible to restore or enhance, the resources of the Nation’s coastal zone for this and
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succeeding generations” (16 U.S.C. 1451). Under the CZMA, coastal management programs are directed
to “achieve wise use of the land and water resources, giving full consideration to ecological, economic,
cultural, historic, and aesthetic values”. In addition to the CZMA, many other national policies have broad
directives, such as the National Park Service Organic Act of 1916, which authorizes both conservation
and visitor enjoyment, and the National Marine Sanctuary Act of 1972, which calls for environmental
protection balanced with public access, recreation and tourism, economic development, cultural uses, and
more (Austin et al., 2004; Chasis, 1985).
The primary governing law for fisheries management in the United States is the MagnusonStevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA) of 1979. The overall objective presented by
the MSA is to establish conservation and management measures, which are “necessary and appropriate
for the conservation and management of the fishery, to prevent overfishing and rebuild overfished stocks,
and to protect, restore, and promote the long-term health and stability of the fishery.” Due to the complex
and challenging nature of this objective, the MSA has been amended several times over the years and
continues to be the subject of controversial debate and litigation. In 1990, tuna and other highly
migratory species became regulated under the MSA with the goal “to build domestic fisheries with a
focus on efficiency and economic growth” (NMFS, 2010). As fish stocks continued to decline, many
conservationists argued for an amendment to better protect fishery resources. In 1996, Congress passed
the Sustainable Fisheries Act (SFA), amending the MSA to make several changes regarding bycatch and
the conservation of fish habitat. Additionally, equal treatment provisions dictated that conservation
efforts by NMFS allocate harvest restrictions fairly and equitably among the commercial and recreational
fishing sectors. The enactment of the SFA signifies a turning point in fisheries management, with goals
shifting from a policy focused on the fishing industry, to a policy that made ecosystem protection its
primary purpose. In addition, more recent amendments arising from the 2006 MSA Reauthorization,
called for an immediate end to overfishing through the use of annual catch limits and accountability
measures, encouraged market-based fishery management through limited access, and mandated increased
international cooperation.
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Clearly, any effort that attempts to prioritize various management goals in a satisfactory manner
that meets the dual mandate dictating coastal resource management actions is complicated. Managers,
largely, must manage not just for the resource itself, but also for the social values that are attached to and
are derived from that given resource. That is, we manage our resources with respect to what society
prefers and will benefit from. Still, this must be done with caution, as any positive benefit or gain is likely
linked to some environmental cost or risk. As Hardin (1968) described in the “Tragedy of the Commons”,
collective rather than individual behavior can significantly harm a resource, as each minor individual act
is cumulative. An individual may think that his or her behavior is rational because the marginal benefit
outweighs the marginal cost. Collectively, however, marginal costs will exceed marginal benefits. Thus, it
is not possible to maximize environmental protection, and at the same time maximize public access and
use (Hardin, 1968).
On a global scale, increases in the demand for ecosystem goods and services that resources
provide have meant that more stringent policies that regulate their use are being implemented more
frequently (Caddy, 1999; Holling & Meffe, 1996; Ostrom et al., 1999). Management actions are taken to
guide a system towards achieving desired goals and objectives (which are socially derived) but are
usually subject to a set of externally imposed constraints (Davidson, Wood, & Griffin, 2009). There are
many formal and informal social constraints that exist throughout society on how people should, and do,
interact with resources and ecosystems, on the distribution of rights to access, and responsibilities for
stewardship (Lertzman, 2009). Limitations on human activities are necessary for the future of effective
functioning of natural resources and the wellbeing of people dependent on them. However, such restraints
can also impose significant and immediate levels of stress upon individuals, industries, and communities
to such an extent that their ability to adapt, tolerate or prosper under a new policy is compromised
(Machlis & Force, 1988) and the resource itself can be left unprotected (Marshall, Marshall, & Abdulla,
2009).
One example illustrating the management dilemma is the designation of marine protected areas
(MPAs). To help protect and restore coastal and marine resources, and to conserve biodiversity and
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cultural heritage sites (e.g., shipwrecks), many scientists and resource managers promote the use of
marine protected areas (Jamieson & Levings, 2001). The term “marine protected area” encompasses a
wide range of ocean management systems whose classification includes multiple uses, closed areas,
marine reserves, harvest refugia, and other various designations (Agardy, 2000). While these designations
differ in terms of specific regulations and restrictions, they all impose some level of excludability or areabased management on the use of ocean resources.
Over the past several decades in the U.S., there has been a dramatic increase in the number of
MPAs established at all levels of government, and more than 1,600 federal and state/territory sites exist
today. These conservation efforts were set-forth with two Executive Orders creating the Coral Reef Task
Force (1998) and National System of MPAs (2000). The task force recommended designating special
areas, including “no-take” zones. Since then, important questions remain on how MPAs affect local,
regional, and national stakeholders who depend on the ocean for their livelihood and wellbeing. MPAs
are typically justified with reference to ecological priorities, but they also have significant social, cultural,
and political implications. Numerous policy alternatives exist concerning the combination of activity
types and use levels that are allowed or restricted within a protected area boundary. For example, under
the National Marine Sanctuaries Act (1972), marine sanctuaries have been established for areas such as
the Florida Keys and Monterey Bay. Most of the national marine sanctuaries are marine protected areas
that restrict a few specific activities but allow others to continue. For instance, recent actions quadrupled
the size of the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument. The designation prohibits fishing near
the northwestern Hawaiian Islands and has spurred tremendous debate over imbalance between the
protection and use of marine resources. With this action, the total number of MPAs now cover 26% of
U.S. waters and no-take MPAs cover 13% of U.S. waters (NOAA, 2016), mostly in the Central and
Western Pacific Ocean.
It has been shown that social, cultural, economic, and political factors can be more influential in
shaping the success of marine reserves than biological or physical factors (Fiske, 1992; Mascia, 2004;
Pomeroy, Mascia, & Pollnac, 2007), and positive attitudes towards MPAs are necessary for successful
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management (Dahl, 1997; Himes, 2007). The multiple stakeholders of MPAs are diverse, and as such,
people respond differently to MPA decisions. From a social perspective, MPAs inevitably bring with
them disagreements over the situational appropriateness of particular allocation norms (equity, equality,
need) (Deutsch, 1975), as well as issues concerning the fairness associated with the decision-making
process (procedural justice) and with the allocation of the resource itself (distributive justice).With any
change in the level of restriction and type of consumptive or non-consumptive use, there are bound to be
contentious distributional issues among the different interests involved (Holland, 2000). For example,
some people will view “no-take” marine reserves as favoring non-consumptive use values (e.g. diving,
nature viewing, research) over consumptive use values (e.g. fishing, energy extraction). Commercial
fishing interests have been quick to point out the costs stemming directly from the reduction in fishable
waters and the resulting displacement of fishing effort (Mascia & Claus, 2009). Recreational fishing
groups emphasize the economic losses, in terms of angler expenditures and multiplier effects, which
could result from such marine reserve designations (Southwick, 2009). Similarly, stakeholder groups may
benefit or be burdened disproportionately depending on the location of a MPA. For example, if a MPA is
sited in state waters (i.e. within three miles from shore), inshore commercial and recreational fisheries
could potentially incur the higher cost, while offshore commercial fleets could receive some of the
benefits (Sanchirico, Eagle, Palumbi, & Thompson, 2010).
People value both the use and the preservation of natural resources, but the challenge is in
defining appropriate levels of each. These parameters must also consider policy mandates, biophysical
processes, and the feasibility of achieving any desired condition. Tradeoffs between natural resource
protection and use objectives are inevitably associated with the delivery of ecosystem services. However,
many of the associated problems that arise are due in large part to an inadequate theoretical understanding
of the people living in and/or benefiting from those ecosystems. Management questions cannot be
answered with biophysical information alone. Answers to these questions are normative and involve
standards that are exclusively judgments made on factors that are socially and politically desirable. We
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must first understand what the public considers to be the acceptable condition of an ecosystem given a
desired set of ecosystem services, and what tradeoffs between resource use and protection are acceptable.

Ecosystem Services
The concept of ecosystem goods and services has become central to the discussion about the
dependence of humans on nature and what that means both socially and economically (Costanza &
Farley, 2007). A primary management goal of today focuses on how to maintain specific ecosystem
services for future generations, while at the same time allowing the current generation to use and benefit
from them. This goal is rooted in an ecosystem-based management approach (EBM). The ecosystembased management (EBM) paradigm moves beyond how people impact the environment to consider how
people are part of ecosystems and also benefit from their services. Since 2010, EBM has been a lead
directive in U.S. Ocean Policy (i.e., NOAA’s Generation Strategic Plan and the Final Recommendations
of the Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force), and now directs agencies to incorporate ecosystem services
into federal planning and decision-making (OSTP, 2015). The EBM approach goes beyond the tendency
to investigate the natural world from a rigid, single bio/physical scientific perspective that has resource
“protection” as its goal. Rather, it calls for a balance between environmental, economic, social, and
cultural factors in both the research and management context to provide more flexible and meaningful
insights for coastal resource management strategies (Lubchenco & Sutley, 2010; Weinstein et al., 2007).
While shifts toward ecosystem-based management may employ adaptive and flexible management
regimes, the values, theories, methodologies and tools of the old paradigm have not been completely
discarded. Implementing EBM requires an interdisciplinary and collaborative effort that places questions
of human uses and values at the center of their approach (Campbell et al., 2009; Kennedy & Thomas,
1995; Machlis et al., 1994; Sanginga et al., 2010).
Ecosystem goods and services have been defined as the conditions and processes through which
natural ecosystems, and their associated species, sustain and fulfill human life (Moberg & Folke, 1999).
Examples include provision of clean water and clean air, maintenance of livable climates (carbon
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sequestration), pollination of crops and native vegetation, as well as fulfillment of people's cultural,
spiritual, and intellectual needs. Ecosystem services are also described as the benefits, both tangible and
intangible, created by particular sets of ecological characteristics that are explicitly tied to social value
(Dore & Webb, 2003; Olsson et al., 2004; Ranganathan et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2003). In other words,
ecosystem services are the outcomes of ecosystem functions that yield value to people.
The ecosystem service values relative to marine and coastal resources are diverse. They are
founded in the public’s desire to conserve, recreate in, consume, profit from, and preserve marine and
coastal environments. These values originate in society’s ongoing interactions with the coast and coastal
issues and are then expressed through the democratic process to those who make law and develop
legislative policy. Some ecosystem processes produce multiple outcomes, for example nutrient cycling in
a wetland can result in cleaner water. Nutrient cycling is therefore a service indirectly utilized by humans,
while provision of clean water is a direct service and a benefit. Recreational activities, such as bird
watching, provided or enhanced by the existence of a wetland and related features are also a benefit.
Initiated by the United Nations in 2001, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) offers an
appraisal of the world’s ecosystems and the services that they provide. The MEA created an
organizational framework for ecosystem services commonly used today, whereby ecosystem services are
categorized into provisioning, regulating, cultural, and supporting services (de Groot et al., 2010; Fisher
et al., 2008; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment [MEA], 2005). Provisioning services are products
obtained from ecosystems that people can use for their benefit, such as food, fresh water, and timber.
Regulating services are the benefits provided from the management of ecosystem functions, including
water purification, carbon sequestration, and pollination. Cultural services are the benefits that people
derive from ecosystems that are not material in nature. These services include spiritual and religious
values, aesthetic values, recreation and eco-tourism, education, and cultural heritage. Supporting services
do not benefit people as directly, but are critical natural processes required for the other ecosystem
services to be produced, such as nutrient cycling and soil formation.
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Ecosystem services, in turn, influence human wellbeing in areas such as health and basic material
requirements (MEA, 2005). Daily et al. (2009) observe that the intent of understanding and valuing
natural capital and ecosystem services is to make better decisions, resulting in better actions relating to
the use of land, water, and other elements of natural capital. This contributes to understanding the costs
and benefits of alternative management actions being identified.

Valuation of Ecosystem Services
The October 7, 2015 Presidential Memo, Incorporating Ecosystem Services into Federal
Decision Making, “Directs agencies to develop and institutionalize policies to promote consideration of
ecosystem services, where appropriate and practicable, in planning, investments, and regulatory
contexts.” Research has attempted to value the social costs and benefits of conserving biodiversity and
ecosystem services (e.g., Balmford et al., 2002; Chan et al., 2006; Daily et al., 2000; Goldstein et al.,
2006; Turner et al., 2003). Much of this research has focused on economic methods and concepts such as
Total Economic Value (TEV), presenting a framework for the monetization of ecosystem goods and
services (e.g., Costanza et al., 1989; Daily et al., 2009). TEV of an ecosystem habitat is derived by
valuing all direct-use, indirect-use, and non-use values (Barbier, 1989). Contingent valuation (CV) and
gross income comparison are commonly used methods in determining a dollar value for the conservation
of a species or ecosystem (Farber et al. 2002). Common to most valuation studies is the estimation of
consumer surplus or welfare often expressed as willingness-to-pay (WTP). It is often applied in the
context of public goods such as air and noise pollution, or used in damage assessments and cost benefit
analyses for various types of development projects (Bateman et al., 2011). Using the contingent valuation
method, a hypothetical market for a non-market good or service is created by asking people how much
money they would be willing to pay for that particular benefit (Mitchel & Carson, 1989). The goal of
contingent valuation is to elicit from people what they would be willing to pay to protect some
environmental asset or what they would have to be paid to give it up (Berk & Fovell, 1999).
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Non-market valuation techniques have also gained traction in valuing quasi-public goods, in
particular, determining values associated with recreation. These studies typically estimate the recreational
values associated with a range of environments and activities. However, many of these studies often tend
to focus on a single activity, rather than attempting to look at values for ecosystem services as a whole.
Valuation is also challenging because ecosystems are “systems” with feedbacks, time lags, nested
processes and other complex dynamics.
Assigning monetary values such as dollars to ecosystem services is a defensible strategy that can
aid in the challenge of allocating limited resources among competing demands. Monetization also has the
advantage of expressing impacts in the same units of measurement as the cost of response measures,
which in turn facilitates the comparison of the costs and benefits (Frankhauser et al., 1998). Yet, there are
still criticisms in valuation techniques and needs for improvement. Major issues with valuation methods
concern the validity of WTP estimates for environmental benefits, inconsistency and bias (Pearce &
Turner, 1990). Valuation is a challenge because many of the associated costs and benefits are not part of
the traditional economy or traded in markets (Vaze, Dunn, & Price, 2006). For instance, ecosystem
services are sometimes confused with biodiversity. Biodiversity, which refers to the variability among
living organisms within species, between species, and between ecosystems, is not itself an ecosystem
service. Rather, biodiversity is an underlying component that contributes to the quality and social value of
ecosystem services. The way in which people value biodiversity is captured under the ecosystem services
of “ethical” and “existence” values. Other ecosystem services that are directly dependent on key
components of biodiversity include food, genetic resources, timber, biomass fuel, and ecotourism.
Due to the challenging nature of ecosystem valuation, many ecosystem services are often not
recognized or considered in the decision-making process (Brander, Van Beukering, & Cesar, 2007).
Societal preferences are often overlooked in decision-making and most evaluations focus on obtaining
objectively measurable, biophysical (e.g. Chan et al., 2006) or economic estimates (e.g. Costanza et al.,
1997; Martin-Lopez et al., 2012). Preferences are important because they reflect people’s priorities and
help with the interpretation of their actions. Filling this gap is of utmost importance because discounting
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important ecosystem services can contribute to the gradual loss of some of the essential, communal life
support services such as climate regulation, carbon storage, cultural heritage, aesthetics, erosion
protection and waste disposal. Explicitly accounting for these benefits, using a range of social and
economic metrics would reveal hidden costs and benefits to many current practices and yield decisions
that most readily reflect the true value of the natural environment to society. Actual measurements of
ecosystem services should be split into a) the capacity of an ecosystem to provide a service (e.g., how
much fish can a lake provide on a sustainable basis), and b) the actual use of that service (e.g., fish
harvesting for food or for use in industrial processing). Measurement of the importance (value) of that
fish in terms of nutrition value, a source of income and/or way of life is then part of the human value
domain.
Although economic valuation methods have significant potential to advance policy and the
conservation of ecosystem services, there are other legitimate methods that have been applied to topics
such as recreation satisfaction, tourism, human wellbeing, storm surge protection, commercial activity, or
public health. Specific research on areas like the social benefits of coastal restoration, hazard mitigation,
and public preferences for shoreline management is also being conducted. These research topics,
although not traditionally considered under the ecosystem services title, are in fact ecosystem services.
They represent a broader picture of ecosystem service valuation that can be recognized and utilized.
Identifying the reasons and motivations of people help managers understand which services are relevant
for different stakeholders and which tradeoffs need to be addressed when making decisions.
For example, information about value orientations are important because they can be
determinants of more specific attitudes that can help explain patterns of human behaviors toward coastal
resources (Vaske & Donnelly, 1999). For instance, people may demonstrate a range of depreciative or
conservative behaviors toward a coral reef, depending on how they use the resource. Research in the
tourism sector shows that SCUBA divers are more likely to have protectionist orientations toward coral
reefs, so a manager seeking to encourage conservation-related behaviors may want to target these groups
(Briggs, 2005). This type of information is additional evidence that can support economic valuation
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methods such as travel cost, willingness to pay, and other techniques by offering a cognitive component.
Incorporating other perspectives can reveal hidden aspects that can significantly alter the way resources
are managed.

Tradeoffs
Another important consideration in evaluating ecosystem services is the notion of tradeoffs.
Tradeoffs arise because people’s interests vary and so they value different aspects of the same system
(Hicks et al., 2009). However, many attempts to identify ecosystem service tradeoffs have tended to
oversimplify and ignore the distribution of benefits between diverse groups and individuals within
society, thus failing to identify who benefits and who loses in the flow of ecosystem services (Daw et al.,
2011). Balancing the delivery of a range of services is particularly critical for coastal and marine
ecosystems, which face growing human populations and development, increasing associated impacts, and
declining ecosystem services. Coastal and marine systems can be especially challenging given the general
absence of property rights and desire to access resources, in addition to multiple uses, conflicting goals
and regulations.
A principal difficulty is in determining how much impact or change should be allowed in
environmental resources, the quality of ecosystem services, and the extent and direction of management
actions. The issue is emphasized by the threshold effect, which refers to the “tipping point” at which a
system may change abruptly into an alternative state (Scheffer et al., 1993; Scheffer et al., 2001).
Understanding the conditions under which thresholds are likely to be crossed and what mechanisms
underlie threshold behavior is critical. In an ecosystem, an ecological threshold describes the point at
which there is an abrupt change in quality or characteristic, or where small changes in a driver may
produce large responses in an ecosystem. With regards to ecosystem-based management, we must be able
to determine specific thresholds that, once crossed, move the system away from the “desired state”. Some
change in the environment is inevitable, but sooner or later the amount, nature, or type of change may
become unacceptable to society. Thus, more pressing questions for management are what ecosystem
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conditions do people desire, and at what point does the amount of change to an ecosystem become too
much or surpass the limits of acceptable change? The answers to these questions are multifaceted and
involve societal choices and negotiation of values and aims.
One way in which ecosystem service tradeoffs and thresholds have been modeled is based on
production theory, which considers how different inputs produce different levels of outputs, typically
expressed as production functions. When applied to ecosystem services, production functions are models
that translate the structure and functioning of ecosystems into the provision of ecosystem services (Daily
& Matson, 2008; Sanchirico & Mumby, 2009; Tallis & Polasky, 2009). Production functions have been
used to value non-market ecosystem services that can be considered as inputs into the production of goods
and services with market value (e.g., seagrass habitat as nursery grounds is an input into fisheries), but
also applies to services that are not readily connected to market outcomes. An important consideration is
that there may be many potential ecosystem service outcomes and benefits that can arise from a given set
of inputs. This provides a basis for examining which outcomes are optimal in terms of providing the
combination of services that are important to society.
Ecosystem service outcomes can be analyzed graphically by producing a Production Possibility
Frontier (PPF) to evaluate tradeoffs (Figure 1). In the context of ecosystem-based management, this
involves some quantification of the ecosystem services produced across a range of potential management
actions (e.g., all possible MPA siting options, all possible harvest regulations). The axes of the graph
correspond to levels of ecosystem services and each point corresponds to the outcomes from a given set
of management actions that are known or estimated to produce amounts of each service. In the PPF, all
points on the curve are points of maximum productive efficiency, whereby one service cannot be further
increased without a cost in terms of the other service. All points inside the curve can be produced but are
productively inefficient (also referred to as Pareto Efficiency), and all points outside the curve cannot be
produced with the given, existing resources. Points that lie to the extreme left or right on the curve are
attainable but at the cost of the other service. A balance between services is achieved in the middle of the
curve. This ecosystem services “frontier” depicts management options that provide for the optimal
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delivery of the two or more services (Guerry et al., 2007; Polasky et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2012).

Production Possibility Frontier (PPF)

Service 2

A"="Inefficient"produc0on"
"
B"="Service"2"is"produced"at"
the"cost"of"Service"1"
"
C"="Service"1"is"produced"at"
the"cost"of"Service"2"
"
D"="Equal"mix"of"Services"1"
and"2"is"required"
"
X"="Cannot"be"produced"
with"the"given"exis0ng"
resources.""
Service 1

Figure 1. Production Possibility Frontier (PPF).

The production function is just one example of an approach to evaluating tradeoffs among
ecosystem services. Most applications of an ecological production function modeling approach have been
done at small scales or for a single ecosystem service. Challenges in ecosystem services valuation lie in
our relatively limited knowledge of ecosystem complexity and interrelationships among multiple services.
Researchers also acknowledge that it is difficult to accurately estimate production functions and in
particular, define what is meant by “societal preference” (Tallis & Polasky, 2011). This is an important
point to consider given the diversity of social values, perceptions and preferences related to coastal and
marine uses.
Stated preference and choice experiments are other methods used to study tradeoffs. Oh and
Ditton (2006) investigated differences in anglers’ preferences for management restrictions using a stated
preference choice approach and follow-up scenario analysis. This method elicits preferences with a set of
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hypothetical choice sets that include the most important decision attributes and levels of those attributes
(Boxall et al., 1996; Louviere, Hensher, & Swait, 2000). This assumes that individuals make rational
decisions on multi-attributes of items viewed simultaneously (Schroeder & Louviere, 1999). Oh, Ditton,
Gentner, and Riechers (2009) suggested that this approach is useful for understanding how individuals
make tradeoffs among regulatory attributes in light of changes in their expectations.

DPSER Framework
Managing for ecosystem services while illuminating tradeoffs is rooted in the ecosystem-based
management approach. A more integrated approach to coastal resources management considers the
interrelationship of social, cultural, economic and environmental processes in both the research and
management context to provide more meaningful insights for coastal resource management strategies.
The Drivers-Pressures-State-Ecosystem Services-Response (DPSER) model integrates human dimensions
and biophysical information into a framework that illustrates the complex interactions of human
dimensions with ecosystem services (Kelble et al., 2013). These interactions represent a causal network
and are ultimately involved in management tradeoffs. Throughout the model, humans are implicit but
most directly involved in their Response (Figure 2). The DPSER model is an altered version of the
Drivers-Pressures-State-Impacts-Responses (DPSIR) model, which was developed as a means of
structuring and organizing indicators in a way that was meaningful to decision makers (Smeets &
Weterings, 1999; OECD, 2003). However, a key issue of the DPSIR framework was “the lack, so far, of
efforts to find a satisfactory way of dealing with the multiple attitudes and definitions of issues by
stakeholders and the general public” (Svarstad et al., 2008, p. 116). By focusing on Impacts, the DPSIR
model implied only negative environmental consequences of the human/environment interface and did
not explicitly include Ecosystem Services or the positive benefits humans derive from those services and
the ecosystem.
In the DPSER model (Figure 2) developed by Kelble et al. (2013), Drivers are factors that result
in pressures that in turn cause changes in condition of the system. Drivers can be any combination of
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natural (e.g., climate variability) and anthropogenic (e.g., coastal development) forces that are the
underlying cause of change in the coastal marine ecosystem. Pressures are the particular manifestations
of Drivers within the ecosystem, and include physical, chemical, and biological factors (e.g., coastal
pollution, habitat loss and degradation, or fishing effort) that can be mapped to specific drivers. For
example, coastal development can result in increased coastal armoring and the loss of associated intertidal
habitat.
State refers to the condition of the physical, chemical, and biological attributes of the coastal
environment. Attributes include descriptive characteristics of the environment that can be measured, such
as chemical concentrations or the size of populations. Measurable attributes are used to objectively assess
the status of the ecosystem condition (e.g., an abundance and diversity of fish found in an estuary can
help illustrate a healthy habitat) and also include the characteristics that define ecosystem services (e.g.,
recreational fishing).
Ecosystem Services are the benefits that humans derive from the ecosystem. The value of
ecosystem services is related to environmental conditions, and can be measured and reported in monetary,
cultural, or social terms. Ecosystem service values can inform decisions that involve tradeoffs between
environmental and other social objectives and between competing objectives (Farber et al., 2006;
Yoskowitz et al., 2012). Ecosystem Services depend on the State of coastal and marine resources. People
are not just a Pressure on the State of the environment; they also act to enhance the environment and the
benefits that it provides to society.
Responses are actions that people take when there are changes in the condition in the environment
(State) or in the Ecosystem Services provided. This component represents a feedback mechanism through
which human activities can alter Drivers, Pressures, States, or Ecosystem Services. The Response
component reflects decisions based on what people perceive about Ecosystem Services, the State of the
environment, Pressures and Drivers, and the changes these cause in the ecosystem.
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Ecosystem Services

Responses

Ecosystem Services are the benefits that humans derive from the ecosystem.
They are what link people to the State of the ecosystem, through “attributes
[of the environment] that people care about”. Ecosystem Services have value
for both people who live in the ecosystem and people who do not. The value
of Ecosystem Services is related to environmental conditions, and this value
can be measured and reported in a monetary cultural, or social context.

Responses are actions that
people take that are related
to changes in the State of
the environment or
Ecosystem Services.

State
State refers to the condition of all of the physical, chemical, and biological
attributes of the marine environment. Attributes include characteristics of the
environment that can be measured, such as chemical concentrations and the
size of populations. Attributes that can be measured are used to evaluate
objectively the State of the ecosystem. Attributes also include the
characteristics that define Ecosystem Services.

Pressures
Pressures are physical, chemical and biological mechanisms that cause
change(s) in the ecosystem. Pressures are the particular effects of Drivers in
the ecosystem.

Drivers

Within the DPSER
framework, the Response
component represents a
feedback mechanism
through which human
activities can alter Drivers,
Pressures, State and
Ecosystem Services. These
activities are actions taken
by individuals and private
organizations, state and
federal agencies, and
policy-makers.
Responses reflect decisions
based on what people know
about the State of the
environment, Ecosystem
Services, Drivers and
Pressures, and the changes
these cause in the
ecosystem.

Drivers are human activities that are the underlying cause of change in the
coastal marine ecosystem. Drivers can be any contribution of biophysical,
human, and institutional actions or processes.

Figure 2. Drivers-Pressures-State-Ecosystem Services-Response (DPSER) framework.

The DPSER framework represents an important step towards integrating diverse scientific
information and capturing a more holistic understanding of the complex interactions between the
biophysical and human dimensions of the ecosystem. The incorporation of ecosystem services is central
to ecosystem-based management and active efforts to sustain services that meet society’s needs and
values. As Bell and Morse (1999) argued, the “sustainability” of ecosystem services cannot be measured
in “absolute, traditional, reductionist terms” because it oversimplifies complexity and risks reducing a
variety of relevant and legitimate views and understandings to the dominant mindset of the scientist.
Rather, sustainability is a highly complex concept, which is “dependent upon the various perceptions of
the stakeholders in the problem context” (Bell & Morse, 1999, p. 100).
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Any debate around what is an acceptable compromise between social and biophysical objectives
requires an honest acknowledgement of the tradeoffs involved in achieving management outcomes. An
open and integrative approach to acknowledging tradeoffs and embracing complexity starts with the
assumption that no single discipline recognizes all dimensions of an issue (Hirsch et al., 2011). The use of
such an approach would help recognize and expose ways in which people with particular perspectives not
only have partial views of the complexity of issues, but also tend to oversimplify or take for granted the
ways in which others understand complexity. A deep understanding of integrative complexity considers
the interaction of multiple perspectives and diverse ways of knowing.

Moving Forward

Communication with the Public
The discussion above raises questions concerning the public’s views on various environmental
issues, how they perceive the relationship between resource use and protection of those resources, and
which factors they consider important in their evaluations or decisions regarding that relationship. In the
face of controversial and uncertain issues, such as climate change, or with conflicting goals, such as the
desire to continue fishing while protecting critical fish species from over harvesting, the public often
challenges the “experts” (i.e., managers, scientists). The typical response from the experts is the need to
“educate the public”, in an effort to change their attitudes and behaviors such that they will then agree
with the “expert”. This is a persistent yet ineffective management strategy for addressing a diverse public.
Simply providing facts or information will not automatically lead to changes in attitudes or behavior. A
public informed of ecological “facts” is not necessarily a public that will more frequently side with the
experts. Education and outreach are indeed important but are simply not enough to change the public’s
attitudes, behaviors, or lifestyles (Gigliotti, 1990). This is because people tend to consciously or
unconsciously select new information that confirms their beliefs, rather than changes their lifestyles to
any great degree (Bright & Tarrant, 2002; Tesser & Leone, 1977). Also, human behaviors are largely
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driven by human values and needs, which provide people with motivations to act. For many, the
connection between lifestyle and today’s environmental problems is not strong enough for people to make
personal changes. Different stakeholders can perceive different benefits (sometimes complementary but
also competitive) from the same ecosystem process outcomes.
Education and outreach programs used to foster environmentally “responsible” behavior are often
implemented within a non-theoretical framework and are generally information-intensive (Gigliotti,
1990). These programs assume that by providing people with information on an issue (e.g., endangered
species protection, overfishing or global warming) and encouraging the development of attitudes that
support “responsible” activities (e.g., recycling or not touching corals), behavior will change. This
communication strategy is known as an “information deficit model” of behavior change and is endorsed
by a number of scientists (De Young, 2000; Weaver, 1991). Delivering new knowledge to people can
enhance their awareness of environmental issues and of the environmental impacts of their behavior (Steg
& Vlek, 2009). This is especially true for messages that are perceived as logical and relevant to the
person, and that capture their attention (Scannell & Gifford, 2013). However, the relative success of such
programs will vary, in part, according to a person’s “integrative complexity” or ability and motivation to
think about issues in multidimensional ways. Not all people view these matters in the same way or have
the desire or ability to do so. Further, the ability of individuals to see all or several sides of an issue also
depends on factors that influence attitudes, such as values, emotions, and beliefs; a person’s motivation
can be influenced by several factors, such as the personal relevance of the issue (Bright & Tarrant, 2002).
People may not be motivated to think about issues that are inconsistent with their beliefs and preferences.

Understanding How People Think
The “resilience” of coastal ecosystems and societies requires the “capacity to undergo some
changes without crossing a threshold to a different system regime” (Walker & Salt, 2006, p. 32). Too
much use of natural resources would change the state of the natural ecosystem, whereas too much
resource protection would severely limit society’s use and enjoyment of those resources. Resilience will
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depend on a balanced state of the coastal zone and how people interact with the environment, and how
they respond to management actions. What is needed in shifting societies toward resilience is not just new
tools and technology, policies, or programs, but also an open mind to diverse and evolving social values,
attitudes, interests and preferences. Since human values toward natural resources change over time and
space, we need to be flexible in our thinking and acknowledge that people are embedded in dynamic,
interconnected social and ecological systems. These systems are complex and adaptive, and resilience
requires the capacity to undergo some changes without crossing a threshold to an undesirable state or
system regime (Walker & Salt, 2006). Therefore, the social acceptability of tradeoffs between the use and
the protection of natural resources is of utmost importance to coastal resource management.
It is also important to understand the underlying nature of the public’s concerns regarding social
acceptability of coastal resource policies, in an attempt to predict acceptability of proposed practices
(Thomassin et al., 2010; Winter et al., 2002). Knowing how people think about issues involving tradeoffs
and how they accept certain management conditions can help us to determine how changes in the desired
state of the physical ecosystem will affect its delivery of services, and vice versa. Along with
understanding the acceptability of certain management decisions, it may be a necessary prerequisite to
understand how people cognitively process the issues surrounding coastal resource management.
Fundamental attributes typical of complex policy and management problems include: multiple
aspects that interact in complex, often unpredictable ways; no simple, easily achievable solutions;
scientific uncertainties; a large number of participants or stakeholders with different, often conflicting,
zero-sum priorities and perspectives; either active conflicts or the remainder of past conflicts; competing
claims for leadership and/or authority; nonexistent, confusing, inappropriate, or overlapping regulatory
and management mechanisms; and poorly defined, unstable decision-making processes (National
Research Council, 1997). To address the wide range of dynamic and often conflicting social values and
judgments, effective and longitudinal management of changing coastal ecosystems requires an adaptive,
holistic approach. This involves recognition of the complex nature of problems and incorporation of
flexible management approaches. There are no simple answers, there is no single answer, and there is a
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dynamic set of relationships that change with time and in response to situational changes. Decision
processes should capture and emphasize multiple values of ecosystem services for management to be
responsive to diverse and changing needs.
Many of the challenges faced are related to communication, human behavior and motivation, and
how people organize to deal with them. Of critical importance to management and communication with
the public is having a better understanding of the relevant audiences, by knowing which ecosystem
services are valued and the conditions under which they are desired. This type of information speaks to
“what” people prefer and expect, but it is also important to know “how” people think about such related
matters and subsequently evaluate what is acceptable. This can be understood by determining the
“integrative complexity” of human thought processes.
Furthermore, many of the significant changes in U.S. society have involved the shifting of
seemingly unmovable and highly consequential attitudes. Among the most notable of these
transformations were the shifts in public attitudes toward natural resources management during the 1960s
– 1970s from utilitarianism to protectionism. Present day, those attitudes have shifted toward the
integration of both use and protection orientations. Accordingly, the study of attitudes has been used in a
variety of natural resource management situations, such as restoring wildlife (Brooks et al., 1999; Enck &
Brown, 2002) and wildlife management activities (Bright & Barro, 2000; Koval & Mertig, 2004; Lee &
Miller, 2003; Teel et al., 2002). However, McCleery et al. (2006) contend that many of the authors of
natural resource management studies that utilize the attitude construct either do not understand or have
failed to properly communicate attitudes and their social psychological frameworks, especially when
examining attitude-behavior linkages. As people tend to hold certain attitudes to view issues in a positive
or negative way, the efficiency of management strategies largely depends on how well they are accepted
by various stakeholders.
This dissertation adopts an interdisciplinary systems research approach. Kennedy and Thomas
(1995) demonstrate that the social, political, economic, and natural systems are all interconnected, and are
driven by social values. They stress that natural resource values originate or are endorsed solely in the
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social system. This model is the heart of coastal resources management and exposes how any appropriate
management decision must be made in consideration of multiple dimensions. Machlis et al. (1997) also
support this interdependency in their human ecosystem approach to ecosystem-based management, which
integrates relevant social, as well as ecological patterns and knowledge into the analytical process. The
reason behind assessing a human ecosystem is to treat the relationships between humans and their
environments in terms of flows between critical natural, socioeconomic, and cultural resources, social
institutions, social cycles, and social order and organization. Focusing on the relationships between
individuals and their larger ecological and social context allows for a better understanding of whom
amongst a broader society, benefits from the relevant ecosystem services and how they interpret such
environments.

Purpose of Research
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the role of integrative complexity in evaluations of
coastal resource issues, value orientations, and attitudes toward the use versus protection of coastal
resources. These are important topics within the human dimensions of coastal resources management that
can help us understand the cognitive processes people use when thinking about acceptable tradeoffs
regarding the biophysical environment and use of that environment. Due to the often controversial and
complex nature of many coastal resource issues, our understanding of the human-nature interrelationship
can be improved by determining not only what people think and know, but also how they think about
issues. More specifically, it is insufficient to simply understand what attitudes are relevant to coastal
resource management; it is necessary to understand how people are thinking about the issues surrounding
coastal resources.
Through the lens of integrative complexity, we may better understand the various levels to which
people view coastal issues and how they may respond to management alternatives. Integrative complexity
is a concept that indicates the simplicity versus complexity of a person’s mental frame and perceptual
skill. A person who perceives nuance and subtle differences typically scores higher on an integrative
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complexity measure. Those who view the world as black and white score low on integrative complexity.
Understanding how people think about management issues and decisions is critical for success in
effective communication with the public and in implementing management actions deemed acceptable by
the public. The use of integrative complexity can provide an even more intricate understanding of the
public’s perceptions of an issue, and the factors influencing the acceptance of managing coastal resources.
The proposed research will examine (a) the complexity with which people think about coastal resource
issues, and (b) the underlying values people hold that influence attitudes and acceptability of management
alternatives.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In 1953, the political philosopher, Isaiah Berlin, published The Hedgehog and the Fox: An Essay
on Tolstoy’s View of History. Berlin references a Greek poet named Archilochus who said, “The fox
knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one big thing.” Berlin expanded on the fable saying that the
world could be divided into two categories: 1) the hedgehog who views the world through a single
defining idea; and 2) the fox, who draws upon wide experiences and for whom the world cannot be boiled
down to a single idea. What the fox sees, that the hedgehog does not, is that the world is much more
integrated and complex than he can imagine. The strength of the hedgehog is in his focus and central
vision. The power of the fox is in his flexibility and openness to experience. The hedgehog never wavers,
never doubts. The fox is more cautious, more pragmatic, and more inclined to see complexity and nuance.
Like the hedgehog and fox parable, integrative complexity represents the intricacy and structure
of a person’s thought processes in evaluating information and making decisions. The literature on
integrative complexity is multifarious and relates to many other lines of research from various disciplines.
Because the emphasis of its work is on the structure of thought rather than its content, the closest relatives
of integrative complexity are cognitive complexity (Bieri, 1955) and cognitive structure theories (Scott,
Osgood, & Peterson, 1979). The direct line of development proceeds through conceptual systems of
information processing (Harvey, Hunt, & Schroder, 1961), conceptual complexity (Schroder et al., 1967),
to integrative complexity (Suedfeld & Tetlock, 1977). The following review is primarily focused on
integrative complexity and how research on the construct has developed and been refined. The review
expands to cover cognitive hierarchy theory and other constructs that are relevant to integrative
complexity.

Cognitive Style and Complexity
The basis for cognitive complexity theories can be attributed to Kelly’s (1955) Personal Construct
Theory, which proposed that we construe the world and everything in it (i.e., elements) in terms of bipolar

personal constructs. Kelly’s construct is a bipolar dimension (e.g., desirable vs. undesirable, like me vs.
not like me) that consists of the results from an individual’s process of “constructing or “interpreting”
events. He considered dimensions in terms of similarity and contrast, and specifically noted that construct
systems are often fragmented and even illogical (Kelly, 1955). According to Kelly, a dimension
(construct) emerges when two events or objects are viewed as similar and a third is viewed as dissimilar.
Dimensions are presumed to relate to each other in terms of ordinal hierarchical relationships, but these
relationships may be limited to certain areas (domains). The number of dimensions that a person uses to
come to a conclusion is a measure of the person’s cognitive complexity (Kelly, 1955).
Bieri (1955, 1961, 1966; Bieri et al., 1966) elaborated on cognitive complexity by focusing on the
effects of an individual’s cognitive orientation on the judgments he or she makes. Bieri discussed
differentiation of the construct system both in terms of an individual’s cognitive structure, and in terms of
how the individual construed the social world. According to Bieri, the degree of differentiation reflected
its cognitive complexity-simplicity. The degree of cognitive complexity is related to the number of
cognitive dimensions available to an individual. In Bieri’s test, participants assigned a number from -2 to
+2 on various constructs of a variety of objects or people. Those high in complexity were expected to
show more diversification in scoring among the different dimensions. Furthermore, Bieri maintained that,
since individuals involve constructs for making predictions, those who were more complex and had
greater versatility in the construct system would have greater predictive efficiency than those who were
more simple and less versatile.
Other studies have viewed cognitive complexity as a style, process or system. Messick (1984)
defined cognitive style in terms of consistent patterns of “organizing and processing information (p. 61)”,
and Kagan, Moss and Sigel (1963) defined it as “stable individual preferences in mode of perceptual
organization and conceptual categorization of the external environment (p. 74)”. Werner’s developmental
psychology (1957) suggested that increased differentiation and hierarchical integration enable the
individual to adjust flexibly “to changing local circumstances and, at the same time, to maintain a longrange stability of performance” (Werner, 1957, p. 126). Following the work of Kelly, Crockett (1965)
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conceptualized cognitive complexity as being the hierarchical organization of an individual’s construct
system within the interpersonal domain of events and experiences. Crockett (1965) viewed an individual’s
construct system as dynamic rather than static, and maintained that construct systems undergo change in
order to aid the individual in the anticipation of events. In terms of personal perception, an individual’s
constructs function to form impressions of others.

Cognitive Sophistication
Similar to cognitive complexity, several studies have used the term “cognitive sophistication”.
Glock et al. (1975) measured cognitive sophistication by an individual’s intellectual interests, openness to
new ideas, and willingness to risk uncertainty and ambiguity. Bobo and Licari (1989) tested cognitive
sophistication as a mediating link between education and political tolerance. Cognitive sophistication was
measured by the number of correct answers to a ten-word vocabulary test, originally used by Krosnick
and Alwin (1987). It was assumed that a rich vocabulary was an indicator of intelligence (Krosnick &
Alwin, 1987; Thorndike & Gallup, 1944; Zimmerman & Woo-Sam, 1973). Accordingly, a richer
vocabulary indicated greater sensitivity to new information and an ability to reorganize ideas in more
complex ways as situations demand.
Conceptual differentiation (Gardner, 1953) deals with an individual’s tendency to place reality
within a structure that allows them to go through the act of perceiving more easily (Gardner, 1953). If
someone tends to classify objects into a relatively large number of mutually exclusive categories, they are
said to show a high degree of conceptual differentiation. When someone uses few categories, they are
exhibiting a low degree of differentiation. Gardner found that people use this level of cognitive process in
several situations and tend to be consistent with their various cognitive styles. Gardner’s work suggests
that an individual will show one level of cognitive process and maintain that level for other situations.
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Conceptual Complexity
“Conceptual complexity” grew out of the earlier, more general ideas of Harvey, Hunt, and
Schroder (1961) who were initially interested in conceptual structures of information acquisition and
processing. In this earlier work, “system” operations were more discontinuous and progressed through
stages. They were defined in terms of content and behavioral directionality, and were less systematically
related to situational or social factors. Schroder, Driver, and Streufert (1967) refined operations for
conceptual complexity that are based on organizational properties allowing for the examination of
empirical relationships and interactions between both content and structure. Their work abandoned the
idea of discrete stages in favor of a continuum and deemphasized developmental aspects. While content
reflects the “what”, structure reflects the “how” of thought and action. Structure “builds and rebuilds the
concepts that we use to understand our world” (Streufert, 1997). Conceptual complexity makes explicit
the perception of connections among the dimensions. Schroder, Driver, and Streufert (1967) described
four conceptual levels of information processing: low, moderately low, moderately high, and high
integration indices (Figure 3).
Low integration is characterized by categorical, black and white thinking. When conflict exists, it
is quickly minimized and resolved. Ambiguity is not tolerated and people in this level fail to see alternate
resolutions or interpretations. The more absolute the rules of integration, the more generalization of
functioning within a certain range, and more abrupt or compartmentalized the change when it occurs.
Low integration individuals tend to perceive the world in terms of their own beliefs and ignore subtle
situational changes and alternate interpretations. This form of complexity is commonly used as a defense
mechanism referred to as “projecting”, where conflicting attitudes tend to be misperceived or warded off,
and the perception of others is overgeneralized.
At the moderately low integration level, an individual is able to conceptually generate more
alternatives than in the previous level. However, the individual lacks the ability to relate or organize
differentiated rules. Differentiation occurs within a single dimension, but not across dimensions. This
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leads to the problem of choice and ambiguity, where there is no fixed rule for what is right or wrong.
Consequently, there is ambivalence and a lack of consistency in decision-making. An individual can
understand two or more ways of perceiving a situation, but the two evaluations are compartmentalized,
and the person fails to utilize one schema. Individuals at this level tend to perceive the world in terms of
one’s self versus other. This leads to an absolutistic orientation toward others who, when seen in a
position of potential control are “warded off”.

(1) Low Integration

(2) Moderately Low Integration

(3) Moderately High Integration

(4) High Integration

Figure 3. Conceptual integration levels of information processing (Schroder, Driver, & Streufert,
1967).

At the moderately high integration level, the conceptual system is less deterministic and more
flexible. Despite the amount of uncertainty, individuals at this level are open to alternative perceptions.
Much more information is sought before resolutions are made, and the individual will weigh the effects of
taking different views. The presence of choice allows for a person to be self-reflective, rather than be
anchored in the past or on established rules. At this level, an individual can make comparisons and
relations. Not only is the individual highly differentiated, but other people are equally differentiated. This
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enables the capability of “perspective taking”, which is the process of imagining oneself in the role of
others.
At the high integration level, an individual perceives a diverse world filled with many
alternatives. Individuals at this level can generate or apply flexible rules that systematize a large and
differentiated body of information. With high integration, the individual is less externally constrained and
highly effective in adapting to a complex, changing situation. There is a greater ability to identify
complex relationships across multiple dimensions and to generate alternative patterns or novel responses.
Later versions of conceptual complexity, such as interactive complexity theories (Streufert &
Streufert, 1978; Streufert & Swezey, 1986) viewed complexity as specific to various experiential
domains. Further, they showed more interest in environmental mediators between potential (i.e., trait,
style) complexity and behavior, in refining the construct of complexity (e.g., into flexible and hierarchical
integration), and in the relevance of complexity to social psychology (e.g., attitudes, social perceptions).
Cognitive style theories generally focus on conceptual complexity as a combination of flexibility, need
for cognition, and tolerance for ambiguity, uncertainty, and lack of closure. The concept has been shown
to be related to some specific personality factors, including authoritarianism and dogmatism (Schroder et
al., 1967) and moral reasoning level (de Vries & Walker, 1986). Such correlations support the
classification of conceptual complexity as a type of cognitive style (Suedfeld & Coren, 1992).
Alternatively, Suedfeld and Coren (1992) suggested that conceptual complexity could be viewed as a
mental ability or possible dimension of intelligence. While their results showed significant associations
between conceptual complexity and divergent thinking, relatively weak relationships were found with
other factors of mental ability (i.e., verbal ability, componential intelligence). Overall, complexity may, in
part, be a trait, but not necessarily an unchangeable one.

Integrative Complexity
Integrative complexity is an offshoot of conceptual complexity and has been referred to as the
“state component”, whereas conceptual complexity is the “trait component” (Suedfeld, Tetlock, &
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Streufert, 1992; Suedfeld, 2010). The crucial difference between conceptual and integrative complexity is
in the emphasis on complexity’s dynamic qualities, the conditions under which it changes, and the effects
of those changes on information processing and decision-making (Suedfeld, 1992). Integrative
complexity studies consider complexity of thought shown in a particular situation and context, and in the
relations between such complexity and a wide variety of environmental, interpersonal, and internal
factors. As a state variable, integrative complexity is viewed as the level of complexity with which an
individual approaches a specific issue, problem or situation at a specific time, rather than as a stable trait.
For example, Suedfeld, Bluck, and Ballard (1994) found that an individual’s level of emotional
involvement with an issue or situation is positively correlated with one’s level of integrative complexity.
An earlier study by Pratt and Hunsberger (1992) supported these findings. Their research suggested that
people involved in personally salient problems exhibited higher levels of integrative complexity. This
research is also consistent with Suedfeld’s (1992) work, which indicated that when an issue grabs hold of
an individual’s emotions, the individual is prompted to engage in more intense and careful decisionmaking.
Integrative complexity is based on one's capacity and willingness to (a) acknowledge the
legitimacy of contradictory perspectives on a problem, and (b) integrate those contradictory
considerations into an overall judgment or decision (Schroder et al., 1967; Streufert & Streufert; 1978).
When an individual thinks about an issue or event in both a complex and multidimensional manner, and
also relates varying perspectives, values, and beliefs with one another he or she is thought to be
integratively complex. Individuals who think about issues in a simple and unidimensional manner are
considered less integratively complex.
Tetlock (1989) defines integrative complexity in terms of two cognitive structural components,
differentiation and integration. Differentiation refers to the number of distinct characteristics or
dimensions of a problem or issue that an individual takes into account during decisionmaking (Bright &
Barro, 2000; Tetlock, 1989). A person who sees an issue in “black and white” terms or is able to see only
one side of a topic, has little or no differentiation on that issue. A person who sees at least two or more
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dimensions to an issue shows higher differentiation in their thinking (Bright & Barro, 2000; Streufert &
Swezwy, 1986; Tetlock, 1989). A highly differentiated approach would potentially include contradictory
aspects of an issue.
Integration refers to the development of complex connections among the differentiated
characteristics (Schroder et al., 1967; Tetlock, 1985). These connections are determined when individuals
recognize that an issue is not simple, and they refer to tradeoffs between alternatives, synthesize
alternatives, or refer to higher-order concepts that subsume multiple perspectives (Suedfeld, Tetlock, &
Streufert, 1992). A high degree of differentiation is therefore necessary but not sufficient to determine
integrative complexity (Tetlock, 1989). Rather, the number and type of cognitive rules used for
interrelating the dimensions of differentiation are most important. For example, a person using four
dimensions in their thinking may do so by compartmentalizing the dimensions, ordering them
hierarchically, and failing to see their interrelationships (low integration); whereas a person using only
two or three dimensions may use the dimensions simultaneously, apply them in different and complex
combinations, and use them to compare possible outcomes (high integration) (Schroder et al., 1967).
Research recognizes that integrative complexity can shift and change, and increase or decrease
based on environmental demands or lack thereof (de Vries & Walker, 1987; Suedfeld, 1988; Janis, 1989;
Wallbaum, 1993; Tetlock et al., 1994; Gruenfeld, 1995; Gruenfeld, Thomas-Hunt, & Kim, 1998;
Gruenfeld & Preston, 2000). Vannoy (1965) suggested that complexity tends to respond to a variety of
intervening variables such as intolerance of ambiguity, congeniality, and academic aptitude. Tetlock
(1983) found that a person’s level of accountability for an issue was positively correlated to that
individual’s level of integrative complexity. The greater the level of accountability, the more effort an
individual puts into his or her decisions. Tetlock's research subjects had higher levels of integrative
complexity in a situation where they were under great scrutiny, than at times when the individual was less
responsible or accountable for the outcomes of the situation.
Integrative complexity has been shown to be directly tied to critical thinking, creativity, decision
making and problem-solving skills (Tuckman, 1965; Schroder et al., 1967; Streufert & Streufert, 1978;
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Suedfeld, 1988; Tetlock et al., 1993). Prior studies have suggested that individuals with higher levels of
integrative complexity make decisions with better outcomes as opposed to individuals with lower levels
of integrative complexity, especially in complex decision-making situations (Guttieri et al., 1995; Myyry,
2002; Pancer et al., 2000; Suedfeld & Leighton, 2002; Tetlock 1983, 1986). Research on divergent
thinking suggests that validation increases the tolerance for new alternatives. Individuals may initially
reject a proposal but begin to actively search for new alternatives, strategies, and more creative solutions
(Nemeth & Rogers, 1996; Van Dyne & Saavedra, 1996). Suedfeld and Granatstein (1995) further
described integrative complexity as referring to, “the extent to which decision-makers search for and
monitor information, try to predict outcomes and reactions, flexibly weigh their own and other parties’
options, and consider potential strategies” (p. 510).
Wallbaum (1993) concluded that integrative complexity was a useful tool for examining political
decision-making. Integrative complexity was linked with an individual’s ability to be a “cognitive
manager,” responding to specific situations with an appropriate level of integrative complexity. In
general, Wallbaum found that moderation was a dominant factor in crisis or conflict situations requiring
agreement and cooperation, due to higher levels of integrative complexity. Interestingly, he also cited
previous research that found in situations of “group think” or high stress, the level of complexity
decreased (Wallbaum, 1993).
Suedfeld (1988) suggested that people who are more integratively complex not only make good
decisions, but also have a sixth sense to know the level of complexity that is necessary for any given
decision-making situation. However, maximum integrative complexity may not always be the optimal
tactic to employ when making decisions. The concept of optimal levels of integrative complexity has been
addressed in a number of studies (Janis & Mann, 1977; Suedfeld, 1992). It takes time to think through all
the scenarios in a given situation, and time is a limited resource for the vast majority of decision-makers
(Suedfeld, 1992). Decision-makers may not want or have the ability to take the time to consider the entire
variety of scenarios (Suedfeld, 1992). Furthermore, those who observe decision-makers may view the
time it takes to consider a variety of scenarios as indecisiveness on the part of the decision-makers
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(Tetlock et al., 1993). Observers and decision-makers alike could also perceive the process to be too time
consuming for the importance of the issue (Suedfeld, 1992). For example, there are many day-to-day
decisions that can be made quickly and without a great deal of reflection and thought (e.g., choosing
between chocolate or vanilla ice cream).

Ideology and Reasoning
A wide range of political and controversial issues has been the focus of early integrative
complexity research. A majority of those studies involved issues that have strong polar dichotomies, such
as abortion, political affiliation, and foreign policy. Tetlock (1981, 1989) examined the political affiliation
of members of the United States Congress to determine if conservative members of Congress were more
or less integratively complex on political issues than liberals. Other issues examined using the construct
include the reasoning of members of the British House of Commons (Tetlock, 1984), American versus
Soviet foreign policy-makers (Tetlock, 1985, 1988), Middle East leaders during the Persian Gulf Crisis
(Suedfeld, Wallace, & Thachuk, 1993), public attitudes toward nuclear weapons (Kristiansen and
Matheson, 1990), debates over slavery in the antebellum South (Tetlock, Armor, & Peterson, 1994), and
arguments used by members of student political groups (Suedfeld et al., 1994).
Research indicates that decision-makers generally find tradeoffs unpleasant and use a variety of
tactics to avoid confronting them (Abelson & Levi, 1985; Einhorn & Hogarth, 1981; Jervis, 1976;
Tetlock, 1986). People who prefer simple solutions to tradeoff problems that minimize mental effort and
strain are presumed to be “cognitive misers” (Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Tversky, 1972). Thus, cognitive
misers may selectively expose themselves to unchallenging or like-minded discourse. One reason why
tradeoffs are unpleasant is because tradeoffs can be difficult to justify to the public in general, and almost
impossible to justify to those who feel they have received the “short end of the stick” (Tetlock, 1986). A
series of content analysis studies found that senators with liberal and moderate voting records were more
likely to engage in complex, tradeoff forms of reasoning than conservative senators (Tetlock, 1981, 1983,
1984; Tetlock, Hannum, & Micheletti, 1984). Liberals and moderates more frequently acknowledged that
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policies they favored had potential drawbacks, and that policies they opposed had potential benefits. They
were also more likely to see policy making as a matter of weighing competing interests and values. In
contrast, conservatives were more likely to view competing proposals as rigid, black and white terms,
with only good outcomes coming from proposals they endorsed and bad outcomes from proposals they
opposed. The simple solution of denying one element while bolstering the other, a process that Festinger
(1964) called the “spreading of alternatives”, suffices to resolve the dissonant reaction (Abelson, 1959).
In discussing his findings, Tetlock (1983) suggested that those senators who held multiple and
conflicting values would be more likely to engage in more complex reasoning. Since liberals and
moderates are more likely to assign similar levels of importance to the values of freedom and equality,
they should experience more of this value conflict and therefore demonstrate higher levels of integrative
complexity. Conservatives, on the other hand, are more likely to value freedom over equality, and should
experience less value conflict and therefore demonstrate lower levels of integrative complexity.
Tetlock (1984, 1986) attempted to explain individual differences in political reasoning using the
value pluralism model. The value pluralism model asserts that (1) underlying all political ideologies are
core values that specify what the ultimate goals of public policy should be, and (2) ideologies vary in their
high priority values, as well as in the degree to which these values conflict with each other (Tetlock,
1986). Tetlock (1989) suggested that high levels of integrative complexity are linked to greater use of
fundamental values in guiding thoughts about an issue.
Gruenfeld (1995) examined the influence of group status (majority versus minority) as well as
political ideology and unanimity of opinion within groups on levels of integrative complexity. She
conducted an archival analysis of Supreme Court opinions, looking at integrative complexity of minority
and majority opinions that were written in cases of non-unanimous decisions, as well as majority opinions
written on behalf of unanimous vs. non-unanimous decisions, during eras where the court was liberallydominated or conservatively-dominated. For non-unanimous decisions, integrative complexity was lower
for opinions authored by justices in the minority as opposed to those written by majority members.
Contrary to Tetlock et al. (1984), she found that liberal and conservative justices did not differ in overall
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integrative complexity, and unanimous opinions were less complex than non-unanimous opinions written
by the majority. Gruenfeld concluded that group status is an important situational factor that influences
integrative complexity levels on policy reasoning and suggested that cognitive flexibility could be another
factor to consider.
The cognitive flexibility hypothesis, based on Nemeth’s (1986) research on divergent thinking,
suggests that majority members, attempting to understand why minorities might hold a different view, are
more likely to engage in effortful information processing (Gruenfeld et al., 1998). Accordingly, when
individuals in the majority are exposed to a minority influence or viewpoint, they may initially reject the
viewpoint and begin searching for new alternative perspectives, strategies, and creative solutions to
counter the minority viewpoint. This process may increase awareness of multiple perspectives and in turn,
lead to an increase in integrative complexity. Individuals in the minority, on the other hand, may show
more convergent thinking, only focusing in on their position against the majority’s position, and as a
result, may lead to lower levels of integrative complexity (Gruenfeld et al., 1998).
Research also suggests that attitudes may be formed as a consequence of differentiation and
integration of information relevant to a particular domain (Burtz & Bright, 2007; de Vries & Walker,
1987). Attitudes that are structurally simple are expected to be more categorical. The more complex the
attitude, the broader the range of information that is perceived as relevant. It has been suggested that
moderate belief systems were characterized by more complex belief systems regarding an attitude object
than were extreme attitudes (Burtz & Bright, 2007; Bright and Manfredo, 1996; Linville, 1982). More
moderate attitudes are linked to higher levels of integrative complexity. This was supported by the
findings of Carroll and Bright (2009), who found that individuals who recognized the tenability of
competing sides to an issue are more likely to have more moderate attitudes about the topic than those
who view the same issue from one perspective (Bright & Barro, 2000; Burtz & Bright, 2007). As Tetlock
(1989) observed, a higher level of integrative complexity was associated with a pragmatic, open-minded,
and nonpartisan worldview.
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Coping with Change and Stress
Suedfeld (1992) proposed a model related to stress and coping, which predicted a nonlinear
relationship between environmental stressors and information processing, particularly focusing on how
decision-makers address problems they are facing. This “cognitive manager” model suggested that
decision-makers (e.g. leader of a country) would “allocate cognitive resources in accordance with costbenefit considerations” (Suedfeld & Granatstein, 1995, p. 511). This model further suggested that
decision-makers, consciously or unconsciously, would devote time gathering information resources and
decision aids, based on the extent that a problem seems worthy of such an investment and is likely to lead
to an optimal solution (Suedfeld & Granatstein, 1995). Pruitt and Lewis (1975) showed that low
integrative complexity characterizes policy-makers who adopt competitive initiatives in which little
consideration is given to the perspective of the other side, whereas high integrative complexity
characterizes those who seek compromise agreements and take into account the interests of both parties.
Studies scoring archival materials for integrative complexity have shown an occurrence of the
“disruptive stress effect”, which is a steep reduction in complexity accompanied by a “stage of
exhaustion” or the depletion of cognitive resources for dealing with a stressful event (Suedfeld, 2010).
For example, the complexity of intergovernmental communications decreases as countries move deeper
into a crisis that eventually leads to war (Suedfeld & Tetlock, 1977; Suedfeld, Tetlock, & Ramirez, 1977).
This was not found to occur in crises that are resolved by a compromise solution (Suedfeld & Tetlock,
1977). Individual governmental and military leaders show equivalent patterns as a function of war stress
(Suedfeld, Corteen, & McCormick, 1986), as do members of nongovernmental elites (Porter & Suedfeld,
1981; Suedfeld, 1985). Another example of disruptive stress is a decrease in integrative complexity as the
individual nears death (Suedfeld, 1985; Suedfeld & Piedrahita, 1984). These studies support the
disruptive stress hypothesis, whereby complexity levels increase with stress levels up to an optimum level
of arousal, but then subsequently lead to decreased complexity. Thus, “if the challenge is too severe, too
persistent, occurs simultaneously with too many other demands, or if cognitive resources are depleted
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through fatigue, illness, fear or other adversities, complexity decreases” (Suedfeld & Tetlock, 2001, p.
294).
Previous research generally shows stress-related arousal to be accompanied by more selective
attention or “cue utilization” (Easterbrook, 1959; Hockey & Hamilton, 1983). Unlike earlier studies,
however, Suedfeld and Bluck (1993) found that subjects on average responded to negative life events
with increased or stable complexity. These findings were attributed to a difference between the cognitive
effects of personal and individual life changes, and dramatic large-scale stressor events. According to this
study, personal life events do not appear to reduce integrative complexity, as do stressors that permeate a
larger societal context. Researchers emphasize that different patterns of complexity do not necessarily
imply differences in successful coping, but particular changes or levels may be appropriate in various
circumstances (Suedfeld, 1992; Suedfeld & Bluck, 1993). It is possible that remaining stable or increasing
in complexity has better payoffs in the area of personal life problems than in confronting political
decisions. Alternatively, de Vries (1991) found that individuals were less complex in discussing events to
which they felt they had adjusted well than in describing events associated with poor adjustment. In the
latter case, this pattern was tentatively attributed to a Zeigarnik effect, which describes how people tend to
find it easier to recall a task, and the details surrounding it, when they feel like they have begun to
undertake it but have been unable to complete it (Zeigarnik, 1927).

Natural Resources Management
The use of integrative complexity in natural resources management has been limited. Bright and
Wyche (1998) looked at the effects of coursework in environmental education on college students’ level
of integrative complexity regarding the Endangered Species Act. Findings suggested that those who took
coursework in environmental education had more complex reasoning on the Endangered Species Act and
related tradeoffs than those who had not. In a similar study, integrative complexity was found to increase
with higher knowledge about plant and wildlife protection when paired with moderate attitudes (Bright &
Barro, 2000).
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In a study on wildfire management perceptions, findings implied that increased integrative
complexity results in higher levels of acceptance of management actions (Carroll & Bright, 2005). Carroll
and Bright (2009) later discovered that integrative complexity served as a moderator in the relationship
between value-laden basic beliefs about wildfire management and attitudes toward prescribed fires.
However, their results suggested that the nature of the moderation depended on the value considered. This
relationship is further supported by Czaja, Bright, and Cottrell (2016) who found that the strength of the
relationship between an individual’s values and their attitude toward prescribed fire, in the context of
mountain pine beetle infestations, depends on their integrative complexity regarding that issue.

Measurement of Integrative Complexity

Traditional Methods
Traditionally, researchers have measured integrative complexity using either existing text or by
generating new text through a Paragraph Completion Test (PCT). The PCT method instructs respondents
to complete sentence stems by writing an essay that describes their attitudes and beliefs about a given
issue. The coding procedures for assessing integrative complexity were originally developed by Schroder,
Driver, and Streufert (1967) and later refined and expanded by Baker-Brown et al. (1992). The coding
process requires that at least two trained raters (often three or more are used) evaluate the essay and agree
on a score based on the Conceptual Integrative Complexity Scoring Manual (Baker-Brown et al., 1992).
The coding entails an assessment of the extent to which the two structural dimensions, differentiation and
integration, are present in the text. Differentiation is evident by written references to more than one
dimension of a problem or more than one perspective on an issue. Integration can exist in several different
ways. One type of integration is the recognition of interactive causality—that is, the logic that how “A”
affects “B” depends on levels of “C”. A second type of integration involves the systematic effort to
understand why people view the same issue in different ways. A third type of integration involves the
recognition of value tradeoffs.
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Integrative complexity is measured on a scale of 1 (low score) to 7 (high score). This scale
represents different levels of integrative complexity. A score of 1 represents low differentiation and low
integration, where the issue is seen in only black and white terms. A score of 3 represents moderate
differentiation, but low integration. In this case, the individual can see at least two varying perspectives of
a situation, yet the person is unable to make connections between or among the perspectives. A score of 5
represents moderate differentiation and moderate integration. This indicates that the individual
acknowledges not only multiple viewpoints, but also that there is a moderate level of interactions and
tradeoffs among the alternatives. A score of 7 represents both high differentiation and high integration,
suggesting that the individual also has deeply held basic values between the alternative issues (BakerBrown et al., 1992). Intermediate scores of 2, 4, and 6 can be assigned if raters have difficulty deciding on
a score. Table 1 provides examples of passages and their coding score for integrative complexity.
Table 1. Example of passages about species protection and integrative complexity coding scores.

Score

Passage

1

I feel that we should try to leave life and animals that are in their own habitats alone and try our
best to protect them and the environment around them.

3

We have to find a balance between the environment and population. It’s important to maintain
the wildlife and plant life of the wilderness, but people also need jobs. I feel that animals will
move to other habitats if man interferes with their areas.

5

I believe in protecting the diversity as long as it is done with a reasonable budget and fiscally
responsible management. The problem with programs like this is that they take on a life of their
own. If an endeavor such as this can be done without being overdone, than I am for it. But
experience tells me otherwise.

7

To a degree, yes, we must monitor the ecology. However, the government simply seems to go
overboard sometimes, as it does in every area it touches. Too many administrative programs
exist; some conflict; all are expensive. The idea is a good one, but it seems we go about things
in an all or nothing fashion. On the one hand, we need to consider the effects of wildlife on the
natural ecosystem and if they are an important part. There are moral and philosophical issues
related to our roles as managers and/or stewards of nature versus simply another part of it. We
have evolved to the place where we can determine the degree that a species or animal affects
the other living things it interacts with. But there are so many problems we need to deal with that
are equally or more important. We need to curb the human problems worldwide—especially
overpopulation—or this question will one day be moot.

Note: Scores of 2, 4, and 6 represent midpoints between the above scores are provided to enable raters
to score items between the primary levels noted above. Adapted from Bright and Barro (2000).
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The original PCT was problematic in that it could not assess situational changes in integrative
complexity and lacked external validity (Koo, Han, & Kim, 2002; Suedfeld, 1992). The methodology has
been extended to allow complexity to be assessed using archival documents and other “real world”
written and verbal statements (Koo, Han, & Kim, 2002). Researchers, such as Tetlock et al. (1993), have
also assessed complexity using Picture Story Exercises. This method presents participants with
ambiguous pictures and asks them to write descriptions about the pictures. The written statements are then
coded for integrative complexity using similar procedures as the PCT. The content analysis approach
continues to be the most popular method of assessing integrative complexity, and the majority of research
related to integrative complexity has utilized this approach to analyze archival data (Lee and Peterson,
1997). While the PCT coding measure has been found to be reliable and to have reasonable construct
validity (Baker-Brown et al., 1992; Tadmor et al., 2009; Tetlock, 2009), researchers acknowledge that
relying on trained human coders can be expensive, time-consuming, or systematically biased (Conway et
al., 2014; Tetlock et al., 2014). Efforts to find a “gold standard” methodology are attempting more
advanced techniques, such as developing automated measures and algorithms (Tausczik & Pennebaker,
2010; Conway et al., 2014; Young & Hermann, 2014), but unresolved issues persist with those methods
as well.
Carroll and Bright (2010) identified four drawbacks of the PCT methodology. First, the
measurement process can be time consuming and requires significant effort by both the respondents and
raters. The raters must rely on the Manual for Coding Integrative Complexity (Wallbaum, 1993). This
issue has also been noted to be a reason for low response rates in previous studies using a mail survey
(Bright & Barro, 2000). The second issue relates to how well the respondents understand the instructions
for completing the survey. Respondents must understand to include opinions, valuations, or judgments in
their essays. The third issue to consider is that the scoring process is quite time consuming. In addition to
reading the essays, raters must discuss scores and their reasons for giving that score. Raters must work
cooperatively and come to an agreement on appropriate scores. Finally, the qualitative nature of the
research makes it unfeasible to use on a larger scale or to generalize the results.
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Development of an Integrative Complexity Scale
To address the shortfalls of previous measurement methods, Carroll and Bright (2009, 2010)
developed a fixed-item scale to measure integrative complexity. The authors discussed several advantages
to the use of the scalar measure. First, the scale is easier for respondents to complete and may lead to
higher response rates. Second, the scale enables integrative complexity to be used more broadly across
social science studies. Third, larger sample sizes can be obtained, which allows for results to be
generalized to a population. Fourth, scoring is more systematic and quantifiable, and overcomes the
challenges associated with translating qualitative data into quantifiable measures. Fifth, the scalar
measure allows for the concept’s use in theoretical models of attitudes and behavior.
Carroll and Bright’s scale was designed to measure the two primary components of integrative
complexity, differentiation and integration. Differentiation is conceptualized as the extent to which a
respondent recognizes alternative sides to an issue. In the traditional PCT model, the numbers of “for”
(positive) and/or “against” (negative) statements written about an issue were counted from within the
essay. High differentiation was indicated by an equal, or near equal, number of arguments “for” and
“against” an issue. In the scale method, respondents list a number of positive and/or negative arguments
to an issue. Differentiation is measured as a value between 0 and 1, based on the ratio created by the
number of arguments “for” versus arguments “against” the issue. The smaller number is divided by the
larger to obtain the integration score. A value of zero reflects no differentiation and a value of 1 reflects
the highest level of differentiation. For example, in a theoretical study, a respondent could provide up to
five arguments for both “for” and “against.” If the respondent provided four answers “for” an argument
and three “against”, the differentiation ratio would be equal to 0.75.
Integration is conceptualized as how well the respondent recognizes interrelationships between
the different sides of the issue and is linked to the relative strength, as perceived by the respondent, of the
arguments on both sides. It is the relative consistency in the perceived strength of the “for” versus
“against” arguments. The integration score is also a ratio between 0 and 1. The smaller mean is divided by
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the larger mean to obtain the integration score. To continue the example, the respondent could identify the
weakness or strength of the arguments by using a scale with 1 = “extremely weak” and 7 = “extremely
strong”. If the respondent mean score for the “for” arguments was six and the mean score for the
“against” was three, the integration score would be equal to 0.50.
The overall integrative complexity score is the product of the differentiation and integration
scores. The final calculation for integrative complexity is also a value between 0 and 1. In this example,
the overall integrative complexity score would be 0.75 x 0.50 = 0.375, or 0.38. Equal weight is given to
both components, which is consistent with the traditional method of measurement using the PCT. Carroll
and Bright (2010) tested the scale and found that there was a high correlation with the PCT and that the
scale appeared to be a functional substitute. They observed that it was not an exact measure of integrative
complexity, but a measure that seemed to reflect and correlate well with the results obtained from the
traditional PCT scoring methodology. In related research, Carroll and Bright (2009) did note that further
research in the scale’s structure would be appropriate. For instance, determining which type of leading
question should be used for the differentiation section, to ensure that the different dimensions are being
identified. They also recommend potentially using different scales to measure integration. Instead of
“strong” or “weak,” perhaps use “important/not important” or “true/untrue.” This could provide a better
evaluation, based on the research objectives. Others have argued that descriptions need to include
“specific psychological conditions in which they do things”, thus “providing more condition-qualified,
‘local’ contingent, and specific characterizations of persons in contexts” (Mischel, 1990, p. 117).
Burtz and Bright (2007) note that one of the difficulties of exploring integrative complexity is in
the creation of the open-ended essay. In their study on wildfire management, they included a description
of the issue to assist respondents in their responses about wildfire. It has been suggested that more control
in the research, by controlling the amount of information presented, may contribute to further
development of the theory. Along the same lines of inquiry, researchers could create Likert-type scales to
test for integrative complexity using closed-ended response categories.
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Hawkins (2011) developed an integrative complexity index that relies on respondent selfclassification. Four dimensions of integrative complexity were measured to comprise an additive index:
information seeking, active listening, creative/novel problem solving, and position moderacy. The index
was designed to segment respondents into unique integrative complexity subgroups based on four
questions used to collect responses for each of the four dimensions. The four responses to each item in the
index are ordered from least (score = 1) to most (score = 4). To determine integrative complexity, the
scores for all four items are added to determine a cumulative score ranging from 4 to 16. Scores between
4 and 6 indicate “least integrative complex” thinkers; scores between 7 and 10 indicate “moderate
integrative complexity”; scores between 11 and 13 are “very complex”; and scores between 14 and 16 are
“highly complex”. The index provided a decent indication of integrative complexity, although the
reliability and validity analyses for the index suggested the need for modification. Hawkins (2011)
suggested that statements representing the four dimensions could be better worded, or that other
combinations of characteristics may be better predictors of integrative complexity. He also recommended
more attention to operationalizing the integrative complexity dimensions of integration and differentiation
in an index measure.

Integrative Complexity and the Cognitive Hierarchy
There is a link between integrative complexity and other fields of cognitive study. Research
suggests that integrative complexity is related separately to both values and attitudes, which are
components of the cognitive hierarchy (Carroll & Bright, 2009). The cognitive hierarchy theory provides
a foundation for understanding concepts underlying the process of human thought to behavior, such as
values, basic beliefs, attitudes, norms, and behavioral intentions, and examines the relationships among
them. These cognitions build upon one another in what has been described as an inverted pyramid or
hierarchy (Figure 4) (Fulton et al., 1996; Vaske & Donnelly, 1999). Each level of the hierarchy is
predicted to have some influence on the next. More specific constructs in the cognitive hierarchy include
attitudes and norms.
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Values, which make up the foundation of the cognitive hierarchy, can be defined as fundamental
enduring beliefs that are used to evaluate the desirability of specific modes of conduct or outcomes
(Rokeach, 1973; Fulton et al., 1996). Values are relatively stable, abstract representations of basic human
needs, and therefore, are limited in number and difficult to change. For instance, Rokeach (1973)
identified 36 values (e.g., happiness, freedom, ambition, and honesty), while Schwartz (1992) identified
ten value domains (e.g., universalism, achievement, power). Fundamental values, such as those identified,
act as guiding principles in our lives (Rokeach, 1978), and are thought to influence attitudes and behavior
toward specific aspects of our environment (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Behaviors, which are at the top of
the hierarchy, are described as many in number, quick to change, and dependent upon the context of a
specific situation.

Behaviors

Numerous
Faster to change
Peripheral
Specific to situations

Behavioral Intentions
Attitudes and Norms
Value Orientations
(Basic Belief
Patterns)
Values

Few in number
Slow to change
Central to beliefs
Transcend situations

Figure 4. The cognitive hierarchy model (Vaske & Donnelly, 1999).

Because values are abstract, they are difficult to link to more specific cognitions or behaviors but
are given meaning by higher-order cognitions. At the next level in the cognitive hierarchy, are value
orientations. Value orientations refer to patterns of multiple basic beliefs about general issues, such as
natural resources or recreation (Bright et al., 2003). Value orientations are derived from an individual’s
basic fundamental values, formed during the socialization process, and are somewhat stable in adults
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(Stern & Dietz, 1994). They also tend to vary across individuals, social-structural groups, and cultures
(Stern & Dietz, 1994). In the cognitive hierarchy model, value orientations impact individual behavior by
guiding attitudes and norms specifically related to that behavior (Vaske et al., 2001; Bright & Burtz,
2006; Manfredo, 2008). For instance, natural resource value orientations provide consistency and
organization among a broad spectrum of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors regarding natural resources.
Attitudes are positive or negative evaluations of some topic, while norms are judgments about
what is appropriate in a specific situation (Wittmann et al., 1998), or standards that individuals use to
evaluate whether behavior or conditions should occur (Vaske & Whittaker, 2004). Attitudes and norms
are the direct antecedents and best predictors of behavioral intentions, or intentions to engage in a specific
behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Manfredo, 2008; Vaske, 2008). They can also serve as a mediator
between value orientations and behavioral intentions (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The theories of reasoned
action and planned behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Ajzen, 1985) offer a basis for explaining how
attitudes and norms influence behaviors and the variables that affect the strength of this relationship.
The cognitive hierarchy model has been used in many natural resource contexts such as
determining and measuring wildlife values (Fulton, Manfredo, & Lipscomb, 1996), and explaining an
individual’s willingness to support various resource management strategies (Vaske & Donnelly, 1999).
These natural resource studies have suggested that components of the cognitive hierarchy are influenced
by or related to integrative complexity (Carroll & Bright, 2009). The following review provides an
overview of research implicating a relationship between integrative complexity, value orientations and
attitudes.

Values and Beliefs
Tetlock (1989) suggested that high levels of integrative complexity are linked to greater inclusion
of fundamental values in guiding thoughts about an issue. In terms of environmental issues, numerous
studies have examined the relationship between values, general and specific beliefs, intentions, and
environmentally responsible behavior (Joireman et al., 2001; Nordlund & Garvill, 2002; Schultz &
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Zelezny, 2003; Stern & Dietz, 1994; Stern et al., 1999). Most of these studies were based on Schwartz’s
(1992, 1994) universal value system or on social value orientations used in social dilemmas (McClintock,
1972; Messick & McClintock, 1968). Schwartz (1992, 1994) proposed a general classification of 56
values. Each of these values was rated on a 9-point scale reflecting the relative importance of the values
as “a guiding principle in one’s life.” Schwartz (1992) found ten motivational types of values, which
could be plotted in a two-dimensional space that comprised four separate value clusters. The first
dimension, openness to change versus conservatism, distinguishes values that stress independence, such
as self-direction and stimulation, from values that emphasize tradition and conformity. The second
dimension distinguishes social or self-transcendent values, such as universalism and benevolence, from
those that pursue personal interests or self-enhancement, such as power and achievement. This dimension
is labeled as self-transcendence versus self-enhancement. Research shows that especially the selftranscendent versus self-enhancement dimension is related to different kinds of beliefs and proenvironmental behavior (Stern, 2000; Nordlund & Garvill, 2002; Thøgersen & Ölander, 2002; Hoffman
& Slater, 2007).
Another line of research is expectancy-value theory, which aims at predicting attitudes from
beliefs (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). According to the model, beliefs are
represented as the sum of the expected values of the attributes ascribed to an attitude object. Expected
values consist of two components: 1) expectancy, which is the subjective probability that the attitude
object is characterized by the attribute, and 2) value, which is the evaluation of the attribute (positive or
negative). To predict an attitude, the expectancy and value terms associated with each attribute are
multiplied together and then the products are added (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). Expectancy-value theories
generally explain motivation as a combination of an individual’s needs and the value of various goals in
the person’s environment. Atkinson (1957) developed a model depicting the strength of a given
motivation to be a multiplicative function of the strength of the motive, the expectation of an action’s
probability of success, and the value of the possible outcome. The model has been applied to studies on
choices and performance related to information seeking (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Savolainen, 2012)
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Political party affiliation and ideology are frequently studied variables in relation to
environmental attitudes and beliefs. In general, research has shown that politically liberal or progressive
individuals tend to be more environmentally aware and concerned (Tognacci et al., 1972), but these
findings have not always been consistent. In the context of climate change, research has found
polarization of climate change opinion along politically partisan lines (Jacques et al., 2008; Leiserowitz et
al., 2011; McCright & Dunlap, 2011). McCright and Dunlap (2011, 2008) showed that Democrats and
liberals had greater belief in and more concern about climate change than Republicans and conservatives.
Other research has shown that liberals perceived greater risk from global warming than conservatives
(Leiserowitz, 2006), that Democrats were more likely than Republicans to support government actions to
reduce carbon emissions (O’Connor et al., 2002), and that being more liberal was related to support for
climate change mitigation policies indirectly through worldview and environmental beliefs (Dietz et al.,
2007).
Research has suggested that the extent to which individuals concerned with the environment view
the world in ways that are fundamentally different from those who are less concerned with the
environment (Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978, 1984). The connection between fundamental values and
attitudes toward environmental issues is the orientation of those values toward the environment. Value
orientations refer to general patterns of basic beliefs that give direction and meaning to fundamental
values (Fulton et al., 1996; Vaske & Donnelly, 1999). Stern (2000) argued that three different value
orientations affect environmental beliefs: an egoistic, a social-altruistic, and a biospheric value
orientation. People with an egoistic value orientation will especially consider costs and benefits of proenvironmental behavior for them personally. When the perceived benefits exceed the perceived costs,
they will have an environmentally friendly intention and vice versa. People with a social-altruistic value
orientation will base their decision to behave pro-environmentally or not based on perceived costs and
benefits for other people. Finally, people with a biospheric value orientation will mainly base their
decision to act pro-environmentally or not on the perceived costs and benefits for the ecosystem and
biosphere as a whole. All three of the value orientations provide a distinct basis for beliefs related to
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behaviors in the environment. In general, pro-environmental beliefs, intentions, and behavior appear to be
positively related to social-altruistic and/or biospheric values and negatively to egoistic values (Stern &
Dietz, 1994; Van Vugt et al., 1995; Stern, Dietz, & Guagnano, 1998).
Research on social dilemmas makes a distinction between pro-socials or cooperators and proselves or non-cooperators (Van Vugt, Van Lange, & Meertens, 1996; Gärling et al., 2003; Joireman, et
al., 2001). People with a pro-social value orientation focus on optimizing outcomes for others, whereas
people with a pro-self value orientation focus on optimizing outcomes for themselves. Various social
dilemma studies have studied the role of value orientations in explaining behavior (e.g., Liebrand, 1984;
Kramer, McClintock, & Messick, 1986; Parks, 1994; Van Lange & Liebrand, 1989). In studies on proenvironmental behavior, people who give priority to collective or pro-social values have stronger proenvironmental beliefs and are more willing to engage in diverse types of pro-environmental behavior than
people who give priority to individual or pro-self values (Joireman et al., 1997; Cameron, Brown, &
Chapman, 1998; Joireman et al., 2001; Gärling et al., 2003).
In some research, value orientations have been studied by looking at an individual’s
environmental ideology and concern. An environmental ideology is derived from an index score made up
of questions pertaining to an individual’s fundamental value orientation. The New Environmental
Paradigm (NEP) developed by Dunlap and Van Liere (1978, 1984) is commonly used to measure value
orientations to the environment and is based on the belief that human survival is dependent on the health
of the environment. The NEP assesses beliefs about humans’ ability to upset the balance of nature, the
existence of limits to the growth of human society, and the human right to dominate the natural world. A
revised version of the scale, the New Ecological Paradigm Scale, was developed to measure an
individual’s ecological worldview (Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, & Jones, 2000). Value orientations toward
wildlife have been reliably measured by asking individuals how strongly they identify with biocentric or
protectionist belief statements (e.g. “wildlife should have equal rights as humans”) and utilitarian or use
beliefs about wildlife (e.g. “wildlife should be used by humans to add to the quality of human life”)
(Bright et al., 2000; Fulton et al., 1996). In many studies, these basic beliefs have reliably and consistently
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factored into value orientation continuums such as the biocentric-anthropocentric continuum (Shindler,
List, & Steel, 1993; Vaske & Donnelly, 1999) and the protection-use continuum (Bright et al., 2000;
Dougherty et al., 2003; Fulton et al., 1996).
An anthropocentric or use orientation reflects human-centered or utilitarian views of the
nonhuman word (Eckersley, 1992). This approach assumes that providing for human use and benefit is
the primary goal of natural resource allocation and management regardless of whether uses are for
commodity (e.g. timber), aesthetic or physical (e.g. natural areas and recreation) benefits. Natural
resources are viewed as materials to be used by humans, and there is little recognition that nonhuman
aspects of nature are valuable in their own right or for their own sake (Scherer & Attig, 1983). A use
orientation emphasizes the instrumental value of natural resources for humans rather than any inherent
worth of these resources.
In contrast, a biocentric value orientation is a more nature-centered or eco-centered view. This
approach views the environment, species and preservation of natural resources to be most important.
Human needs and desires are still important but are viewed within a larger perspective. A protectionist
orientation assumes that environmental and natural resource objects have instrumental and inherent
worth, and that human uses and benefits are not always most important. In a natural resource management
context, these inherent values are to be respected and preserved even if they conflict with human-centered
values (Thompson & Barton, 1994; Vaske et al., 2001). According to Kennedy and Thomas (1995), all
human value orientations toward nature are ultimately devices of the mind and therefore, are
fundamentally anthropocentric. They proposed a conceptual model of natural resource value orientations
ranging from human-dominant to human-mutual environmental values. While their model offers a
somewhat different perspective, what it represents is quite similar to the value orientations measured by
anthropocentric/biocentric scales.
Steel et al. (1994) noted that biocentric and anthropocentric value orientations are not mutually
exclusive. Rather, they can be arrayed along a continuum with biocentric orientations at one end and
anthropocentric orientations at the other end. The midpoint of the continuum represents a mixture or
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balance of the two extremes (Shindler et al., 1993; Steel et al., 1994; Vaske & Donnelly, 1999). Some
studies, however, have questioned the use of a single continuum. Bruskotter and Fulton (2007) examined
fisheries-related value orientations comprising a single, anthropocentric-biocentric continuum. Although
they found some support for their hypothesis, a series of confirmatory factor analyses suggested their
conceptualization could be too simplistic.
Manfredo and Fulton (1997) compared wildlife values in Colorado and Belize, and found
inconsistent results between the two samples. The single protection-use continuum was evident in the
Colorado sample but did not emerge for the Belize sample. For the Belize respondents, both wild land
rights and use value orientations were held simultaneously. In their discussion, the authors suggested that
as cultures become more “cultures become more technologically complex, and citizens become more
removed from interaction with wildlife, their values regarding wildlife become more simplistic and less
complex” (Manfredo & Fulton, 1997, p. 63). Individuals with value orientations favoring wildlife use and
wildlife benefits held more favorable attitudes towards hunting and fishing than individuals with value
orientations favoring wildlife protection and wildlife existence.
Other studies have focused on value orientations based on wildlife beliefs, utilitarianism, and
mutualism. Fulton, Manfredo, and Lipscomb (1996) identified eight basic wildlife belief dimensions,
which could be explained by two factors: a benefits-existence orientation and protection-use orientation.
Benefits-existence orientation was measured through beliefs about wildlife experiences and wildlife
bequest, existence and education values. Protection-use orientation consisted of fishing/anti-fishing,
hunting/anti-hunting, wildlife rights and wildlife use beliefs. Both value orientations were useful
predictors of attitudes toward hunting and fishing. Following the approach used by Fulton, Manfredo, and
Lipscomb (1996), Teel et al. (2005) and Teel and Manfredo (2009) identified four unique value
orientation types using the utilitarian and mutualism value orientation scales. Utilitarians hold an
ideological, traditional view of “domination” or human mastery over wildlife that is associated with
prioritization of human wellbeing over wildlife and a positive regard for treatment of wildlife in utilitarian
terms. Utilitarians are classified as individuals who score greater than 4 (high) on the utilitarian value
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orientation scale and less than or equal to 4 (low) on the mutualism scale. Mutualists reflect an egalitarian
ideology that views wildlife as part of an extended family, capable of living in relationships of trust with
humans and deserving of rights and caring. Mutualists are classified as those who score greater than 4
(high) on the mutualism scale and less than or equal to 4 (low) on the utilitarian scale. Pluralists hold
both a mutualism and a domination orientation (i.e., they score high on both scales). Distanced
individuals do not express either a mutualism or a domination orientation (i.e., they score low on both
scales). This could indicate that they are less interested in wildlife-related issues or that wildlife-related
issues are less salient to them.
Consistent with the cognitive hierarchical framework (Vaske & Donnelly, 1999), value
orientations have shown a relatively consistent relationship in predicting attitudes toward natural resource
management across social and cultural variations. For example, a biocentric orientation predicted attitudes
toward sustainability of forest management among the general public and recreationists in Canada
(McFarlane & Boxall 2000, 2003); preferences for forest management among national and local publics
in the United States (Steel et al., 1994); and support for wilderness preservation policies in the United
States (Vaske & Donnelly, 1999). Attitudes, in turn, create a predisposition to act, but translation of
attitudes into specific actions may also be influenced by personal capabilities and contextual factors
(Stern, 2000).

Attitudes
Eagly and Chaiken (1993) define an attitude as “a psychological tendency that is expressed by
evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor” (p. 1). Other investigators (e.g.,
Ajzen & Fishbein, 2000; Ajzen, 2001) also support this definition. In Eagly and Chaiken’s definition,
psychological tendency is internal to the individual and evaluating refers to all kinds of evaluative
responses: overt, covert, cognitive, affective, or behavioral. These evaluative responses differ in valence
(positive or negative direction) and strength, and are those that express approval or disapproval, favor or
disfavor, liking or disliking, approach or avoidance, attraction or aversion, or similar reactions.
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Schroder et al. (1967) claimed that attitudes are typically described in terms of the magnitude and
direction of their contents. Cognitive structural processes, however, should affect the way in which
content is assimilated, organized, processed, and expressed. Attitudes may be formed as a consequence of
the differentiation and integration of dimensions of, and perspectives on, information relevant to a
particular domain (Burtz & Bright, 2007; de Vries & Walker, 1987). According to Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975), attitudes toward performing a behavior are influenced by salient behavioral beliefs that a person
takes into account when deciding how to behave. Within the complexity framework, it is assumed that
conceptually simple attitudes are based on a narrow range of highly salient information. Information that
does not fit, or is inconsistent with, the existing attitude is only minimally perceived and utilized or
readily discounted and discarded. Hence, attitudes that are structurally simple are more categorical, and
therefore, expected to be less complex. The more complex the attitude, the broader the range of
information that is perceived as relevant.
Attitude Direction. Attitude valence (direction) is the most basic measure of an individual’s
attitude toward an object or behavior. For example, Tetlock (1983) found that conservative and moderate
politicians were less integratively complex than liberal politicians on many policy issues. This suggested
that right-wing politicians were more rigid in their thinking about political issues than left-wing
politicians. Tetlock referred to this observation as the “rigidity of the right” hypothesis. As an alternative
explanation, Tetlock (1984) suggested that differences in integrative complexity were due to the
majority—minority status of each political party.
Other studies have observed no significant differences in integratively complex thinking between
individuals with positive and negative attitudes. Dillon (1993) compared the integrative complexity of
prochoice and prolife arguments about abortion and found that both groups tended to debate at a relatively
low level of complexity. Similarly, de Vries and Walker (1987) found no relationship between attitude
direction and complexity of thinking about capital punishment. Therefore, the relationship between an
individual’s level of integrative complexity and one’s general position on an issue appears to be weak.
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Integrative complexity may be a value-neutral concept that describes not what someone thinks about an
issue (i.e., attitude direction), but how someone thinks about an issue.
Attitude Extremity. The strength of an attitude may play a more important role than attitude
direction. In addition to direction, attitudes vary in levels of extremity. An individual may feel extremely
favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward something, moderately favorable or unfavorable, or neither
favorable nor unfavorable. Although attitude strength has often been discussed throughout the literature, it
has been vaguely defined as a construct. Researchers have used several indicators of strength, including
extremity, ambivalence, and importance. Still, most research supports the notion that attitude strength
affects a person’s ability to predict subsequent behaviors, where strongly held attitudes are more likely to
guide related behavior than weakly held attitudes (Petty & Krosnick, 1995).
The ability of an attitude to predict behavior is dependent in part on the attitude’s ability to bias
perceptions of the attitude object and the behavioral context (Woods, Rhodes, & Biek, 1995). Strong
attitudes can influence information processing and judgment in the sense that they make it more likely
that certain information will come to mind, or that certain decisions will be rendered. In return, one
function of knowledge is to help maintain strong attitudes. Attitudes are typically considered strong when
they are resistant to change and persistent over time. Knowledgeable people with strong attitudes are
careful, expert processors of new information, but their processing is biased to bolster and protect their
favored attitude position. This close-minded orientation generates considerable stability and persistence in
attitude judgments. Thus, the study of attitude strength plays an important role in understanding the
public’s perceptions, thinking and decision-making processes.
Research has found a significant relationship between attitude extremity and integrative
complexity (e.g., Burtz & Bright, 2007; Bright & Manfredo, 1995; Carroll & Bright, 2009; de Vries &
Walker, 1987; Linville, 1982; Tetlock, 1989). Burtz and Bright (2007) found no significant differences in
integrative complexity according to attitude direction but found that the extremity with which individuals
held their attitudes was related to integrative complexity. In their study on wildfire management, the
highest level of integrative complexity was found for individuals whose attitudes toward the issue were of
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low extremity (i.e., middle of scale). Individuals that recognize the perspectives of competing sides to an
issue are more likely to have more moderate attitudes about the topic than those who view the issue in
black and white terms (Bright & Manfredo, 1995; Linville, 1982). For instance, Bright and Manfredo
(1995) found that moderate attitudes toward a variety of natural resource management issues are
characterized by higher cognitive complexity than are extreme attitudes.
Ambivalent attitudes appear when people have both positive and negative perceptions of the same
attitude object (Kaplan, 1972; Thompson, Zanna, & Griffin, 1995). For example, ambivalent attitudes
might form as a result of an individual’s understanding about the tenability of contradictory arguments for
an issue, a characteristic of integratively complex thinkers (Tetlock, 1983). Individuals who think in a
highly complex way about an issue may also be more ambivalent about that issue than people who think
about an issue in a noncomplex way.
Bright and Tarrant (2002) found that college students who had moderate and ambivalent attitudes
toward the Endangered Species Act (ESA) wrote significantly more integratively complex essays about
the issue than did students who had nonambivalent attitudes. Students who were ambivalent toward the
ESA recognized several sides to an issue and may have felt relatively strongly about both sides. The
connection between integratively complex thinking and moderate attitudes supports the notion that
moderate attitudes are characterized by more complex belief systems than are extreme attitudes (Bright &
Manfredo, 1995; Linville, 1982). Integrative complexity was not related to the direction of students’
attitudes toward the ESA or its personal importance to them. The weak relationship between attitude
direction and integrative complexity suggests that public perceptions of endangered species protection are
more complex than simply determining who is right and who is wrong. Furthermore, students who were
enrolled in an environmental university writing course showed a significantly greater increase in
integrative complexity about the ESA than did students enrolled in a non-environmental university
writing course. Similarly, Carroll and Bright (2009) found that individuals who recognized the tenability
of competing sides to an issue are more likely to have more moderate attitudes about the topic than those
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who view the same issue from one perspective. As Tetlock (1989) observed, a higher level of integrative
complexity was associated with a pragmatic, open-minded, and nonpartisan worldview.
The importance of an attitude or attitude object is a significant and often examined characteristic.
A number of studies have made it clear that more extreme attitudes can be very stable, consequential, and
difficult to change. As Hovland (1959), Hyman and Sheatsley (1947) and others have pointed out,
extreme attitudes appear to change only rarely in the course of life, even when elaborate influence
campaigns are framed to induce shifts. An individual tends to attach a sense of concern, caring, and
significance to an attitude (Krosnick, 1988). As suggested by Fazio (1986), the relevant attitude must be
cognitively accessible when evaluating an attitude-object. The frequency of activation, the distinctiveness
of the attitude, and the extent of links between the attitude and other psychological elements can
determine this accessibility. Since important attitudes are frequent in thought (Wood, 1982), are typically
extreme (Brent & Granberg, 1982), and are linked to other psychological elements (Judd & Krosnick,
1989), they are likely to be highly accessible. The importance of a person’s attitude toward an issue has
been shown to be positively related to how thoroughly that person searches for specific information
(Krosnick et al., 1993) and elaborates on it (Petty et al., 1995). Further, Bright and Manfredo (1995)
found that the effect of available information about a natural resource issue on choice behavior prediction
was moderated by the personal importance of the management issue. These studies suggest that when
personal relevance is high, respondents will be more inclined to access stored information and elaborate
on new information when formulating an attitude.
Attitude Certainty. Attitude certainty is defined as “the degree of certainty or confidence a
respondent has in his or her judgments about an attitude object” (Antil, 1983, p. 409). Research suggests
that attitude certainty can moderate the attitude-behavior relationship. Attitudes held with certainty tend to
be resistant, persistent, and influential on people’s thoughts and behavior (Bassili, 1996). Tormala and
Petty (2004) found that individuals certain of their attitude towards a new exam policy were more likely
to criticize an effort to change those attitudes. Sample and Warland (1973) found that individuals who
were certain about their attitudes toward student government elections showed greater consistency
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between their attitudes toward voting in the elections and the actual behavior than individuals with low
attitude certainty. In the context of consumer behavior, actual purchasing behavior can be affected by the
certainty with which individuals believe they are able to judge the outcome of purchasing a product
(Robertson et al., 1984), or by their overall confidence in an attitude object or brand (Howard & Sheth,
1969).
Attitude certainty has been shown to be associated with information processing, where increases
in certainty are associated with decreases in processing activity (Maheswaran & Chaiken, 1991; Wan &
Rucker, 2013). According to Maheswaran and Chaiken (1991), certainty might signal a reduced need for
additional information, which then lowers attention to any new information and reduces the likelihood of
being influenced by it. Eagly and Chaiken (1993) suggested the “sufficiency principle”, which asserts,
“people will exert whatever effort is required to attain a ‘sufficient’ degree of confidence that they have
accomplished their processing goals” (p. 330). Relevance elevates the amount of judgmental confidence
people need to have in their own attitudes and/or the confidence they need to have in the validity of a
message (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993).
Several studies have investigated the moderating effect of knowledge. Pierce, Lovrich, Tsurutani
and Abe (1989) found that individuals with higher levels of environmental knowledge held attitudes
toward environmental policies that were more consistent with their fundamental values. Tarrant, Bright,
and Cordell (1997) also found support for the external moderating role of knowledge between values and
attitudes towards wildlife species protection. Bright and Barro (1999) further hypothesized that a positive
relationship between knowledge about plant and wildlife species protection and integratively complex
thinking would exist. Other researchers, such as Bobo and Licari (1989), measured cognitive complexity
as a function of objective knowledge about a topic. They found that knowledge or cognitive sophistication
increased willingness to support the rights of disliked groups. Unlike these other studies, however,
McFarlane and Boxall (2000) found that knowledge of forest-related facts had no moderating effect on
the relationship between value orientation and attitudes towards forest management practices.
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Knowledge can be directly assessed as how much a person knows about a topic, but it has also
been quantified indirectly. One approach, for example, has been to measure mediated communication or
the variety of sources a person uses to obtain knowledge. Mirel (1998) points out that analyzing complex
tasks requires seeing more than a single path. When interacting with information, O’Malley (1986)
describes how a person needs access to integratively complex information, adjustment of the presentation
to fit the current goals and info needs, views of the problem from multiple viewpoints, and an
understanding of the relationships between info elements. Research suggests that information consistent
with a preferred judgment conclusion is less likely to initiate intensive cognitive analysis than is
information inconsistent with that conclusion (Ditto & Lopez, 1992). Kruglanski (1980, 1990),
Kruglanski and Webster (1996) argued that because the information-processing system has no natural
termination point, motivations or “epistemic goals” could affect judgment outcomes by delaying or
accelerating the “freezing” of the epistemic search. He suggested that the desire to reach a particular
judgment conclusion (i.e., the need for specific closure) results in individuals engaging in a more
extensive search for alternative explanations (i.e., delayed freezing) when incoming information is
inconsistent with the desired conclusion than when it is consistent with the conclusion. In a similar
manner, Psyzczynski and Greenberg (1987) argued that when individuals encounter information with
unfavorable implications for the self, they are more likely to generate multiple hypotheses for testing,
search more extensively for mitigating information, and devote greater processing capacity to evaluating
relevant evidence than when confronted with more favorable information.
Both personal relevance and knowledge are important variables in terms of understanding
relationships within the cognitive hierarchy. These findings are also pertinent to Petty and Cacioppo’s
(1986) Elaboration Likelihood Model of persuasion and attitude change. According to their model, people
vary in how carefully and extensively they elaborate about a message and the position or behavior it is
arguing. The model suggests that people are more likely to elaborate on a message when they have both
the ability and motivation to process the message. Elaboration in this sense refers to relating a message to
information stored in memory and self-generating information that is unique to the original message.
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Accordingly, individuals who are knowledgeable (i.e., ability) about an attitude object and have a high
degree of personal relevance (i.e., motivation) associated with that object should be more likely to
elaborate when forming an attitude towards that object.
The studies reviewed suggest that attitudes towards natural resource issues are not simple,
unidimensional constructs. Rather they are complex and multifaceted, and influenced by a diverse range
of value orientations and beliefs. Extensive cognitive studies, such as those discussed above, emphasize
the importance of studying people’s value orientations and attitudes to have a better understanding of
their responses to natural resource management issues.
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3. SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH
Contributions to Theory

Development of Integrative Complexity
Part of this dissertation aims to develop and to improve an objective measure of integrative
complexity. Measures of integrative complexity are typically based on two criteria: 1) the number of sides
or dimensions that people view related to an issue (differentiation), and 2) extent to which they connect or
integrate those dimensions (integration). It is apparent in the literature that differentiation and integration
are basic and necessary components of integrative complexity. However, a major shortfall is that the
traditional qualitative method of measurement of integrative complexity level (i.e., text analysis or
Paragraph Completion Test) is a lengthy process that requires onerous effort from both the researchers
and respondents, and thus is unfeasible to use on a larger scale or to generalize the results. These methods
are not at fault though, because people are likely to be more aware of “what” they are thinking than
“how” they are thinking. Thus, developing ways to capture people’s cognitive processes is an
“integratively complex” process in itself, and asking a person how he or she is thinking would not be
useful.
Tetlock, Metz, Scott, and Suedfeld (2014) acknowledge the need for new ways of measuring
integrative complexity and stress the need for refinements in the meaning of the construct. Research
highlights the necessity of distinguishing between dialectical differentiation, in which there is a genuine
tension or conflict between perspectives, and elaborative differentiation, in which the individual may be
simply listing reasons why he or she is right and opponents are wrong (Tetlock & Tyler, 1996; Conway et
al., 2008). It also highlights the importance of distinguishing between hierarchical integration, in which
the individual offers a fixed interaction or tradeoff rule for combining two perspectives, and flexible
integration, in which the individual recognizes the need to improvise different combinatorial rules in
different situations. Van Hiel and Mervielde (2003) suggested that the content analysis measure of

integrative complexity might be “primarily understood in terms of differentiation” (p. 798) because it
frequently results in lower scores (scores of 3 or less), and as such, integration is not often assessed. More
generally, however, there is a need for a more practical and direct approach that is also objective and
practical in its use (Tetlock et al., 2014).
There are several characteristics of integratively complex thinkers that commonly arise in the
literature. Integratively complex thinkers are generally open to different points of views and exhibit
creative problem solving (Schroder et al., 1967; Tetlock & Kim, 1987). In decision-making, individuals
with high integrative complexity tend to refrain from jumping to conclusions and are more willing to
change their minds in response to contradictory evidence (Tetlock, 1983, 1985). Integratively simple
thinkers, on the other hand, are less likely to agonize over decisions because they are more likely to
believe their view is the most dominant option that does not require consideration of tradeoffs.
Characteristics of integrative complexity are also reflected in “cognitive flexibility”, which refers
to the ability to break old cognitive patterns, overcome functional fixedness, and thus, make novel or
creative associations between concepts (Guilford, 1967; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Gruenfeld et al., 1998;
De Dreu et al., 2008; Nijstad et al., 2010; Sligte, de Dreu, & Nijstad, 2011). Suedfeld and Granatstein
(1995) described integrative complexity as referring to, “the extent to which decision-makers search for
and monitor information, try to predict outcomes and reactions, flexibly weigh their own and other
parties’ options, and consider potential strategies (p. 510).” Cognitive flexibility is necessary for effective
problem solving and creativity, and allows individuals to use the regulatory strategy of reappraisal (Kloo
et al., 2010). Creative problem solving is the ability to “synthesize various heterogeneous elements to
converge into a unique, original production” (Barbot, Besançon, & Lubart, 2011, p. 63). Creativity
involves both divergent thinking (Guilford, 1956; Kim, 2006), which is the exploration of many original
ideas, and convergent thinking (Kim, 2006), which is the integration and combination of elements
convergent in order to elaborate the best and most creative idea possible for implementation (Myszkowski
et al., 2015). Flexibility is adaptive as it allows people to efficiently switch between different behaviors
and strategies in the face of novel situations and environmental demands. This involves an active open
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mind encompassing reflection, seeking and processing information that disconfirms one’s belief, and the
willingness to change one’s beliefs in the face of contradictory evidence (Stanovich & West, 1997, 2007).
In this study, alternative approaches to the traditional content analysis will be developed to
systematically measure the two dimensions of integrative complexity and subsequently determine an
overall integrative complexity score using an a-priori approach that builds on theory. Particular interest is
in the extent to which the measures met criteria for validity and theoretical generativity. The measurement
approaches are designed to be situation-specific and relevant to respondents. The first approach will
explicitly measure the two dimensions of differentiation, and integration. Responses to each dimension
will be used to create differentiation and integration indices that will be combined into an overall
integrative complexity score. The second approach will measure integrative complexity using a series of
vignettes in which differentiation and integration are presented together in a narrative form. Each vignette
is a description using different combinations of varying levels of differentiation and integration. Finally,
the third approach will measure integrative complexity using a surrogate measure of cognitive flexibility.
Cognitive flexibility is a common correlate of integrative complexity in the literature. Four dimensions of
flexibility will be measured to comprise an additive index: openness to change, active listening,
perspective taking, and information seeking. The index is designed to segment respondents into unique
integrative complexity subgroups (low to high) based on questions used to collect responses for the
dimensions.

Connections to the Cognitive Hierarchy
The literature reviewed indicates a relationship between integrative complexity, attitudes, and
value orientations. This makes sense because strongly held attitudes can create strong biases in
information processing and resist change. If attitudes determine what an individual will see, hear, and
think about it, then it is reasonable to expect integrative complexity to have some influence in this
process. The proposed research will investigate the relationship between integrative complexity and these
constructs of the cognitive hierarchy.
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This study will also contribute to the conceptualization and operationalization of attitude strength.
While it has been argued that stronger attitudes are more closely related to behavior than moderate
attitudes, attitude “strength” has been vaguely defined and examined in various ways. Based on the
literature reviewed, limited research has examined how attitude-strength may consist of multiple
dimensions (Raden, 1985; Krosnick et al., 1991; Bright & Manfredo, 1995). Determining the cumulative
effect of attitude-strength dimensions on predictive validity requires more attention between these
dimensions. Therefore, this study will examine the certainty, direction, and extremity of attitudes toward
coastal resource management alternatives. These two dimensions have been shown to have significant
concurrent effects on the ability of attitudes to predict intentions and behavior, with attitude-certainty
being a slightly stronger predictor than attitude extremity (Bright & Manfredo, 1995). Along with the dual
effects of certainty and extremity, low positive correlation between these two variables has indicated that
multiple measures of attitude-strength may improve the quality and usefulness of attitude strength
regarding natural resource issues. For example, does a strong attitude toward a management strategy
predict support of that strategy better than a weak attitude? Does attitude strength play a role in the ability
to accept tradeoffs (e.g., natural resource use versus protection of those resources)?

Tradeoffs
Methods used for the valuation of ecosystem services have merit, but there are still problems over
how to value environmental assets. First, since valuation data can help to inform the policy process,
additional information must be collected to address other questions. For instance, what is relevant and
what is not? What sorts of tradeoffs need to be considered? How should one balance the long run against
the short run? Second, the valuation of tradeoffs has been mostly based on monetary values. Monetary
values such as dollars are a metric with which people have a lot of practice and therefore, seem
reasonable to use for a scale. However, monetary estimates at face value cannot be assumed to reflect the
true value of some ecosystem service or benefits received by society. Consequently, there are validity
issues in valuation methods that need addressed.
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Different value structures may represent higher order needs (e.g., quality of life) or may represent
more fundamental subsistence needs (e.g., resource acquisition). These value structures may reveal
different types of attitudes toward the way natural resources are managed. Links between attitudes,
values, and complexity of thought have been considered in Tetlock’s (1986) analyses of policy issues, and
in Rokeach’s (1973) research on value confrontations. Tetlock (1986) found that people often relate
policy issues to values with conflicting implications for the issue. In the context of coastal resources
management, debates revolve around differing values and interests concerning the environment and the
proper relationships of humans to their natural surroundings. These views in turn may be connected to
conceptions about how the management of resources ought to be provided for now and in the future.
One potential barrier to addressing environmental issues is the motivation of some people to
justify the existing system and defend the status quo by downplaying or denying problems with the
system, and therefore negate the need to take action to change the system (Feygina et al., 2009). Jost et al.
(2003) showed that justification motivation was more common among conservatives than liberals, and
conservatives were less likely to acknowledge environmental threats or climate change issues. By
engaging in motivated reasoning, people often perceive the world and the information they are presented
with in ways that agree with their existing values and ideological commitments. This suggests that people
are not only motivated to adopt ideological belief systems to satisfy their needs, but that they will also
process information in ways that help to bolster these belief systems (Wood & Vedlitz, 2007).
This study will contribute to the current understanding of tradeoffs and integrative complexity in
two ways. First, value orientations and attitudes will be investigated to understand how individuals think
about issues and tradeoffs between resource use and protection according to their level of complexity.
Multidimensional choices require tradeoffs, and tradeoffs cannot be made without value intensities
(Sniderman et al., 1991). Considering a person’s ideological position, it may also be possible that a
person’s beliefs about how ecosystem services should be managed would be influenced by the way that
person thinks in consideration to tradeoffs. Environmental change and conflict are often entrenched with
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“us versus them” battles but can be better explained by complex and interlaced sets of drivers, including
the historical, institutional, and social contexts of certain value systems and actions.
Second, this study will also contribute to the measurement of tradeoffs. Integrative complexity is
generally regarded as a state variable or a function of the situation. Similarly, the nature of making
tradeoffs is multidimensional and not a simple task. When measuring tradeoffs in relation to complexity,
it is important to include variables that are relevant and specific to the population of interest. As Rossi and
Berk (1997) stated, “if you ask a simple question, you get an overly simple answer” (Rossi & Berk, 1997;
p. 35) because it does not allow individuals to reveal the full complexity of their reasoning. Techniques
such as conjoint analysis show how people make complex decisions based on multiple factors (Luce &
Tukey, 1964; Dennis, 1998).
Research has also shown how different situational factors that define a given context influence
evaluations for what is acceptable. Studies suggest that questions regarding acceptable management
actions be framed specific to a particular place and purpose (Wittmann et al. 1998; Zinn et al. 1998). In
these studies, three levels of specificity influenced normative beliefs about wildlife management actions:
incident extremity (what an animal has done); response extremity (what managers propose to do to the
animal); and wildlife species (i.e., beavers, coyotes, mountain lions). For instance, destroying any of the
three wildlife species was considered unacceptable when the context involved the animal simply being
seen in an area. Acceptability of destroying all three wildlife species increased as the impact severity of
the context increased (Whittmann et al., 1998). This study will use a similar approach to investigate the
acceptability of tradeoff alternatives for the use of coastal resources and the protection of those resources.

Applications to Coastal Resources Management
The integrative complexity with which people think about coastal and marine resource
management issues can contribute to a greater understanding of public perceptions of proposed or
established policies (Burtz & Bright, 2007). Integrative complexity can provide resource managers with
important information regarding how people think about coastal resource issues and management. Society
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operates in a changing environment and many issues have multiple facets (i.e., social and environmental
implications), depending on an individual’s perspective. The use of integrative complexity can help
managers to be aware of the diverse ways in which people view an issue and be prepared to address them.
This information can play a role in guiding management decisions on topics that produce strong,
polarized positions among stakeholders.
Integrative complexity can also serve as a tool to use in developing communication strategies. If
management agencies understand the level of complexity with which stakeholders view particular issues,
the proper content can be developed for more effective dialogue. According to Clute (2000), there are
implications for framing messages in appropriate contexts and levels of complexity. When an individual
is exposed to information at a higher level of complexity than they typically function, they will often
simplify the input and revert back to their preferred level of integrative complexity (Hunsberger et al.,
1992). The application of integrative complexity in coastal and marine resources management can aid in
communication by first assessing at which levels of complexity individuals are functioning, and then by
focusing on information dissemination at or near these complexity levels to correspond to the respective
audience (Carroll & Bright, 2005). Knowledge of how individuals view and interpret issues can help
resource managers understand how the public will respond to certain actions.
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4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The conceptual framework for this study is based on the relationship between integrative
complexity and attitudes, beliefs, and values as they apply to coastal resource management issues (Figure
5). Much of the research on public perceptions of natural resource issues focuses on these constructs as
separate measures. This study builds on existing literature by examining the connections and
interrelationships among these constructs, and by expanding the study and application of integrative
complexity and cognitive theory to coastal resource management issues. In addition, this study
contributes to the measurement methodology of integrative complexity by developing and testing new
quantitative measures.

Cognitive Hierarchy

Acceptability
of Tradeoffs

Behaviors
Behavioral Intentions

INTEGRATIVE
COMPLEXITY

Attitudes & Norms

Attitudes

Value Orientations

Attitude Extremity
Attitude Direction
Attitude Certainty

Values

Value Orientation
Ecocentric-Anthropocentric

Figure 5. Conceptual framework linking integrative complexity to the cognitive hierarchy.

Research Objectives
The overall goal of this research is to examine how complexity of thinking relates to public
perceptions of coastal resource management priorities for resource use and/or protection of those same
resources. This involves developing an alternative and functional method for measuring integrative
complexity and to apply it to coastal resource management issues. Furthermore, to examine how people’s

cognitive hierarchy of values, beliefs, and attitudes vary according to integrative complexity level.
Following previous research in integrative complexity and cognitive theory, it is expected that people
with higher integrative complexity will think about issues from a broader perspective and be more
accepting of tradeoffs.
In order to accomplish these goals, specific objectives and hypotheses have been identified.
Objective 1: To examine integrative complexity of thought regarding management priorities for the use
versus protection of coastal-marine resources.
Objective 2: To determine how value orientation differs according to level of integrative complexity.
Objective 3: To determine how attitudes toward use versus protection differ according to level of
integrative complexity.
Objective 4: To examine integrative complexity as a moderator in the relationship between value
orientations and attitudes toward coastal resources management priorities.
Objective 5: To examine the role of integrative complexity in shaping acceptance of management
tradeoffs between use and protection of coastal-marine resources.

Integrative Complexity Measurement
The first objective aims to examine integrative complexity of thought regarding management
priorities for the use and/or protection of coastal-marine resources. To achieve this objective, several
alternative measures of integrative complexity will be developed and used to identify varying levels of
integrative complexity among resource users. Integrative complexity is the independent variable of
primary interest and will be used to test hypotheses in subsequent objectives. As conceptualized by
previous researchers, the level of integrative complexity is based on two dimensions of an individual’s
thinking process. The first dimension of integrative complexity is differentiation, which refers to a
person’s ability and willingness to recognize multiple sides or dimensions of an issue, and believe they
are relevant to or should be considered in decisions. Someone who sees one side of an issue exhibits low
differentiation, whereas one who sees two or more sides shows higher differentiation (Bright & Barro,
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2000; Tetlock, 1989). Levels of differentiation are indicated by the number of dimensions (sides or
arguments) recognized by the perceiver, the diversity of those dimensions, and the extent to which those
dimensions are perceived to be independent or dependent of each other. The individual must first be able
to demonstrate an adequate amount of differentiation before that individual is capable of integrating those
dimensions (Tetlock, 1989). The second dimension of integrative complexity is integration, which refers
to the ability and willingness to recognize and generate interconnections between different perspectives or
multiple dimensions that are acknowledged in the differentiation stage of measurement (Wallbaum,
1993). Low scores of integrative complexity reflect low differentiation and integration (dichotomous
black and white thinking), moderate scores reflect moderate differentiation but no integration (recognition
of divergent viewpoints but no means of tying perspectives together), and high scores reflect both high
differentiation and integration (explicit attempts to deal with contradictions, to understand their sources,
and to cope with their consequences). Measures of differentiation and integration will be combined into
an integrative complexity index designed to segment respondents into unique subgroups (low to high
levels of integrative complexity).
The second measure of integrative complexity will be developed based on dimensions of
cognitive flexibility, which involves the four dimensions of being open to change, active listening,
perspective taking, and information seeking (Nemeth, 1986; Gruenfeld et al., 1998; Nijstad et al., 2010).
These dimensions are typical characteristics of integrative complexity frequently described in the
literature (Tetlock et al., 1993; Gruenfeld & Kim, 1998; Suedfeld, 2010). Open to change refers to a
person’s willingness to incorporate diverse views into one’s own thinking, and the willingness to change
one’s beliefs. Reflection involves active listening (Vince, 2002) and perspective taking, which facilitates
observation from multiple angles to produce cognitively elaborate and complex solutions (Linder and
Marshall, 2003). In the context of a discussion or debate, active listening involves expressing interest in a
speaker’s message (McNaughton et al., 2007), giving undivided attention to the speaker (Rogers, 1980),
refraining from judgment (Garland, 1981), and encouraging the speaker to elaborate when appropriate
(Paukert, Stagner, & Hope, 2004). Perspective taking is the process of adopting another person’s
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viewpoint, beliefs, goals, and intentions in order to interpret their actions (Parker & Axtell, 2001).
Information seeking refers to a process in which people seek out a wide variety of information and
perspectives to inform their decision-making (Schroder, Driver, & Streufert, 1967). The process is
inherently interactive as people seeking information “direct attention, accept and adapt to stimuli, reflect
on progress and evaluate the efficacy of continuation (Nel, 2001 p. 25)”. Information seeking is more
proactive information consumption, while information processing is reactive or passive informationtaking behavior (Kim & Grunig, 2011). According to McGuire (1974) and Chaffee (1986), seeking
intensity is primarily determined by perceptions of information need, accessibility, and usefulness. This
involves weighing perspective topics against personal interests, available information and time constraints
(Kuhlthau, 1991). According to the literature reviewed, integratively complex thinkers are open to diverse
views and will seek out more information to better understand an issue. Thus, an individual who uses a
variety of communication outlets regarding an issue will gain a deeper, richer understanding of that issue.
On the other hand, simple thinkers are less tolerant of diversity and selectively attend to and process
information in ways that confirm their existing belief systems. Therefore, simple thinkers are less likely to
engage in diverse communication outlets.
The third approach will measure integrative complexity using a set of vignettes in which
differentiation and integration are presented together in a narrative form. Each vignette is a short
description of the type of thinking a person may incorporate and is based on different combinations of
varying levels of differentiation and integration. Each combination will represent four increasing levels of
integrative complexity ranging from low to high. This is a more direct approach, in which respondents
will be asked to read each vignette and then choose the one description that best explains their thinking.
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Hypotheses

Value Orientations
High levels of integrative complexity have been characterized by the infusion of broad
fundamental values applied to a specific issue (Baker-Brown et al., 1992; Tetlock, 1989). Tetlock et al.
(1984) found support for examining values according to integrative complexity. Conservative value
oriented politicians were observed to view competing proposals in rigid, black and white terms and
tended to overlook the potential for negative outcomes stemming from their favored policy choices.
However, results for value-integrative complexity are mixed, as Tetlock (1984) also found that more
moderate British politicians exhibited higher levels of integrative complexity than those of
Parliamentarians to their ideological left.
Following the approach used by Fulton, Manfredo, and Lipscomb (1996), this study will examine
the ecocentric—anthropocentric value orientation continuum. Value orientations describe worldviews and
fundamental beliefs about the environment. An ecocentric value orientation describes the extent to which
an individual views nature and its components as being on equal footing, or having similar rights to
existence, as humans. This orientation includes bequest and existence values of nature, which refer to the
importance of knowing that healthy populations of species currently exist in the state and ensuring these
populations exist for future generations (Bright et al., 2000). An anthropocentric value orientation is the
extent to which an individual holds a utilitarian view towards nature. This orientation believes that the
primary significance of nature lies in its value to humans. An anthropocentric view also incorporates
values of freedom or the extent to which people have the right to access coastal resources with little or no
government restrictions. The two dimensions will be used to determine whether an individual has an
ecocentric, anthropocentric, or pluralist (both ecocentric and anthropocentric) value orientation.
If both ecocentric and anthropocentric value orientations are similar in strength, this may indicate
a value conflict or more pluralistic view. This is similar to what is described by Tetlock’s (1986) Value
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Pluralism Model, which suggests people can endorse high priority values that have conflicting evaluative
implications for specific issues. For example, a fisherman may value the opportunity to catch a fish while
at the same time appreciate the inherent right of that species to co-exist with humans. On the low end of
the spectrum, a distanced or neutral value orientation may indicate less interest in coastal resource issues
and that such issues are less salient (Bright et al., 2000; Suedfeld et al., 1994). It may also indicate that,
for whatever reason, their values may not be oriented strongly toward coastal resources and their
management.
These findings and the lack of studies examining value orientations and integrative complexity
outside of the political science realm suggest that more research is in order. To determine how value
orientation differs according to level of integrative complexity (Objective 2), the following hypotheses
will be tested:
Ho1:

There is no significant difference in the direction of value orientation according to level
of integrative complexity.

Ha1:

Individuals with a pluralist value orientation exhibit higher levels of integrative
complexity than individuals with anthropocentric or ecocentric value orientations.

Ho2:

There is no significant difference in the extremity of value orientation according to level
of integrative complexity.

Ha2:

Individuals with less extreme value orientations exhibit higher levels of integrative
complexity than individuals with more extreme value orientations.

Attitudes
Attitudes have been suggested to influence our behavior in part by shaping our perceptions of the
world around us (Abelson, 1988; Allport, 1935; Fazio, 1986). A strong attitude has the ability to bias
perceptions of an issue or behavioral context of focus, and to resist change. If an attitude affects what an
individual will see, hear, and think about it, then it is reasonable to expect integrative complexity to have
some influence in this process. In this study, the strength of attitudes toward management strategies will
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be measured in terms of attitude certainty, attitude direction, and attitude extremity. These components
will be used to examine the nature of attitudes and determine if respondents with higher levels of
integrative complexity have more moderate attitudes toward coastal resources management priorities than
respondents with lower levels of integrative complexity who exhibit extreme attitudes (Objective 3).
Previous research suggests that both attitude certainty and attitude extremity are two important
dimensions of attitude strength (Bright & Manfredo, 1995; Raden, 1983). Attitude certainty refers to the
degree of certainty or confidence an individual has in his or her judgments about an attitude object (Antil,
1983). Attitude extremity refers to the notion that attitudes vary not only in direction but also in degree of
favorableness or unfavorableness (Newcomb et al., 1965). An individual may feel extremely favorable or
unfavorable toward something, moderately favorable or unfavorable, or neither favorable nor
unfavorable. Early research considered attitude extremity and attitude certainty as being equivalent
(Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957), but later research does not (Krosnick & Abelson, 1992; Krosnick
et al., 1993). While people who hold extreme attitudes generally hold them with high levels of certainty,
people with moderate attitudes often vary in the certainty with which they hold those attitudes (Gross et
al., 1995). Some people may also hold moderate attitudes and be unsure of those attitudes, whereas others
may be very sure about their approximately neutral attitudes.
Tetlock (1986) found that individuals who expressed confidence in the correctness of their issue
stance demonstrated less differentiated thoughts and weaker conceptual integration, both of which are
signs of low integrative complexity. People who were less confident in the correctness of their stance
demonstrated higher integrative complexity, whereas those who were more confident in the correctness of
their stance demonstrated lower integrative complexity. In the context of coastal resources management,
this study will examine attitudes toward management actions that prioritize the use of and access to
resources, versus the protection of resources. The following hypotheses will test whether attitude certainty
and priority provide an overall measure of attitude strength, and whether attitude certainty differs
according to integrative complexity level:
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Ho3:

There is no significant relationship between attitude certainty and priority towards the use
versus protection of coastal resources.

Ha3:

There is a positive and moderate relationship between attitude certainty and priority
towards the use versus protection of coastal resources.

Ho4:

There is no significant difference in attitude certainty toward the use versus protection of
coastal resources.

Ha4:

Individuals with higher attitude certainty exhibit lower levels of integrative complexity
than individuals with less attitude certainty.

Research has also found a significant relationship between attitude extremity and integrative
complexity (e.g., Bright & Barro, 2000; Bright & Manfredo, 1995; Burtz & Bright, 2007; Carroll &
Bright, 2009; de Vries & Walker, 1987; Linville, 1982; Tetlock, 1989). Linville (1982) found that
moderate attitudes toward an attitude object were characterized by more complex belief systems
regarding that attitude object than were extreme attitudes. Similar results from de Vries and Walker
(1987) indicated that moderate attitudes toward capital punishment were accompanied by higher
integrative complexity of thought about the issue than were extreme attitudes. In the context of natural
resources, Bright and Barro (2000) found that high levels of integrative complexity were characterized by
moderate attitudes toward the Endangered Species Act. Both researchers noted that it is not the attitude
direction, but the extremity with which one holds a particular attitude that has a measurable and
predictable relationship with integrative complexity. While no relationship has been found between
attitude direction and integrative complexity, individuals who think with higher integrative complexity
may be more supportive of management alternatives because they recognize multiple sides of an issue.
Those who think with lower integrative complexity may be less supportive of management alternatives
because they consider just one side of an issue. Thus, the following hypothesis predicts:
Ho5:

There is no significant difference in the direction of attitudes according to level of
integrative complexity.
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Ha5:

Individuals with attitudes supporting coastal resource management actions
exhibit higher levels of integrative complexity than individuals with attitudes opposing
coastal resource management options.

An alternative viewpoint, the ideologue model, predicts that strong commitment to any ideology
is associated with lower complexity (Palmer & Kalin, 1991; Rokeach, 1960; Suedfeld et al., 1994).
Individuals who wish to accommodate a range of values and attitudes must use more complex thinking to
reconcile these diverse positions than individuals whose ideology is less heterogeneous (regardless of the
content of the ideology). Based on the literature reviewed, it is reasonable to expect that a strong or highly
formed attitude will be more accessible to judgments about a relevant topic. Accordingly, the following
hypothesis predicts:
Ho6:

There is no significant difference in the extremity of attitudes according to level of
integrative complexity.

Ha6:

Individuals with moderate attitudes toward coastal resource management options exhibit
higher levels of integrative complexity than individuals with extreme attitudes toward
coastal resource management options.

Integrative Complexity as a Moderator
Research has shown that integrative complexity is related to both values and attitudes.
Accordingly, it follows that level of integrative complexity will affect or moderate the relationship
between value orientations and attitudes. A moderator is a variable that affects the direction and/or
strength of the relationship between an independent and dependent variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986;
Tarrant et al., 1997; Vaske, 2008). As previously identified by Carroll and Bright (2009), integrative
complexity may function as a moderator to the relationship between value orientations and attitudes in the
cognitive hierarchy. This would mean that individuals who are more integratively complex possess
attitudes that are more consistent with their value orientations. To determine the presence of moderation,
there must be a significant interaction between integrative complexity and value orientation (Baron &
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Kenny, 1986; Vaske, 2008). The following hypotheses will test integrative complexity as a moderator in
the relationship between value orientations and attitudes (Objective 4):
Ho7:

There is no significant relationship between value orientation and attitude toward coastal
resources management options.

Ha7:

Ecocentric value orientations are positively related to attitudes supporting resource
protection, and anthropocentric value orientations are positively related to attitudes
supporting resource use.

Ho8:

Integrative complexity has no significant effect on the relationship between value
orientation and attitude towards coastal resources management options.

Ha8:

Integrative complexity has a significant moderation effect on the direction and magnitude
of the relationship between value orientation and attitude towards coastal resources
management options.

Acceptability of Tradeoffs
This research aims to examine the role of integrative complexity in shaping acceptability of
management tradeoffs between use and protection of coastal resources (Objective 5). Tradeoffs between
resource use and ecosystem protection involve consideration of important values that conflict. Some
people are reluctant to accept the existence of tradeoffs, and thus rely on mental shortcuts to reduce
dissonance. This type of thinking is characteristic of low integrative complexity. In contrast, people who
think with high integrative complexity are more likely to acknowledge and accept that there are multiple
tradeoffs involved in complex management decisions. Because integratively complex individuals are
more tolerant of dissonant or unbalanced cognitions (Crockett, 1965), it would be expected that they
would be more accepting of management actions involving tradeoffs between resource use and resource
protection. To determine how acceptability of tradeoffs is related to level of integrative complexity, the
following hypothesis will be tested:
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Ho9:

There is no significant difference in acceptability of management tradeoffs according to
level of integrative complexity.

Ha9:

Higher levels of integrative complexity are associated with higher acceptability of
management tradeoffs between resource use and protection, as compared to lower levels
of integrative complexity associated with lower acceptability of tradeoffs.

The examination of tradeoffs involves identifying the important factors and characteristics of
coastal resources management that affect acceptability of management tradeoffs (Objective 5). The
factors considered are to be broad enough to cover the key issues that might be important to different
respondents, but easy enough to provide useful feedback. Because the management dilemma involves
tradeoffs between the use of coastal resources and the protection of those same resources, the factors
chosen for this study are components of management alternatives for resource use and resource
protection. These are categories that reflect the kinds of choices related to the management dilemma.
Each of the factors has characteristics that vary in levels of intensity (decrease, no change, increase). The
factors include marine protected area closed to fishing, protection of fish populations, access to
recreational fishing areas, and length of the recreational fishing season.
The factors will be evaluated simultaneously rather than individually. A technique based on a
factorial design will be used to assess how various combinations of use/protection factors influence an
individual’s acceptance of management alternatives, and to determine the relative importance of various
levels of those factors. By employing a factorial design, a large number of attributes and levels can be
included without overwhelming the respondents (Gan & Luzar, 1993). This approach also enables the
estimation of each factor’s effect on the dependent variable (acceptability of management alternatives)
and two-way interactions. The following are hypotheses testing the individual effects of four independent
factors, integrative complexity, and their interactions on acceptability of management alternatives.
Ho10: Factors of resource use have no significant effect on the acceptability of management
alternatives.
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Ho11: Factors of resource protection have no significant effect on the acceptability of
management alternatives.
Ho12: There is no significant interaction between use and protection factors on the acceptability
of management alternatives.
Ho13: There is no significant interaction between factors and integrative complexity on the
acceptability of management alternatives.
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5. THE FLORIDA COASTAL MARINE REGION
The coastal marine region of Florida and the Florida Keys is the location of focus in this
dissertation research. Florida has 825 miles of coastline since it is a peninsula bordered by the Atlantic
Ocean on the east, the Gulf of Mexico on the west, and Florida Bay to the south (Florida DEP, 2017). In
addition to these areas, Florida also has an abundance of bays and estuaries associated with the state’s
river systems that add many miles to the state’s beaches and coastline. These coastal and marine areas are
extremely productive ecosystems and have major features that attract millions of people to Florida
annually. Thus, the Florida region represents a unique coastal socio-ecological system that offers an array
of diverse ecosystems, threatened and endangered species, tourism, recreation opportunities, and many
other ecosystem services. Yet, at the same time, the region is pressured by increasing population growth
and human activity, and is vulnerable to sea level rise, climate change, and various other stresses.
Changing the amount of impact of human activities on coastal resources entails changing the amount of
costs and/or benefits. By understanding and managing competing uses and tradeoffs in environmental
conditions, a greater proportion of human benefits provided by coastal ecosystems can be sustained. The
sustainability of ecosystem services in Florida will depend on maintaining the desired conditions of the
coastal-marine ecosystem, while also addressing the pertinent drivers, pressures, social and political
responses. The interrelationship of these processes, using the Florida Keys as an example, is illustrated by
the DPSER (Drivers-Pressures-State-Ecosystem Services-Responses) model (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. DPSER model of Florida Keys coastal and marine ecosystem.

The Florida Keys are located in Monroe County, the southernmost county in the United States.
The Keys are comprised of a chain of calcium carbonate islands extending 220 miles southwest from the
southern tip of Florida and forming the southeastern margin of Florida Bay. There are 46 inhabited
islands in the Florida Keys, connected by 42 bridges of the Overseas Highway running from Miami to
Key West. Florida’s coastal and marine resources comprise some of this nation’s most diverse and
productive ecosystems, supporting a range of important ecosystem services. The Keys are adjacent to the
third largest barrier reef in the world, extending over 480 km. This complex ecosystem contains more
marine species than any other region in the U.S., including approximately 100 species of coral and 400
species of fish. The reef also buffers the shoreline as natural breakwaters. In 1990, the Florida Keys
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National Marine Sanctuary and Protection Act established a Sanctuary and Advisory Council to protect,
manage and conserve 9,500 km2 of coastal and ocean waters surrounding the Keys (Donahue et al., 2008;
Shinn, 2008). The Keys also contain 4 National Wildlife Refuges, 2 National Parks, 2 Ecological
Reserves, 10 State Parks, Botanical Sites and Aquatic Preserves, and over 20 endangered species,
including two species of coral (Elkhorn and Staghorn), the building blocks of reefs (US GAO, 2007;
Donahue et al., 2008).

Ecosystem Services
Ecosystem services are central to the identity of Florida. The value of ecosystem services is
dependent upon the environmental conditions or state of the coastal marine ecosystem. As identified by
the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), ecosystem services are classified as cultural, regulating,
and provisioning services. Cultural services are the non-material benefits obtained from ecosystems
including Florida’s aesthetic environments, existence of wildlife, educational opportunities, and cultural
identity. Most notable are the state’s recreation opportunities such as diving, snorkeling, swimming,
wildlife and scenic viewing. In 2008, approximately 60% of Keys residents regularly participated in
activities such as fishing, boating, snorkeling, diving, beach activities, and wildlife observation
(Leeworthy & Morris, 2010). In 2007-2008, approximately 3.3 million visitor-trips were made to the
Keys, and recreation was the purpose for 92% of those visits (Leeworthy et al., 2010).
In Florida, recreational saltwater fishing is a major ecosystem service, enjoyed by over a million
participants annually and supports a multi-billion-dollar industry (Tringali, et al., 2008). Red drum
(Sciaenops ocellatus), spotted seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus), and common snook (Centropomus
undecimalis) are among the most popular fisheries in Florida (NOAA, 2014). Red drum, also called
redfish, red bass or reds, are a long lived (40-year lifespan) and large (adults >1 m length, 20 kg weight)
species common in the Gulf of Mexico and southern North Atlantic Ocean (Chagaris, Mahmoudi, &
Murphy, 2015). The red drum fishery is predominantly recreational and focused on sub-adult fish (ages 14 years) that remain in estuaries and inshore waters and are easily accessed by anglers. Red drum are one
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of the most popular targets for anglers due to its perceived attributes as a sportfish, year-round availability
and widespread distribution. Management of red drum in Florida is considered successful. Overfishing of
red drum in the late 1980s led to several emergency closures established to reduce fishing pressure. In
1989, the slot limit of 18-27 inches, the bag limit of one fish per person and a closed season from March
to May were put in place. Since then, red drum stocks have rebounded and are currently meeting the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s management goal of 40% escapement in most
parts of Florida. Escapement is the proportion of fish that survive through age four relative to the fish that
would have survived if there was no fishery.
Common snook is one of Florida’s most popular gamefish even though snook only occur in the
southern portion of the peninsula. They are found in estuaries, adjacent rivers, and in nearshore waters of
the western Atlantic (Muller, Trotter, & Stevens, 2015). The snook species that occur in Florida are
located at the northern extent of their geographical distribution and can experience thermal stress when
water temperatures decline in winter months. Prolonged cold conditions in January of 2010 produced
many reports of snook cold-kills and led to a statewide snook closure until September of 2013.
Spotted seatrout is managed for both commercial and recreational fishing in Florida. Management
of spotted seatrout in Florida began in the late 1980s when the fishery was declining. The management
goal for this species is a 35% spawning potential ratio (SPR), which is the number of fish that survive to
spawn given the actual fishing mortality compared to the number that would live to spawn in an unfished
population. Stock assessments, which were conducted in 2003 and 2006, showed the spotted seatrout
population as relatively stable. The 2010 stock assessment showed that spotted seatrout exceeded the 35%
SPR goal in the northeast, southeast, and southwest management regions (Murphy, Chagaris, & Addis,
2011).
The Florida Keys are world renowned as diverse and spectacular fishing grounds and a principal
reason why the state legislature declared Florida “Fishing Capital of the World” (www.fwc.state.fl.us).
With prime access to both the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico, the coral reefs and seagrass flats make
the Florida Keys a mecca for coastal- and marine-based activities. Tourism is a major component of the
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Keys’ economy and has stimulated over $2.2 billion in local Keys production and supported over 32,000
local jobs (Leeworthy & Ehler, 2010). For instance, tourism encompasses a variety of sectors such as
transportation (charter boats, buses, taxis, etc.), accommodations (hotels, bed and breakfasts,
campgrounds, etc.), attractions (beaches, state and national parks, festivals, etc.), food and restaurants,
specialty retail outlets (souvenirs, dive shops, fishing tackle and bait supply, etc.), and visitor information
centers.
Provisioning services and goods are products obtained from ecosystems such as food supply,
freshwater, fiber, ornamental resources, biochemical resources, and genetic resources. The Florida Keys
is also home to more than 500 fish species, including 389 that are reef associated (Stark, 1968), and
thousands of invertebrate species, including corals, sponges, shrimp, crabs and lobsters. The recreational
fishery encompasses a diversity of species, such as gray snapper (Lutjanus griseus) and spotted sea trout
(Cynoscion nebulosus). The fishery for the Caribbean spiny lobster (Panulirus argus) is the single most
economically valuable fishery in Florida and the Caribbean, and in Florida the recreational lobster fishery
accounts for 20% of all lobster landings (Ehrhardt et al., 2010).
Clear tropical waters and unique coral reef environments are some of the benefits that have drawn
people to the Keys. These are examples of regulating services, which are benefits obtained from
regulation of ecosystem processes such as protection of property from coastal storm damages, safe
seafood quality, water filtration, and carbon dioxide sequestration. Coral reef, mangrove, and seagrass
ecosystems provide help to maintain water clarity and quality by providing direct and indirect services
such as waste assimilation, water purification, nutrient cycling, and shoreline protection. These
ecosystems also function as important spawning, nursery, breeding and feeding areas for a multitude of
organisms. Being one of the most species-rich habitats, coral reefs are important in maintaining a diverse
range of biological and genetic resources.
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State of the Ecosystem
The coastal and marine ecosystems in Florida and the Florida Keys consist of coral reefs, seagrass
beds, and mangroves. There are functional differences among these ecosystem types, but they are all
connected to one another in supporting and providing the ecosystem services people desire. Mangroves
and seagrass beds interrupt freshwater discharge, are sinks for organic and inorganic materials as well as
pollutants, and can generate an environment with clear, nutrient poor water that promotes the growth of
coral reefs (Ogden, 1988; Szmant, 1997). Coral reefs in turn serve as physical buffers for oceanic currents
and waves, creating overtime, a suitable environment for seagrass beds and mangroves. In addition to
these physical interactions there are several biological and biogeochemical interactions between these
interconnected ecosystems. Ogden (1988) refers to this large biome as a complex mosaic of mangroves,
seagrass beds, and coral reefs interacting in a dynamic fashion, all influenced by terrestrial as well as
open ocean activities.

Coral Reefs
The Florida Keys’ coral reef tract is a bank-barrier system with seaward-facing, shallow-water
spur-and-groove formations that are connected by a linear transitional reef from Miami to west of the
Marquesas Keys. Over 6,000 patch reefs occur in nearshore and offshore environments. There are four
main types of coral habitat in Florida Keys: hard bottom, patch reef, shallow offshore reef, and deep
offshore reef. The hard bottom area is dominated by soft corals, such as sea fans, with a sandy substrate.
A patch reef is a tall mound of coral dominated by massive corals, such as brain coral, and a higher
diversity of organisms is found here. Shallow offshore reefs are found in zones of high-energy water.
These are usually the barrier reefs and are inhabited by branching corals, such as staghorn and elkhorn
corals. The deep offshore reefs are dominated by the massive corals and bottom-dwelling organisms.
Climate related stressors affecting coral reefs include temperature changes, changes in the
frequency and severity of storms, sea level rise, and changes in water quality and salinity. Ocean water
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chemistry is also impacted by increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide levels, which can inhibit
calcification, the deposition of the calcium carbonate minerals that are the structural building materials of
coral reefs (Keller et al., 2009; Lirman et al., 2014). The major climate change factor that is increasingly
important for coral reefs is rising ocean temperatures, which has been implicated in chronic stress and
disease epidemics, as well as in the occurrence of mass coral bleaching episodes (Buddemeier et al.,
2004). “Bleaching” refers to the loss of symbiotic algae by the coral host. Most of the pigments in the
usually colorful corals depend on the presence of these algal cells. The living tissue of coral animals
without algae is translucent, so the white calcium carbonate skeleton shows through, producing a
bleached appearance. Massive corals that are slow-growing and thick-tissued tend to be less sensitive and
commonly recover from all but the most extreme bleaching episodes. Thus, bleaching selectively removes
certain species from reefs and can lead to major changes in the geographic distribution of coral species
and reef community structures (Hughes et al., 2003).
Over the past 30 years, reefs have experienced fluctuations in coral cover and site-specific species
diversity and an increase in coral diseases and bleaching. For example, in the years between 1983 and
2000, the total area of live elkhorn coral (Acropora palmate) and staghorn coral (Acropora cervicornis) at
Looe Key reef is estimated to have declined by 93% and 98%, respectively (Miller et al., 2002). In 2015,
coral monitoring results indicated high threats of mass bleaching from mid-August through late
September. The prevalence of bleaching and paling in each zone was determined and broken into three
categories: mild (0-20%), moderate (21-50%) and severe (>50%). Severe bleaching and paling, which is
defined as >50% of all hard corals over 4cm surveyed showing signs of bleaching or paling, occurred in
the fore-reef and offshore zones of the Middle and Lower Keys, and in all zones of the Upper Keys and
Dry Tortugas sub-regions (Figure 7). Moderate bleaching (21-50%) occurred in the Middle and Lower
Keys.
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Figure 7. Distribution and prevalence of coral bleaching in the Florida Keys; Green = mild
bleaching (0-20%), Yellow = moderate bleaching (21-50%), Red = severe bleaching (>50%)
(Disturbance Response Monitoring, 2015).

Seagrasses
The ecosystem also includes one of the world’s largest seagrass beds, which are among the
richest, most productive, and most important submerged coastal habitats. Seagrasses, also known as
submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), provide food and habitat for commercially and recreationally
important species of fish and invertebrates, and are an integral component of tropical coastal
environments. Seagrass flats are also popular destinations for fishing and boating. These are highly
productive areas that support a variety of commercial and recreational fish species by providing habitat
for feeding grounds, nurseries, and refuges from predators. Seagrasses also protect shallow,
unconsolidated sediments from erosion and help to maintain water clarity. An estimated 2.7 million acres
of seagrass flats grow along Florida’s extensive coastline, bays and lagoons (Dawes et al., 2004). Turtle
grass (Thalassia testudinum), manatee grass (Syringodium filiforme), and shoal grass (Halodule wrightii)
are common species growing in the Florida Keys. Shoal grass is found in the shallowest waters, and
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tolerates exposure and high salinities better than other seagrasses. Turtle grass typically grows from the
low tide level to depths of approximately 30-40 feet on sand and rubble covered bottoms. Manatee grass
is found at greater depths and usually grows in small patches. Both turtle and manatee grass tolerate water
salinities of 20-36 ppt.
Turtle grass is the most dominant seagrass species and tolerates water conditions with relatively
low nutrient levels, whereas manatee and shoal grasses are faster growing species that tolerate higher
nutrient conditions (Dawes et al., 2004). Since turtle grass is sensitive to changes in nutrient levels,
concentrations of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) absorbed by turtle grass often indicate the nutrient
availability in surrounding waters. When the ratio of N:P reaches 30:1, nutrient conditions are such that
seagrass will be lost and gradually replaced by plants that are better adapted to the nutrient-rich conditions
(Ferdie & Fourqurean, 2004). With very high levels of nutrients, macroalgae will be replaced by
microalgae living in the water column. Sometimes, conditions can promote microalgae growth to become
so dense that they block sunlight and promote the growth of epiphytes (sessile organisms) directly on the
grass blades. Both situations can make it difficult for seagrasses to absorb sunlight needed for
photosynthesis.
Significant changes in the dominant plants brought about by nutrient enrichment or
eutrophication can lead to the loss of seagrass beds, which are critical nursery and feeding grounds for
many invertebrates, fish, birds, reptiles and marine mammals, including many species that are important
to the local fisheries. This can cause a shift in the seagrass-based food web or significantly alter an area’s
ecosystem and can negatively affect recreational and commercial fisheries. In 1987, Florida Bay
experienced a significant seagrass die-off, followed by increased phytoplankton blooms and turbidity
(Fourqurean & Robblee, 1999). These changes significantly impacted the bay’s ecosystem, resulting in
decreased lobster populations and sponge die-offs (Butler et al., 1995). The bay continues to experience
episodic blooms and die-off events, and there remain significant concerns that this ecosystem is at risk
without more effective management actions.
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Mangroves
Mangroves cover the third important section of the Florida Keys ecosystem, with red mangrove
trees fringing the 1,600 islands and 1,800 miles of shoreline within the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary (DOC, 1996). Mangroves provide habitat for juvenile fishes and invertebrates, stabilize
sediments, and produce prop-root surfaces for attached organisms such as oysters, sponges, and algae.
Mangroves also provide nursery habitat for numerous commercial and recreational fishery species and
critical foraging habitat for adult fishes (Odum et al., 1982; Lewis, 2000; Faunce & Serafy, 2006). They
provide foraging and nesting habitat for South Florida’s ubiquitous fish-eating birds, as well as nesting
and stopover habitat for resident and migratory passerine bird species (Odum et al., 1982). Herons, brown
pelicans, and spoonbills all make their nests in upper branches of mangrove trees. Mangroves are also
effective at sequestering carbon dioxide, nutrients, and reducing shoreline erosion from storm surges,
currents, waves, and tides. These are all important ecosystem services that support human living and
wellbeing (Moberg & Ronnback, 2003). However, local, regional, and global stressors, both natural and
anthropogenic, may result in loss of this habitat in the Florida Keys.
Mangroves have distinct zones characterized by the species of mangrove that grows there. The
zone where a species of mangrove exists depends on its tolerance for tidal flooding, soil salinity, and the
availability of nutrients. There are three species of mangroves are found in the Florida Keys. The red
mangrove (Rhizophora mangle) colonizes the seaward side, so it receives the greatest amount of tidal
flooding. Further inland and at a slightly higher elevation, black mangroves (Avicennia germinanas)
grow. The zone in which black mangroves are found is only shallowly flooded during high tides. White
mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa) and buttonwood trees (Conocarpus erectus) face inland and
dominate the highest parts of the mangroves. Tidal forces, climatic conditions, and soil type result in the
mangrove species forming six different forest types: over wash, fringe, riverine, basin, hammock, and
scrub forests (Lugo & Snedaker, 1974). The arrangement of the species within mangrove type determines
the biota that occurs within the mangrove forests (Lugo & Snedaker, 1974).
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The intricate root system of mangroves makes these forests attractive to fishes and other
organisms seeking food and shelter from predators. Epiphytes and sessile invertebrates frequently grow
on specialized root adaptations of mangroves (prop roots and pneumatophores) and these, plus the
mangrove leaf litter, are the basis of mangrove food webs (Odum & Heald, 1975). Odum et al. (1982)
reported 220 species of fish, 21 reptiles, 3 amphibians, 18 mammals, and 181 birds that utilize the
mangroves of South Florida. The dense intertwining prop roots allow the mangroves to handle the daily
rise and fall of tides, which means that most mangroves get flooded at least twice per day. The roots also
slow the movement of tidal waters, causing sediments to settle out of the water and build up the muddy
bottom.

Drivers and Pressures of Change
Drivers and pressures from the fluctuating population in the Florida Keys can have cascading
impacts on the coastal environment. Florida’s population in 2015 was more than 19 million, with most of
the population residing in southeast Florida counties (U.S. Census, 2015). Furthermore, the number of
seasonal residents and tourists in the Florida Keys exceeds the number of permanent residents
(Leeworthy, Loomis, & Paterson, 2010). From 2003 to 2006, the increasing number of recreational boat
registrations surpassed the population growth rate by three percent (Swett et al., 2009). In the year 2000
alone, it was estimated that the economic contribution from both natural and artificial reefs was $873.1
million for Monroe, Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach counties combined (Johns et al., 2001). The
reefs not only support various recreation and tourism activities, but they also protect coastlines from
beach erosion caused by waves and moderate the impacts from storms (Bhat, 2003; Wells, Ravilious, &
Corcoran, 2006). As population growth increases on the coast, conflicts between ocean health and
ecosystem services are also likely to increase and become more challenging to balance the two. With
increasing demands for space and resources, management will need to incorporate the diverse human and
natural linkages of Florida’s coral reef systems.
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The greatest threat to the environment, natural resources, and economy of the Keys has been
degradation of water quality, especially over the past couple decades, which has been a major concern for
residents in the Keys (Kruczynski & McManus, 2002). Some of the reasons for the decline are believed to
be: (1) the lack of fresh water entering Florida Bay; (2) nutrients from domestic wastewater via shallowwell injection, cess-pits, and septic tanks; (3) stormwater runoff containing heavy metals, fertilizers,
insecticides, and other contaminants; (4) marinas and live-aboard vessels; (5) poor flushing of canals and
embayments; (6) accumulation of dead seagrasses and algae along the shoreline; (7) sedimentation; (8)
infrequency of hurricanes in recent decades; and (9) environmental changes associated with global
climate change and rising sea-level. All of these factors are drivers and pressures tied to the state of the
ecosystem and have indirect and direct effects on the quality of ecosystem services.
Eutrophication (an outcome of excess nutrients in the water, such as fertilizers) of nearshore
waters is a documented problem. Septic tanks or cesspits have traditionally been used, however, nutrient
removal in the Key’s porous limestone causes groundwater seepage and carries wastewater into canals
and inshore waters. Wastewater discharge can cause increased levels of nutrients leading to
phytoplankton blooms that decrease water clarity and decay causing hypoxia in sediments and stratified
canals (Lapointe et al., 1994). Nutrients also cause macro-algal overgrowth increasing competition among
seagrasses and corals for space. This can affect the natural ecosystem functioning of the microbial loop,
which cycles nutrients and carbon and is present in all aquatic ecosystems. Additionally, microbes could
cause disease and illness in humans and marine organisms, such as fish, shellfish and corals. These effects
are ultimately tied to the delivery of quality ecosystem services such as fishing, snorkeling, diving, human
health, and shoreline protection.
Water quality issues are a particular concern in Florida Bay, which is located below the
Everglades National Park, along the Florida Keys. In Florida Bay, reduced freshwater flow has increased
plankton blooms, seagrass die-offs, and fish kills. Since Florida Bay and nearshore waters provide
important nursery and juvenile habitat for a variety of reef species, the declines in these areas also affect
the overall health and structure of offshore coral reefs. Therefore, regional strategies to address the
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quantity, quality, timing, and distribution of freshwater flows through the South Florida ecosystem into
Florida Bay and estuaries are critical.
The effects of far-field drivers and pressures, such as global climate change and sea level rise
further complicate management of coastal marine resources. Ecosystems will transition either by retreat
and migration, adaptation, or elimination of functions and certain species. Shallow water habitats may
transition to open water, forcing ecological changes in coastal wetlands and estuaries affecting nesting,
spawning and feeding locations and behavior. Intrusion of saltwater into inland water bodies and the
aquifer is negatively impacting freshwater resources, and these impacts will worsen or accelerate with
further sea level rise. Inundation of shoreline will increase the extent and severity of beach erosion.
Increased storm frequency and intensity, and water from storm surges will have worse implications on
coastal communities in low-lying areas who are already vulnerable to flooding. Pollutants, debris, and
hazardous materials released by flooding can contaminate land and coastal areas. Natural infrastructure is
critical to the resilience of the Keys and residents because it provides many benefits related to storm
protection, water and air purification, and other ecosystem services. Currently, the Florida Keys get nearly
all of their drinking water from well fields in southern Miami-Dade County. However, the combination of
South Florida’s porous limestone geology, low elevation, and rising sea levels creates the potential to
contaminate the drinking supply for residents of the Keys and other Florideans (Bloetscher et al., 2016;
Sweet et al., 2014).
The complex set of drivers and pressures to the coral reef ecosystem may alter the many ways in
which people benefit from the ecosystem services provided by the Florida Keys. In response, numerous
resource management actions and regulations have been established. Most notable has been the
designation of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary.

Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary
The National Marine Sanctuary Program has managed segments of the coral reef tract in the
Florida Keys since 1975. The Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary was established in 1975 to protect
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353 km2 of coral reef habitat in the Upper Keys. In 1981, the Looe Key National Marine Sanctuary was
established to protect the Looe Key Reef located in the Lower Keys. Because these two sanctuaries are
located just 5-7 km offshore, the health of these coral reef resources has been affected by land-based
sources of pollution and nutrients, with many threats coming from outside the boundaries of the
sanctuaries. Throughout the 1980s, concerns persisted over deteriorating water quality, coral bleaching,
loss of living coral cover, seagrass die-offs, declines in reef fish populations, and the spread of coral
diseases throughout the region. There were also concerns over oil drilling and large vessel groundings.
These issues were brought to the public spotlight after three separate vessel groundings occurred within
three weeks in 1989, the same year of the Exxon Valdez incident. The combination of these concerns led
U.S. Congress to enact the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and Protection Act (PL 101-605) in
1990, prohibiting drilling and exploration for oil and minerals in Keys waters and by excluding large
vessels (>50 m in length) from these waters.
The Act established the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary to provide long-term
management of 2,900 square nautical miles of surrounding waters (Figure 8). Section 304 of the National
Marine Sanctuaries Act (NMSA), 16 U.S.C. 1431 et seq., authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to issue
regulations as are necessary and reasonable to implement the designation, including “managing and
protecting the conservation, recreational, ecological, historical, scientific, educational, cultural,
archaeological or aesthetic resources and qualities of a national marine sanctuary”. The NMSA directs the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to administer the Sanctuary utilizing
comprehensive resource management strategies to manage for multiple ecological and social benefits,
increase public understanding of the unique marine areas, and to facilitate use of those areas. Thus, the
dual mandate of both protection and use is evident in the NMSA and provides managers with guidance
for creating a balanced management plan.
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Figure 8. Map of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary (solid blue line) boundaries and
zones, State of Florida waters (dashed blue line), adjacent parks and refuges.

In response to water quality issues, the Sanctuary initiated the Water Quality Protection Program
(WQPP) dedicated to protecting and improving water quality, coral reefs, seagrasses, fisheries and
recreational opportunities within the sanctuary. A subsequent amendment to the Act in 1992
acknowledged the critical role of clean, clear water in maintaining marine resources within the sanctuary
by directing the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Governor of the
State of Florida (Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP)) and the Secretary of
Commerce (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, NOAA) to create a WQPP for the
Sanctuary. The purpose of the WQPP is to identify and implement priority corrective actions to address
point and nonpoint sources of pollution to maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the
Sanctuary. The program is also to include the restoration and maintenance of a balanced, indigenous
population of corals, shellfish, fish and wildlife, and recreational activities in and on the water.
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Marine Zoning and Regulations
As mandated by the Act, a comprehensive management plan for the Sanctuary was developed
throughout a six-year planning process and implemented in 1997. The plan provided a comprehensive
analysis of the threats to the environment in the Keys and proposed more than 90 specific strategies to
address those threats. Responsibilities were detailed for 18 federal and state agencies and departments, as
well as for local governments and nongovernmental organizations. A number of different management
response actions have been initiated, including reducing or eliminating waste discharge to marine waters
from boaters; improving storm water and wastewater management strategies; implementing a research
and monitoring program; restoring damages caused by vessel groundings; protecting maritime heritage
resources; installing mooring buoys and enforce regulations on visitor use of resources; and install
channel markers to improve navigation and reduce groundings.
The Sanctuary management plan created special areas of varying sizes and purposes and
prohibited extractive activities within them. These areas were designated as types of marine zones in
order to reduce pressures in heavily used areas, protect critical habitats and species, and reduce user
conflicts (Figure 8). Three of the zones (Sanctuary Preservation Areas, Ecological Reserves, and Specialuse areas) are fully protected no-take areas, where all consumptive activities (e.g., lobstering, fishing,
spearfishing, shell collecting) are prohibited. These no-take zones combine to protect 6% of sanctuary
waters and encompass 65% of the spur and groove shallow coral reef habitat by extending beyond them
and into the Florida Straits (Figure 8). The marine zone types within the Sanctuary are as follows.
Existing Management Areas (EMAs) are areas within the sanctuary that were established by a
federal agency prior to 1997 when sanctuary zoning regulations went into effect. Sanctuary regulations
supplement the existing authorities to facilitate comprehensive protection of resources. There are 21
Existing Management Areas in the Sanctuary. Fifteen are administered by the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, four by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and two by FKNMS (Key
Largo and Looe Key National Marine Sanctuaries).
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Special-use (Research-only) Areas are set aside areas for scientific research, restoration, and
monitoring. They can be used for specific uses such as long-term research and monitoring, or to confine
or restrict activities. The sanctuary’s four Special-Use Research Only Areas are located between Key
West and Key Largo (Conch Reef, Tennessee Reef, Looe Key patch reef, and Eastern Sambo), and a
permit is required to enter these areas.
Ecological Reserves (ERs), which include the Western Sambo ER and the Tortugas ER,
encompass a total area of 160 square nautical miles. The ERs are the largest of the sanctuary zones and
were established to protect and enhance natural spawning, nursery, and permanent residence areas for the
replenishment and genetic protection of fish and other marine life (NOAA, 2007). These areas limit
consumptive activities, while continuing to allow activities that are considered as compatible with
resource protection.
Sanctuary Preservation Areas (SPAs) include 18 SPAs covering approximately 6.5 square
nautical miles. SPAs were designated to protect shallow reefs and biologically important areas that help
sustain critical marine species and habitats. Regulations for this zone type are designed to limit
consumptive activities and to separate users engaged in different kinds of activities. Diving, snorkeling,
and boating are allowed inside these zones, whereas some SPAs allow limited bait-fishing by permit only.
Wildlife Management Areas (WMAs) were established to minimize disturbance to especially
sensitive or endangered wildlife and their habitats (NOAA, 2007). These zones typically include bird
nesting, resting or feeding areas, turtle-nesting beaches, and other sensitive habitats. Regulations
governing access were designed to protect endangered and threatened species and their habitats, while
providing opportunities for public use. Access restrictions include no-access buffers, no-motor zones, idle
speed only/no wake zones, and closed zones. Some restrictions may apply to certain times of the year,
while others apply year-round. There are 27 WMAs, 20 of which are under the management of the FWS
as units of the Florida Keys National Wildlife Refuges Complex. Two of these refuges, Key West and
Great White Heron National Wildlife Refuges encompass more than 400,000 acres of marine waters.
While the FWS has full federal authority to regulate public access and activities on all refuge-owned
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islands above the mean high tide line, the waters and submerged lands below the mean high tide line
seaward are owned by the State of Florida. In 1992, FWS entered into a management agreement with
Florida that authorized the application of federal regulations within state waters and submerged lands to
minimize wildlife disturbance and habitat damage from non-wildlife-dependent recreational activities,
consistent with the laws and policies of the National Wildlife Refuge System.
Areas to Be Avoided (ATBA) prohibit the operation of a tank vessel greater than 50 meters in
registered length, with a few exceptions (e.g., national defense, law enforcement, responses to
emergencies). Some ATBA boundaries buffer those of the sanctuary. Though not specifically identified in
the management plan, the General-use Area is the remaining area of the sanctuary in which general
sanctuary regulations apply. Regulations that apply throughout the entire area of the sanctuary, both in
highly protected areas and general use areas, have a focus on habitat protection, reducing threats to water
quality, and minimizing human impact to resources (Table 2).
Other federal efforts have also been designed specifically to protect coral reefs. In 1998, the year
of a mass bleaching event, President Clinton issued the “Coral Reef Protection” Executive Order 13089.
The order affirmatively required all federal agencies to identify actions that could affect U.S. coral reefs
and to ensure, subject to certain exceptions, that their actions would not degrade those ecosystems. The
order also created the U.S. Coral Reef Task Force (CRTF) to research the causes of, and solutions for,
coral reef degradation; to reduce and mitigate coral reef degradation from pollution, overfishing, and
other causes; and to implement strategies to promote conservation and sustainable use of coral reefs
internationally (Executive Order No. 13089, 1998). The CRTF was further supported by the Coral Reef
Conservation Act of 2000 (16 U.S.C. §§ 6401-6409). In the same year, the CRTF released a National
Action Plan calling for 20% of all U.S. coral reefs to be designated as no-take ecological reserves by 2010
(CRTF, 2000). A no-take zone bans all consumptive uses, including fishing and mineral extraction
(Sanchirico, 2000). Multiple-use areas would be designated in an attempt to balance human uses with
resource conservation goals. The plan also calls for a broader understanding of coral reef ecosystems,
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including the human dimensions to ensure that management measures reflect the social, economic,
political, and cultural environment.

Table 2. Prohibited activities in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Moving, removing, taking, injuring, touching, breaking, cutting or possessing coral or live rock.
Removing, injuring, or possessing coral or live rock.
Discharging or depositing treated or untreated sewage from marine sanitation devices, trash, and
other materials.
Dredging, drilling, prop dredging or otherwise altering the seabed, or placing or abandoning any
structure on the seabed.
Operating a vessel in such a manner as to strike or otherwise injure coral, seagrass, or other
immobile organisms attached to the seabed, or cause prop scarring.
Having a vessel anchored on living coral in water less than 40 feet deep when the bottom can be
seen. Anchoring on hard bottom is allowed.
Except in officially marked channels, operating a vessel at more than 4 knots/no wake within 100
yards of residential shorelines, stationary vessels, or navigational aids marking reefs.
Operating a vessel at more than 4 knots/no wake within 100 yards of a “divers down” flag.
Diving or snorkeling without a dive flag.
Operating a vessel in such a manner, which endangers life, limb, marine resources, or property.
Releasing exotic species.
Damaging or removing markers, mooring buoys, scientific equipment, boundary buoys, and trap
buoys.
Moving, removing, injuring, or possessing historical resources.
Taking or possessing protected wildlife.
Using or possessing explosives or electrical charges.
Harvesting, possessing or landing any marine life species except as allowed by the Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission Rule (68B-42 F.A.C.)

Public Response
Development of collaborative management and forging intergovernmental relationships has been
difficult because different levels of government, stakeholder groups, and scientists must communicate
with each other to manage the waters surrounding the Florida Keys as a common-pool resource.
Regulatory decisions are controversial, and conflicts are bound to arise. As Ostrom (1990, p.14) argues,
“Getting institutions right is a difficult, time-consuming, conflict-evoking process”. The public hearing
process exposed the extremely contentious nature of the FKNMS, especially the Zoning Action Plan
(Suman et al., 1999; National Research Council, 1997).
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Florida Keys residents have expressed concern for uncrowded conditions, water visibility, the
amount of living coral on the reefs, and opportunities to view or catch many different kinds of fish
(Leeworthy, Wiley, and Hospital, 2004). However, these concerns are mixed among different stakeholder
groups. Many of Monroe County’s citizens opposed the Sanctuary because they feared that the federal
government would regulate local interests (Suman, Shivlani, & Milon, 1999). On the one hand, opponents
including commercial fishermen objected to the initial establishment of the sanctuary zones and reserves.
Commercial fishermen reported that the majority of their fishing activities took place within the
jurisdiction of the sanctuary and that limited, or no access would result in increased costs of fishing and
reduced landings (Milon et al., 1997). On the other hand, proponents of the sanctuary zones and reserves
claimed that by restricting fishermen activities, the sanctuary would enhance non-consumptive,
recreational benefits through improved coral reef quality and fish abundance, and reduced congestion.
A study by Suman, Shivlani, and Milon (1999) investigated the attitudes of environmental
groups, commercial fishermen, and dive operators toward the designation of a no-take reserve in the
Florida Keys. The study found that members of environmental groups were the strongest supporters of
no-take marine reserves and the designation process although they tended to be the least participatory in
the designation process. Commercial fishermen were much less supportive of the reserves and reported
feeling alienated from the reserve designation process, indicating that they were intentionally excluded
from the process. Of the three groups, dive operators participated the most in the designation process, but
did show some concern that reserve regulations could limit their activities in the future. All groups
demonstrated less support for establishment of reserves in the exact locations proposed in the Draft
Management Plan than they did for establishment of reserves “somewhere in the Florida Keys”
illustrating the NIMBY (Not-In-My-Back-Yard) effect with respect to the siting of designated protected
area zones. People may generally support marine conservation efforts, but support may dissipate when
those efforts interfere with their desired activities and needs.
In accordance with the National Marine Sanctuaries Act (16 U.S.C. 1431 et seq; 16 U.S.C. 470),
the FKNMS began a marine zoning and regulatory review process in 2012. The review process included a
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scoping process, accepting public comments on future directions of the sanctuary. An examination of the
public comments submitted to the FKNMS (NOAA-NOS-2012-0061) shows a diversity of views, values,
beliefs, attitudes, and range in levels of integrative complexity regarding the marine zoning and regulatory
review. For example, a relatively simple view was expressed by the following comment:
“Most people will agree that whether it comes from the federal government, the state, the
sanctuary, the U.S. Coast Guard, Florida Fish and Wildlife, county or city, we are being regulated
to death and our economies are suffering because of it. They are closing areas for no reason,
always telling people what they can’t do.”
In this comment, the individual perceives only one process at work in terms of regulation. There is no
sign of either conceptual differentiation or integration, rather the imposition of an “us versus them”
category structure. The individual also claims that most people would agree with the comment, implicitly
denying that there are aspects that were not considered. On the other end of the spectrum, the public
comments expressed more complex views by acknowledging multiple factors and scales:
“The most fundamental aspects of our National Marine Sanctuary are not working and sanctuary
regulations allow significant impacts to take place: fish stocks have declined dramatically, coral
reefs are dead and dying, and water quality has declined (once clear waters are now green), the
fish have gotten smaller, live corals are increasingly rare, and by all measures, the environmental
quality of the Keys continues to decline. The extreme nature of environmental impacts, such as
global warming, is expected to persist for decades. Rules enacted today could be obsolete in just a
matter of a few years. Sanctuary managers need to respond with innovative management ideas
and build in flexibility.”
In this comment, the individual perceives multiple aspects to be involved in regulatory decisions and
makes connections between the factors. The need for flexibility is recognized and future outcomes are
considered. Both differentiation and integration are present, demonstrating a more complex statement
than the previous. Overall, many issues were raised in the comments including concerns over inconsistent
regulations among government agencies, access to “correct” information, access to resources, user
conflicts, distrust in science and lack of justification for zones. These concerns relate to the perceived
fairness of the sanctuary process in developing zoning regulations, engagement in the public participation
process, the purpose of “no take” zones, and support for the siting of the zones.
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Regulatory Review
The Sanctuary is required to review its management plan every five years in order to monitor and
evaluate the progress of the national mission to protect national resources. Review of the original
management plan began in 2001 and a revised management plan was published in 2007. The revised plan
was divided into five management areas including science, education, outreach and stewardship,
enforcement and resource protection, resource threat reduction, and administration, community relations,
and policy coordination. Within each management area, action plans were drafted that outline strategies
and activities to accomplish goals. The revised plan also outlined accomplishments achieved over the
period of the Sanctuary’s first inception and management activities. Accomplishments included the
institution of the WQPP, designation of the Sanctuary’s state waters as a No-Discharge Zone, and
implementation of mooring buoys and channel markers throughout the Sanctuary. The WQPP has
contributed data to Monroe County that assisted in the development of the Sanitary Wastewater Master
Plan. The No-Discharge Zone has been effective in reducing wastewater effluent from vessels.
Installation of mooring buoys and channel markers have been a joint project between the County and the
Sanctuary, which has decreased damage to seagrass and coral reef communities
NOAA is currently undertaking a comprehensive review of the management plan, zoning plan
and regulations for Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary. A number of priorities that are being
considered include coral reef restoration, ecosystem protection, artificial habitats, study areas and
boundary modifications, water quality, fishery management coordination, law enforcement, user conflicts,
boating licensing and education, permit procedures, user fees and alternative funding mechanisms.
Management alternatives are being developed and will be released in a Draft Environmental Impact
Statement that details the actions that would be taken under each alternative along with a description of its
social, economic, and environmental impacts.
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6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Population of Interest
The population of interest focuses on state-licensed recreational saltwater anglers, who are
permanent residents of Florida. Saltwater anglers are an important marine resource stakeholder group due
to their numbers, political influence, economic inputs, and potential impact on the marine environment.
This population consists of individuals who are likely to be in tune with issues regarding the use and
protection of coastal marine resources, since state-licensed recreational saltwater anglers have a history of
contentious relationships with government agencies in terms of resource management and the regulation
of marine activities in Florida. Also, the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary is expected to release a
Marine Zoning and Regulatory Review and Draft Environmental Impact Statement to the public for
comments in 2018. Given the timing of such events, the state-licensed recreational saltwater anglers are
an interesting population to apply this research framework to.

Sampling
Since this study is primarily interested in theory development and testing, obtaining a
representative sample of Florida-licensed recreational saltwater anglers is not a primary concern. Rather,
obtaining a sample of sufficient size is most important and necessary in order to conduct a meaningful
analysis of integrative complexity sub-groups, and to build upon and test the relevant theories and
hypotheses. While the results have important implications for coastal resources management, this research
is primarily focused on testing more general coastal resource related cognitions. Therefore, for the
purposes of theory testing and development, the sample used in the analyses is neither assumed to be
representative nor are the data obtained assumed to be generalizable beyond theoretical application and
the population of Florida-licensed recreational saltwater anglers.
To obtain a list of state-licensed recreational saltwater anglers who live in Florida and make use
of the state’s coastal-marine resources, a database of public records was requested from the Florida Fish

and Wildlife Commission. The provided database included a list of names, corresponding contact
information, gender and age of Florida state recreational saltwater fishing license holders who purchased
a license between January 1, 2016 and February 1, 2017. The list of records was filtered according to five
requirements. First, the individuals must have provided an email address, so that a link to an online
survey could be emailed to the individuals. Second, individuals must have a primary residence within a
zip code of Florida, due to the context and relevance of the questionnaire. Thus, the relevant study
locations include all four regions of the State of Florida (Figure 9) and cities as far south as Key West,
Florida (Figure 10). These four regions (Northwest, Northeast, Southwest and Southeast) of Florida align
with the geographical scope of the Florida Coastal Management Program.
Third, individuals must be a minimum of 18 years of age, as required by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB). Those under the age of 18 were excluded. Fourth, only one person per household (mailing
address) was included in the sample. If there was more than one individual associated with the same
mailing address, then the first person that appeared in the list was chosen to be included in the sample
population. Finally, any repeated contacts in the database were deleted to prevent excess contacts with an
individual. Repeated contacts would occur if a person purchased more than one type of fishing license or
purchased a license more than once during the time frame specified above. Following these requirements
resulted in a total of 345,762 individuals (Table 3 and Table 4).
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Figure 9. Map of Florida counties by region.

Table 3. Distribution of sample frame across four regions in Florida.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Region

N

%

Total

%

(1) Northeast Atlantic .......................................................... 77,590

22.4

77,590

22.5

(2) Southeast Atlantic ........................................................ 111,361

32.2

188,951

54.6

(3) Southwest Gulf ............................................................ 103,817

30.0

292,768

84.6

(4) Northwest Gulf ............................................................... 52,994
15.3
345,762
100.0
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 10. Map of the Florida Keys.

Table 4. Zip codes, cities, and populations in the Florida Keys, Monroe County.

Zip Code

City

Population a

Study Population b

33037

Key Largo

11,612

2,063

33070

Tavernier

5,344

1,185

33036

Islamorada

3,035

926

33001

Long Key

315

95

33050

Marathon

8,922

1,328

33051

Key Colony Beach

796

160

33040

Key West

32,891

3,798

33042

Summerland Key

5,829

1,269

33043

Big Pine Key

4,313

670

73,057

11,494

Total (N)
a

2010 Population Census, b Study population based on residents with saltwater fishing licenses obtained
between January 1, 2016 – February 1, 2017
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Sample Size
An adequate sample size is important for meaningful analyses of subgroup data and for statistical
power. When there are too few subjects, it might be difficult to detect statistically significant effects, thus
providing inconclusive inferences. On the other hand, if there are too many subjects, even trivially small
effects could be detected. Statistical power is the probability that a statistical significance test will lead to
the correct rejection of the null hypothesis for a specified value of an alternative hypothesis (Cohen,
1988). In other words, it is the probability of detecting an effect or a change in a variable in the sample
when that effect or change actually occurs in the population (High, 2000). Kirk (1982) suggested 0.80 as
the minimum acceptable statistical power to use for hypothesis testing. While there is a total of 345,762
email addresses, it is unlikely that all of the email addresses will be valid, and it is likely that other
persons will otherwise not receive the invitation and be unable to participate. Those individuals will be
excluded from the effective sample, which includes only the individuals who could have returned a
completed survey. Assuming a 20% response rate, an estimated 69,152 usable surveys may be obtained.
This would be a far more than large enough sample size to provide the necessary power for a variety of
inferential statistical tests to be conducted.

Data Collection
To collect the relevant information from Florida-licensed recreational saltwater anglers, data will
be collected using an online (website-based) survey instrument. While postal mail surveys have been the
standard mode for collecting social science data, online surveys are becoming more practical to use
considering advances in modern technology and widespread uses of the Internet. Online surveys also have
the advantages of reaching large populations, timeliness, reduced costs, higher flexibility, and more
possibilities for design (Orr, 2005). Studies have compared the response rates of mail versus online
surveys and have provided mixed results on whether one mode is more successful than the other (Fisher
& Herrick, 2012; Guterbock et al., 2000). Still, particular methods can be used to increase response rates
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to an online survey and can generate similar or possibly better results than what might be obtained from a
postal mail survey (Guterbock et al., 2000; Hoonakker & Carayon, 2013).
The survey used for this study will be implemented following techniques of the Dillman Method
(Dillman, 1978). This method uses personalization and repeated contacts to increase the likelihood that an
individual will complete and return the survey. Personalization is a way to increase successful email
contacts and response rates (Dillman, 2000; Heerwegh, 2005). This approach seeks to make sure that
potential respondents feel that the research project is legitimate and that they are important to the success
of the project. To maximize response rates for the survey, multiple emails will be sent to individuals in
multiple rounds according to a specific schedule. Research has found that a powerful determinant of
response rates is the number of attempts made to contact a sample unit (Dillman, et al., 1974; Heberlein &
Baumgartner, 1978; Goyder, 1987; Mehta & Sivadas, 1995; Smith, 1997). The more attempts made to
reach people, the greater the chances of them responding. This is especially important for online surveys
because emails may be more easily lost or ignored than mail contacts (Hoonakker & Carayon, 2009).
Thus, for an online survey to be successful, it is important that multiple contacts be made.
Beginning in February of 2017, all individuals in the sample will be sent an email inviting them
to participate in an online survey. When they receive the email, the “From” field will show an official
university email address, informing the respondent that it is an important message from a reputable
sender. The initial email contains a cover letter requesting their participation and ensuring their
confidentiality, instructions and a link to the survey hosted by the Qualtrics website. The survey links are
individualized website addresses that can only be accessed from the corresponding email address. This is
done to help ensure that the survey is completed by the desired respondent, and to prevent the respondent
from submitting responses more than once.
Efforts at personalization are designed to make the survey distinct from “junk mail”, which
typically goes into the trash unopened. Unlike emails sent via listservs or mass email lists, personalized emails sent directly to an individual show the recipient that he or she is important and valued, and not just
an item on a list. This information is immediately visible when a person opens an email message. In
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impersonalized emails, the names/email addresses of multiple recipients are either visible or marked as a
blind-carbon-copy feature. The blind-carbon-copy feature conceals the names/email addresses of other
recipients in that the “To:” line reads “To: Undisclosed Recipients” when an email is received (Schaefer
& Dillman, 1998). An additional benefit to personalized email messages is that it helps to ensure an
individual’s confidentiality because the other recipients’ contact information are not visible. Recipients
can also immediately discern a generic “Dear Resident” salutation versus their name as a salutation in a
personal email. Each email contact refers to the potential respondent’s first name rather than using a
generic greeting and concludes with an electronic signature of the researcher. The researcher’s contact
information is also included in the email in the event the recipient has questions or concerns about the
survey or project.
The survey will be distributed in multiple rounds to maximize response rates. One week after the
initial email, a follow-up email is sent to all recipients. The follow-up serves as a thank you if they have
already completed and submitted the online survey or as a reminder that they should complete and submit
the survey. For those who have not yet responded or completed the survey, the emails will also contain
the survey link. Three weeks after the initial mailing, recipients who have not yet submitted their survey
responses are sent a second email. The second email is identical to the first, except the language is slightly
altered to further emphasize the importance of their participation. Five weeks after the initial mailing, the
remaining non-respondents are sent a third email that further emphasizes the importance of their
participation.
Each survey participant will be randomly assigned a unique number that serves as the respondent
ID number to keep track of response rates while maintaining respondent confidentiality. When survey
responses are submitted, the respondent’s identification number will be recorded with the survey
completion date and further email contact with the individual will be ended. The identification number
will be entered with the responses to the survey in a separate data file. Following data collection, all
names and contact information of respondents (and those who were sent a survey but did not respond)
will be permanently deleted.
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It is possible that not all of the email addresses provided in the fishing license database are valid.
The initial email attempts should immediately identify whether members of the sample have valid
addresses. Accordingly, if an insufficient sample size of respondents is anticipated, alternative methods
can be implemented with traditional mail. In this situation, individuals will be sent a letter to the mailing
address provided in the license database. The letter will be designed to match the design and language
used in the email version. The letter will explain to mail recipients that the survey must be accessed
online and will include an individualized website address to the survey. Follow-up reminders will be
mailed according to a schedule similar to the email version.

Survey Design

Online Survey
The online survey instrument will be developed using the Qualtrics website interface. The
questions presented in the survey are designed and formatted according to the Dillman Total Design
Method (1978). This method incorporates a meticulous process in the survey’s design and has proven
effective in producing a satisfactory response rate. During the questionnaire development and survey
implementation process, every visible aspect of the survey instrument will be subjected to three design
considerations: making the questionnaire appear easy and less time-consuming to complete; making it
interesting to fill out by including relevant questions; and increasing trust by using official headers and
sponsorship (Dillman, 1978). The questionnaire design is also formatted to accommodate a range of
electronic devices (i.e., smartphone, iPad, computer tablet), various operating systems and browsers.
All individuals in the sample are sent an initial email and website link, which takes the
respondent to a webpage displaying an introductory screen containing the questionnaire’s title,
researcher’s contact information, and graphical illustration relevant to the study. Respondents proceed to
subsequent pages by clicking on the “next” button. The ordering of questions is presented in a way to
assure that interesting questions related to the topic come first and progressively become more in-depth.
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Each page of the online survey is designed to contain proportionally spaced text and graphics to make
pages appear smaller and easier to complete. The settings of the online survey enable respondents to
preview each page of the online survey, and the survey may be completed at their own convenience.
Respondents may change their answers to any survey question. Responses to each question are
automatically saved and a respondent’s progress is displayed in the lower right corner of each screen
throughout the survey. A progress indicator is used so that respondents know how far they have
progressed in the survey and how much is left to complete. When respondents’ progress is unknown, it is
possible that surveys are abandoned close to the end, when respondents lose motivation (Jeavons, 1998;
Couper, Traugott, & Lamias, 2001). To submit final responses, the survey includes two instructional
pages at the end to help ensure that participants complete the full extent of the survey. Respondents are
also given the opportunity to provide additional comments and are thanked for participating in the
research project.

Pre-testing
The initial draft of the survey used for this study was pre-tested using two random samples of 250
individuals selected from the overall sample of residents. Pre-testing a survey instrument is an important
step towards identifying and eliminating potential problems respondents may encounter when filing out a
questionnaire. Several factors to consider are the effectiveness of the overall survey, and the reliability
and validity of the survey questions. To be reliable, the respondents must answer a survey question in the
same way each time. Comparing the answers that a respondent gives in one pretest with answers in
another pretest is one way to assess reliability (Weisberg et al., 1996). A survey question's validity is
determined by how well it measures the concept(s) it is intended to measure. Both convergent validity and
divergent validity can be determined by first comparing answers to another question measuring the same
concept, then by measuring this answer to the participant's response to a question that asks for the exact
opposite answer. Pre-testing also provides information about response rates and possible wording
problems that may be associated with specific question formats and response options.
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Measurement of Integrative Complexity
Several measures of integrative complexity will be used to determine which format works best in
capturing an individual’s complexity of thought. Specifically, this research incorporates three different
measurement approaches, including the use of differentiation and integration scales, vignettes, and a fouritem index. The scales and vignettes are designed to be consistent with the traditional method of
measuring differentiation and integration for enhanced construct validity, and the four-item index is
designed based on the cognitive flexibility construct. These measures were developed throughout multiple
rounds of pre-testing by East Carolina University undergraduate students. The intent was to refine the
integrative complexity measures and to identify potential respondent problems, such as misunderstanding
questions or being unable to answer questions. Questions used to measure integrative complexity were
presented in a survey instrument and distributed to students in the classroom setting. The survey took
about five minutes to complete and included a section asking students for written comments regarding the
clarity of instructions, content, and questions. Responses to each draft were analyzed according to
distribution of integrative complexity scores and the index was tested for reliability using Cronbach’s
(1951) coefficient alpha. This procedure, which tests for internal consistency, was used along with
correlation analyses to determine which variables, if any, to drop in the final measure.

Differentiation and Integration Scales
Integrative complexity will be measured in the context of resource use versus preservation
tradeoffs. Respondents will be provided with a brief description of the management dilemma, and then
asked to think about their position on the issue. Specifically, they will be instructed to “Think carefully
about the issue in terms of use versus protection. If you were given the responsibility to decide whether
use or protection should take priority, which would you choose? Use, protection, or a balance of the
two?” Following the description, there will be several sections covering the two integrative complexity
dimensions of differentiation and integration.
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Differentiation. In the differentiation section, respondents are provided with a list of 21
different subjects related to components of the DPSIR model. These subjects included ecosystem services
and resource use (i.e., recreational fishing, local economy, tourism, seafood, local jobs, growth in local
population, etc.), the state of the ecosystem and resource protection (i.e., water quality/pollution,
protection of endangered species, fish abundance, diversity of fish species, coral reef health/disease,
restoration of degraded seagrasses, ecosystem health, invasive species), and drivers and pressures (i.e.,
overfishing, boat anchoring/mooring, propeller scars, access to fishing locations, days in fishing season,
sea level rise). An equal number of subjects representing each of the three categories are provided in the
list and organized in a random order. Respondents are first instructed to choose from this list the subjects
they actually considered relevant in their thinking about their position on the issue. To choose the subjects
they considered, respondents will click on a radio button displayed next to the subjects. If they considered
other subjects not on the list, they have the option of typing those subjects in a text box. The list of
subjects will be dummy coded as 0 = subjects not chosen and 1 = subjects was chosen, yielding a range of
0 to 21 possible factors chosen.
Respondents are then instructed to indicate the extent to which each of those subjects they chose
was considered in their thinking about the priority of use versus protection. This helps to validate whether
an individual actually considered the subjects while thinking about the issue. The amount of consideration
is measured on a 7-point scale (1 = no consideration, 4 = some consideration, 7 = a lot of consideration).
If a factor is given no consideration to little consideration (scores 1 to 3), then it will not be included in
the respondent’s list of differentiated factors.
The number of different subjects an individual considers relevant when thinking about an issue
measures their level of differentiation. Levels of differentiation will be determined after examining the
distribution of data responses. The range in the number of subjects which respondents may consider is 1 –
21 factors. If all 21 subjects are actually considered and there is a sufficient distribution across those
subjects, then four levels of differentiation will be created: zero differentiation (level 0), low
differentiation (level 1), moderate differentiation (level 2), and high differentiation (level 3). If this range
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is smaller, there may be three or two levels of differentiation. Nonetheless, the distribution will be
segmented into differentiation levels ranging from low to high. For example, with 21 subjects, the
distribution could be split into four levels: if no subjects are considered then differentiation is zero or
level 0; if 1 – 6 subjects are considered then differentiation is low or level 1; if 7 – 14 subjects are
considered then differentiation is moderate or level 2; and if 15 – 21 subjects are considered then
differentiation is high or level 3.
Integration. Integration describes how, or if, the respondent recognizes connections and
interrelationships between the different sides to the issue. Traditionally, coders subjectively infer the level
of integration from the respondent’s writing. In this study, integration is measured by asking respondents
to indicate the manner in which they thought about the subjects they considered. For this question,
respondents were told that we were interested in the way they thought about those subjects; were they
separate or connected? Respondents were instructed to choose from four statements the one statement that
best describes their thinking. The following statements reflect four levels of integration, where statement
(a) is zero integration or level 0, (b) is low integration or level 1, (c) is moderate integration or level 2,
and (d) is high integration or level 3.
a. I thought about the subjects as being separate and unconnected matters.
b. I thought about the subjects as being mostly separate matters; perhaps some might be
connected to each other.
c. I thought about the subjects as being somewhat separate matters; there are some connections
between them. I considered how as one subject changes, other subjects change at the same
time.
d. I thought about the subjects as all being connected to each other. They have complex links
between them, and I considered how the subjects interact with each other as a whole.
Integrative Complexity Scores. An overall integrative complexity score is determined
according to the differentiation and integration scores. An individual must first demonstrate an adequate
amount of differentiation in order to have integration. Integrative complexity levels are calculated by
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cross-tabulating each level of differentiation with each level of integration (Table 5). For instance, if
there is zero differentiation then no integrative complexity (level 0) exists regardless of the level of
integration indicated by respondents. If differentiation is level 1 (low), there are just a few factors that are
possible to integrate and low integrative complexity (level 1) is present. Thus, low integrative complexity
exists with low differentiation and any level of integration. Low integrative complexity can also occur
with moderate to high (level 2 – 3) differentiation and zero integration. If there is moderate differentiation
(level 2) and low to moderate (level 1 – 2) integration, then moderate integrative complexity (level 2) is
evident. Moderate integrative complexity is also indicated by high differentiation (level 3) and low
integration (level 1). If there is moderate differentiation (level 2) and high integration (level 3), then high
integrative complexity (level 3) exists. High integrative complexity is also evident by high differentiation
(level 3) and moderate to high (level 2 – 3) integration.

Table 5. Scoring combinations of differentiation levels and integration levels used to determine
level of integrative complexity.

Levels of
Integrative Complexity

Levels of

Levels of

Differentiation

Integration

Level 0: None

0
0
0
0

0
1
2
3

Level 1: Low

1
1
1
1
2
3

0
1
2
3
0
0

Level 2: Moderate

3
2
2

1
1
2

Level 3: High

2
3
3

3
2
3
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Self-classification Vignettes
The second approach used to examine integrative complexity will ask respondents to classify
themselves by choosing one of four descriptions (vignettes). The advantage of using vignettes is that the
narrative form of measurement provides more condition-qualified, local contingency, and specific
characterizations of persons in contexts (Mischel, 1990). Thus, it is important that the vignettes reflect
real life circumstances as best as possible (Hughes & Huby, 2004). The four vignettes reflect four levels
of integrative complexity based on varying conditions of differentiation and integration (Table 6).

Table 6. Levels of integrative complexity and varying conditions of differentiation and integration.

Differentiation

Integration

Level 1

No Differentiation
Unidimensional, no potential of alternatives

No Integration
All or none, “black and white” view

Level 2

Low Differentiation
At least two dimensions, potential of alternatives

Low Integration
Categorical, independent, might be relations

Level 3

Moderate Differentiation
Several different dimensions and alternatives

Moderate Integration
Some relations, mutual influence, tradeoffs

Level 4

High Differentiation
Multiple dimensions and alternatives

High Integration
System of interactions, contingencies,
complex tradeoffs

The integrative complexity levels and conditions are based on the scores outlined in the BakerBrown et al. (1992) coding manual. Four different vignettes were written to reflect the four levels of
integrative complexity based on corresponding levels of differentiation and integration (Table 7).
Respondents are asked to read each of the four descriptions and then choose the one statement that best
describes their thinking in terms of their position on the issue of use versus protection of coastal
resources.
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Table 7. Self-classification (vignettes) measure of integrative complexity, ranging from low (1)
complexity to high (4) complexity.

1

The issue of recreational use versus protection is rather simple; it’s either one or the other.
There were one or two subjects that were relevant, and I gave the issue no further thought.

2

The issue of recreational use versus marine resource protection may not be that simple,
because both should be considered. There were a few different subjects that were relevant,
and I thought about how different subjects might be connected.

3

The issue of recreational use versus marine resource protection is not simple, because there is
more to consider. There were a number of different subjects that were relevant, and I thought
about how some subjects affect other subjects.

4

The issue of recreational use versus marine resource protection is quite complex, because there
is a lot more to consider. There were many different subjects that were relevant, and I thought
about how the different subjects are integrated and affect each other as a whole.

Four-Item Index
In the final measure of integrative complexity, an index will be created based on characteristics
typical of integratively complex thinkers (Tetlock et al., 1993; Tetlock, Peterson, & Lerner, 1996;
Gruenfeld & Kim, 1998; Suedfeld, 2010). Four dimensions of level of integrative complexity are
measured to comprise an additive index: openness to change, active listening, perspective taking, and
information seeking. The index is designed to segment respondents into four unique integrative
complexity subgroups based on four questions, each of which correspond to one of the four integrative
complexity dimensions (Table 8).
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Table 8. Integrative complexity index based on four cognitive flexibility items, ranging from low (1)
complexity to high (4) complexity.

[INFORMATION SEEKING] When it comes to information about new regulations regarding
recreational fishing and marine resource protection in Florida,
1
I do not seek or pay attention to information about coastal marine issues in Florida.
2
If I happen to come across information on coastal marine issues in Florida, I may pay some
attention to it.
3
When I come across information on coastal marine issues in Florida, I usually pay attention to
see what I can learn from it.
4
Information on coastal marine issues in Florida draws my attention. I often seek information on
coastal marine issues, so that I can learn more about it.
[OPEN TO CHANGE] Assume that managers are currently reviewing the zones and regulations
that would affect recreational fishing use and the protection of marine resources in Florida. If new
regulations were proposed that significantly change the extent of recreational fishing and marine
resource protection in Florida, what would your first thought most likely be?
1
What we have been doing so far is okay with me. I’m not interested in changing the current
regulations.
2
I’m not sure I want to change current regulations, but I would be willing to hear what is proposed.
I might be open to change.
3
New ways to address these problems could be useful, because our current approaches do not
always work well. I would probably be open to change.
4
We must always find new ways to address these problems. Our current approaches don’t
always work well, and I am always open to change.
[ACTIVE LISTENING] Imagine you are having a conversation about the proposed regulations for
recreational fishing and marine resource protection in Florida. If others made a comment that you
strongly disagree with, how would you respond?
1
Don’t listen to their reasoning, and politely excuse myself from the conversation.
2
Listen politely to some of their reasoning but not closely, and I would not engage in further
conversation on the topic.
3
Listen carefully to their reasoning and ask questions if there’s something I don’t understand.
4
Actively listen to their reasoning and encourage them to elaborate on their views. I would try to
have an open discussion that integrates all of our views for a more complete understanding.
[PERSPECTIVE TAKING] If someone suggested that you reconsider your position on the
proposed regulations for recreational fishing and marine resource protection in Florida, which of
the following statements best describe you?
1
I would continue to focus on my own perspective, rather than try to understand others.
2
I might be willing to consider different perspectives on the issue, but I doubt anything will come
of them.
3
I would think about how other perspectives might be better or worse.
4
I would think carefully about the issue from others’ perspectives and try to understand their
reasoning.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Each of the four questions (items in the index) has four response options. Responses to each item
in the index are ordered from low integrative complexity (response = 1) to very high integrative
complexity (response = 4). To determine the overall integrative complexity level, the responses to all four
items are added to determine a cumulative score ranging from 4 (lowest integrative complexity) to 16
(highest integrative complexity. The respondents will then be segmented into four groups (ranging from
low to very high integrative complexity) based on the cumulative score as follows: cumulative scores of 4
to 6 indicate low integrative complexity (level 1); cumulative scores of 7 to 10 indicate moderate
integrative complexity (level 2); cumulative scores of 11 to 13 indicate high integrative complexity (level
3); and cumulative scores of 14 to 16 indicate very high integrative complexity (level 4). Particular
interest is in the extent to which the measures meet criteria for validity and theoretical generativity. The
overall index measuring level of integrative complexity will be investigated for reliability during the data
analysis.

Measurement of Dependent Variables
The dependent variables of interest include value orientations, attitudes, and acceptability of
tradeoff alternatives. The development of specific question items for those variables is discussed below.
In addition to concept specific questions, the survey will include demographic parameters (age, gender,
education) to provide a description of the respondent population.

Value Orientations
An individual’s value orientation toward resource management will be constructed from six
variables designed to measure an anthropocentric (resource use) orientation and six variables designed to
measure an ecocentric (resource protection) orientation (Table 9). The variables are an extension of the
variables used in studies on value orientations toward wildlife and natural resource management (Fulton
et al., 1996; Vaske & Donnelly, 1999; Needham, 2010), and are measured on 7-point bi-polar scales
ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 4 = neutral to 7 = strongly agree.
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Table 9. Measures of value orientations.

Anthropocentric
A. The primary value of the Florida ecosystem is to provide for people.
B. Florida ecosystems should primarily be managed for the benefits of people.
C. Human use of Florida ecosystems is more important than protecting fish species that live there.
D. Florida ecosystems are resilient enough to cope with the impacts of human activities.
E. Humans have a right to change the natural world to suit their needs.
F. There should be fewer regulations restricting human activities in the Florida ecosystem.

Ecocentric
G. Florida ecosystems are valuable in their own right, regardless of human interests.
H. Management should focus on doing what is best for the Florida ecosystem instead of what is best
for people.
I.

Human activities in coral reef areas should not be allowed if it damages these areas.

J.

Florida ecosystems are very sensitive to human activities and easily damaged.

K. People have a duty to protect fish and other parts of nature in Florida.
L. We have to protect Florida ecosystems for future generations, even if it means reducing our
standard of living today.

Measures of value orientation extremity are based on the amount by which an individual deviates
from the midpoint of a scale. One method of measuring this amount of deviation involves a folding
technique introduced by Suchman (1950). The folding process is done by collapsing the 7-point scale into
a 1 to 4 measure where 7 and 1 (extreme scores) become a score of 4, 6 and 2 become a score of 3, 5 and
3 become a score of 2, and 4 (neutral) becomes a 1. This process results in a direction-neutral extremity
scale.
The twelve value orientation items will be combined into an additive index to create a single
measure of value orientation. This overall value orientation measure will be used in the moderation
analysis with integrative complexity to predict attitudes. The value orientation index will be examined for
reliability during data analysis to determine if all twelve items will be included in the ecocentricanthropocentric continuum. Upon results of the reliability tests, the composite scale will reflect a value
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orientation continuum ranging from 1 = ecocentric, to 4 = pluralist, to 7 = anthropocentric. The ecocentric
value orientation scores will be reverse-coded so that higher numbers reflect an ecocentric value score.
The ecocentric scale will still reflect a low to high ecocentric orientation, but the scores will be reversed
to 7-1. With all twelve items included in the index, the sum of the anthropocentric scores (1-7) and
ecocentric scores (7-1) will yield an overall value orientation score ranging from 12 = ecocentric (high
ecocentric + low anthropocentric), to 48 = pluralistic (neutral ecocentric + neutral anthropocentric), to 84
= anthropocentric (low ecocentric + high anthropocentric). An individual’s overall value orientation will
be created from subgroups of the continuum: anthropocentric (scores 12 – 35), pluralistic (scores 36 –
59), and ecocentric (scores 60 – 84).

Attitudes
Attitude Certainty. Respondents are first asked to indicate their general management preference

on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 = “highest priority should be given to protecting natural environmental
conditions even if there are negative social consequences” to 4 = “both environmental and social factors
should be given equal priority” to 7 = “highest priority should be given to social considerations even if
there are negative environmental consequences”. The protection-use priority scale provided a general
measure of an individual’s preferences regarding tradeoffs between use and protection benefits and is
similar to the environmental-economic priority scale used in previous studies (e.g., Shindler et al., 1993;
Smith et al., 1997).
Attitude certainty measures the degree to which an individual is confident in his or her attitude
toward an object. People are generally motivated to hold “correct” attitudes, yet, people are more
confident in the correctness of some attitudes than others (Festinger, 1954; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).
Furthermore, people vary in the extent of their confidence that their attitudes towards any given object
accurately represent their overall orientations toward it. Respondents are asked to rate the certainty with
which they hold the attitude expressed. Measurement is based on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 = not at
all certain to 7 = extremely certain.
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Attitude Direction. A series of attitude statements were developed to focus on issues pertaining

to recreational fishing and the protection of marine resources in Florida. Four statements referred to
management actions that enhance protection of fish species or marine ecosystems, and four statements
referred to management actions that increase use of fishery resources or recreational fishing opportunities
(Table 10). Attitude “direction” is based on whether respondents support or oppose a management action
oriented towards protection or use. Responses to each of the eight attitude statements were scored on a 7point bi-polar scale of 1 = strongly oppose, to 4 = neither support nor oppose, to 7 = strongly support.

Table 10. Attitude statements for protection and use management actions.

Protection-oriented Management Actions
A. Shorter recreational fishing seasons with enhanced protection of the fish species you most prefer
to catch.
B. Higher recreational bag limit for the fish species you most prefer to catch.
C. Expansion of marine protected areas in Florida where recreational fishing is prohibited.
D. Increase in the maximum size limit for the fish species you most prefer to catch.

Use-oriented Management Actions
E. Longer recreational fishing seasons with less protection of the fish species you most prefer to
catch.
F. Lower recreational bag limit for the fish species you most prefer to catch.
G. Open more areas in Florida where recreational fishing is allowed.
H. Decrease in the maximum size limit for the fish species you most prefer to catch.

Attitude Extremity. Measures of attitude extremity have generally assessed the amount by which

an individual deviates from the midpoint of an attitude scale (e.g., Downing, Judd, & Brauer, 1992; Van
der Pligt, Ester, & Van der Lindern, 1983). One method of measuring this attitude deviation involves a
folding technique introduced by Suchman (1950) and used by Bright (1998) in a study on attitudes toward
natural resource management issues. The folding process is done by collapsing the 7-point scale into a 1
to 4 measure where 7 and 1 (extreme scores) become a score of 4, 6 and 2 become a score of 3, 5 and 3
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become a score of 2, and 4 (neutral) becomes a 1. This process results in a direction-neutral extremity
scale.

Acceptability of Tradeoffs
This study presents respondents with a series of scenarios in which they can make implicit
tradeoffs in their decisions about the acceptability of resource management options. Prior to the scenarios,
respondents are told that there are potential management alternatives that could be established for the
coastal-marine region of Florida. Individuals are asked to respond on a 7-point scale to the acceptability
of each alternative (scenario), ranging from 1 = highly unacceptable to 4 = neutral to 7 = highly
acceptable. By observing how people change their evaluations in response to changes in the levels of the
attributes present in the scenarios, it is possible to determine which attributes are most or least acceptable.
The scenarios used in this research were developed based on two guidelines. First the situations are
presented in rather simple terms, providing only a limited amount of detail. Describing scenarios in this
manner requires subjects to rely on their own attitudes, beliefs and values as the primary bases for their
responses (Axelrod, 1994). Second, the scenarios represent situations that to some extent model actual
situations that people may, in fact, encounter.
When deciding which variables, dimensions and levels to use in this approach, researchers (e.g.,
Sauer et al., 2011; Ausperg & Hinz, 2015) recommend limiting the number of factors to no more than
approximately seven (plus or minus two) factors. This recommendation is also suggested by research
showing that people can store approximately seven pieces of information in their short-term memory at
one time (Miller, 1994). Appropriately, this study will include only four factors. In terms of the number of
levels within each factor, “balanced” numbers of levels (symmetric) across all factors can result in more
efficient responses and statistical analyses (Kirk, 1982; Wittkin, Krishnamurti, & Nutter, 1982). In order
to estimate more complex nonlinear relationships between the factors and the dependent variable, at least
three or four levels are necessary per factor (Fox, 2008). A greater number of levels can also construct
more realistic scenarios to which respondents can relate. Ideally the chosen levels should represent
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realistic states of nature, both in the current situation and in any possible future situations. For this study,
a three-level design is proposed to facilitate investigation of possible curvature or a quadratic relationship
between the response and each of the factors. By including levels both below and above the current
situation, the values of both increases and decreases can be estimated.
The design used in this study includes important factors and levels within each factor that are
based on an examination of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary (FKNMS) 2007 Management
Plan, public comments, and 2016 management plan review goals. The FKNMS reviewers are considering
the creation of new Sanctuary Preservation Areas (SPAs) or Ecological Reserves (ERs) and expansion of
existing SPAs to protect fish spawning aggregations and coral habitats. Such decisions would change
recreational fishing opportunities in relevant areas and the degree of coral reef impacts. Accordingly, the
following four factors are included: amount of marine protected area (factor A), protection of fish
populations (factor B), access to fishing locations (factor C), and length of fishing season (factor C). Each
of the four factors will vary according to three levels (decrease, no change, increase).
The scenarios will represent various combinations of the four factors and levels (Table 11). Each
of the four factors has three levels, resulting in a total of 81 (34) unique objects (scenarios) in the full
factorial design. Clearly, however, presenting such a large number of scenarios to respondents is
excessive, impractical, and burdensome. There are a number of different strategies that may be adopted to
reduce the number of choice sets given to respondents. One approach frequently used is a fractional
factorial experimental design (Green, 1974). In this case, an experimental design refers to the plan for
performing an experiment, particularly the experimental factors and levels to be used, as well as their
combinations. More specifically, the experimental design characterizes the selection of experiments or
scenarios to be used in the study. In a fractional factorial design, the treatments consist of combinations of
two or more factors each at two or more levels. The combinations are such that each level of every factor
occurs together with each level of every other factor, resulting in a balanced design. The number of
treatments is the product of the number of levels of all factors.
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Table 11. Factors, factor levels and codes used in the scenarios.

Factor A: Protected Area
Managers propose to [ * ] the amount of
protected area currently set aside for marine
habitat protection and scientific research.

Levels *
Code
Reduce ........................................................... 0
Make no changes to....................................... 1
Expand ........................................................... 2

Factor B: Fish Population
Managers propose to [ * ] the amount of
protection afforded to fish populations.

Levels *
Code
Reduce ........................................................... 0
Make no changes to....................................... 1
Enhance ......................................................... 2

Factor C: Fishing Access
Fishermen will have [ * ] access to
locations where they can fish.

Levels *
Code
Reduced access ............................................ 0
The same amount of access .......................... 1
Increased access ........................................... 2

Factor D: Length of Fishing Season
Fishermen will have [ * ] days in the season
to fish for their most preferred species.

Levels *
Code
Less................................................................ 0
The same as the current number of .............. 1
More ............................................................... 2

In the process of selecting the fraction of the full factorial, the properties of the full factorial
should be maintained. This involves reducing the number of scenarios needed to estimate the desired
effects while maintaining orthogonality of the full factorial. Orthogonality implies every attribute is
uncorrelated with each other (Wonnacott & Wonnacott, 1990). A number of treatment combinations may
be randomly selected without replacement, but this is likely to produce statistically inefficient or suboptimal designs. Some statistical information in the complete factorial universe is inevitably lost
(Louviere, Hensher, & Swait, 2000), and the experimental design is less capable of deriving a model that
correctly identifies all the possible relationships and probabilities that exist (Bennett & Adamowicz,
2001). As the number of factors increases, the likelihood for higher-order effects also increases and these
higher-order effects should be included in the design (Louviere, Hensher, & Swait, 2000). Therefore, each
fraction involves factorial needs assumptions about the non-significance of higher-order effects
(Louviere, Hensher, & Swait, 2000).
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In order to derive a more efficient fractional factorial design, the following must be predetermined: the main effects and selected interaction effects to be tested, degrees of freedom required for
model estimation, number of treatment combinations required (design degrees of freedom), and
orthogonality (zero correlations) between attributes. Two-way interactions between levels of one factor
with levels of another factor are assumed to be negligible, unless a significant interaction is believed to
exist. In this study, two-way interactions are expected to occur between factors of resource use and
protection because the two types of factors are co-dependent. Higher-order (three-way and four-way)
interactions are assumed to be negligible because they are difficult to interpret and usually insignificant
(Wu & Hamada, 2009). As suggested by Dawes and Corrigan (1974), main effects typically account for
70 to 90% of the explained variance, two-way interactions typically account for 5 to 15%, and higherorder interactions account for the remaining explained variance (Louviere et al., 2008).
In this study, a 27-run design is employed, a one-third fraction (34-1) of the 34 design. The design
is expressed using the notation 3 k – p, where k is the number of factors and p is the size of the fraction of
the full factorial used. Formally, p is the number of generators used to assign which effects and
interactions are confounded. In this 34-1 fractional factorial design, A, B, C, and D are used to represent the
four main factors. The design plan is constructed so as to have no main effects aliased (confounded) with
other main effects or aliased with two-factor interactions, and to have as few two-factor interactions as
possible aliased with other two-factor interactions. Two effects are aliased or confounded when they
cannot be estimated independently of each other. In this design, two-factor interactions that are only
aliased with higher order interactions are termed measurable. In order to confound with the higher order
items, four degrees of freedom from the two-order interactions are divided into (3n – 1)/2 sets of 2 degrees
of freedom, where n is equal to k – p (Kempthorne, 1952). Two degrees of freedom are used to estimate
the interaction, and the other two are for confounding with higher order interactions. For example, the
interaction of AB with four degrees of freedom can be split into AB and AB2 with two degrees of freedom
each. Splitting the interactions into two parts will make the parts of the interactions have the same number
of degrees of freedom as the main factors, and thus, all the main factors and interactions are orthogonal to
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each other. Splitting interactions has no obvious experimental meaning, and it is just for confounding
purposes. The two parts of the interactions are the same in order to estimate the interaction between the
two factors (Mclean et al., 1984).
The design follows the techniques provided by Box, Hunter, and Hunter (2005), Cochran and
Cox (1957), Kempthorne (1952), and Xu (2005). A complete 34 factorial design has 81 treatment
combinations, but this number can be reduced to 27 using the fundamental identity (also called the
defining relation) of I = ABCD2 = A2B2C2D. The fundamental identity is first used to generate the
complete defining relationship presenting the confounding pattern for the design. It is then used to choose
the appropriate subset of the treatments from the complete design and determine the way in which the
various main factors and interactions are confounded with one another (Mclean et al., 1984). Under
modulus 3 conditions, three sets of treatment combinations are given by setting the defining relation equal
to 0, 1, and 2 (mod 3). Of the three sets of relations, ABCD2 = 1 (mod 3) was randomly selected as the
one-third fraction design. Thus, modulo 3 of the sum of the factor levels across the four factors is equal to
zero. In this design, the capital letters A, B, C, and D, which represent each of the four factors, are also
used to represent the various main effects and interactions associated with the respective factors. For each
main effect or part of a two-order interaction, the quantities aliased or confounded with it are obtained by
multiplying the effect by both the fundamental identity and its square. Thus, the effects have three aliases
and each factor or part of a two-order interaction is confounded with two other interactions. For example,
in the case of main factor A, the equation A = AB2C2D = BCD2 indicates that the main factor A is
confounded with at least three-factor interactions. Similarly, B = AB2CD2 = ACD2, C = ABC2D2 = ABD2,
and D = ABCD = ABC. Thus, the design is of resolution IV, in which all the linear and quadratic main
effects for four factors are measurable because their aliases are higher order interactions. Following Wu
and Hamada (2009), a two-factor interaction is estimable if it is not aliased with any main effects and is
considered clear if it is not aliased with any other two-factor interactions. Among the two-factor
interactions, AB2, AC2, AD, BC2, BD, and CD are not aliased with any two-factor interactions and can
therefore be estimated.
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The design also incorporates a blocking technique to further reduce the number of treatment
combinations. Considering the experimental capacity and time, the 27 runs in this study are divided into
three blocks, each of size 9 (Table 12). In particular, the 34-1 design is arranged into three blocks using
the block generator, block = AB, following Wu and Hamada (2009) and Connor and Zelen (1959). The
block generator arranges the treatment combinations into the design matrix by confounding additional
interaction components and their aliases with the blocks using x1 + x2 = 0,1,2 (mod 3). This is the most
optimal blocking scheme because it allows for the maximum number of clear effects (Cheng & Wu, 2002;
Xu, 2006; Xu & Lau, 2006). Also, using AB as the blocking generator enables confounding of the block
effect with treatment effect AB, which is already confounded with interaction components CD2 and
ABC2D. Thus, AB is an appropriate effect to sacrifice for block effects. With this blocking arrangement
the main effects and two-factor interactions are not confounded with the block effects, and therefore, they
can be estimated efficiently as a resolution IV design. Each block of nine scenarios is given to a different
respondent, the result of which is that three different subsamples are required to complete the full design.
Nine is the minimum number of scenarios to be evaluated by a survey respondent, as suggested by the
following (Hair et al., 2010): Minimum number of scenarios = (Total number of levels across all factors –
Number of factors + 1).
The resulting design matrix represents the treatment combinations that will be used in the
questionnaire scenarios (Appendix B). In the rows of the design presented in Table 12, the factorial
treatment combinations are designated by x1x2x3x4 (x = 0, 1, 2), where x1 is the level of factor A, x2 is the
level of factor B, x3 is the level of factor C, and x4 is the level of factor D. For example, in Table 9, Run 2,
the treatment combination 1212 indicates A at level 1, B at level 2, C at level 1, and D at level 2. The 27
treatments selected for the one-third fraction satisfy simultaneously the equation, x1 + x2 + x3 + 2x4 = 0
(mod 3), which also represents I = ABCD2. Using the rules of reduction modulo 3 in the equation, each
component of the treatment combination is divided by three and the remainder substituted. Each of the
three blocks consists of nine different treatment combinations which correspond to AB = 0 (Block 1), AB
= 1 (Block 2), and AB = 2 (Block 3). Accordingly, three separate questionnaires will be developed for
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each block of nine scenarios and will be randomly distributed to individuals in the sample frame. The
treatments within the blocks will also be randomized to further reduce the influence of unknown
variables.

Table 12. Design for a 34-1 factorial (one-third replicate) in three blocks.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Runs

ABCD

Runs

A BCD

Runs

A BCD

1

0001

10

0100

19

02 02

2

0010

11

0112

20

0211

3

0022

12

0121

21

0220

4

1201

13

1000

22

1102

5

1210

14

1012

23

1111

6

1222

15

1021

24

1120

7

2101

16

2200

25

2002

8

2110

17

2212

26

2011

9

2122

18

2221

27

2020

Factors = A, B, C, D
Codes: 0 = level 1, 1 = level 2, 2= level 3
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Data Analysis
Only completed surveys will be included in the effective sample for data analysis. The effective
sample is based on the response rate, which is calculated as the number of completed surveys received
divided by the total number of surveys sent to individuals in the sample (adjusted for non-deliverables
and mortalities). An advantage of using online survey software is that the Qualtrics program records the
status of each individual’s progress in completing the survey. Qualtrics also indicates whether individuals
actually receive and open an email, or if an email address is invalid, ignored, or not opened for some other
unknown reason.

Index Reliability
The indices measured in this study will be investigated for reliability in several ways (Babbie,
2010). First, the frequency distributions will be calculated for each of the items used for constructing the
index in order to observe the distribution of responses. The percent of occurrences in each item will
provide some indication of internal validity of the index because it measures how well one item predicts
response to another item (Babbie, 2010; Salz, Loomis, & Finn, 2001). Respondents are expected to be
relatively consistent in their responses to each of the four items in the index. For instance, a response of
“1” on the first item should be followed by a response of “1” on the other three items. Second, the
bivariate relationships among all potential pairs of index items will be examined to determine the
direction and magnitude of each pair-wise relationship by generating correlation coefficients (Babbie,
2010). In this analysis, middle-range correlations (e.g., between 0.30 and 0.70) are desirable, as very low
correlations indicate that one or more of the four items may not be appropriate for inclusion in the index
and extremely high correlations indicate that one or more of the items are redundant and should be
eliminated (Babbie, 2010). Finally, indices will be tested for index item reliability using Cronbach’s
coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Cronbach’s alpha is commonly used to estimate internal consistency,
a measure of how closely related a set of items are as a set. It has been applied by a range of disciplines to
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measure the extent to which individual item responses correlate with each other (Cortina 1993). Alpha is
measured on a scale of 0 to 1 and estimates the proportion of variance that is systematic or consistent in a
set of responses (Vaske, 2008). The general formula for computing Cronbach’s alpha is:
N

=

N
(
N −1

 X2 −   Y2


i =1
2
X

i

)

where N = the number of items in the scale, 𝜎𝑋2 = the variance observed total test scores, 𝜎𝑌2𝑖 = the
variance of component i for person Y.
It is important to acknowledge that Cronbach’s alpha is not a one-dimensional measure, even
though it is often used to describe items in this way (Cronbach and Shavelson, 2004). A group of items
can result in a high alpha and still be multidimensional in nature. This is often the case when separate
clusters of items show high levels of intercorrelation with each other. On the other hand, a set of items
can yield a low resultant alpha and be unidimensional if there is high random error within the system
(Gigerenzer, 2004; Vaske, 2008). Another important consideration is that the items on a scale are
assumed to be positively correlated with each other due to the fact that they are measuring the same
construct. This may mean that items that have alternate directionality due to survey technique and reduced
response bias may need to be recoded before Cronbach’s alpha is calculated (Cronbach, 1951). The use of
this statistic will provide the basis for the inclusion or exclusion of specific items in an aggregated
integrative complexity metric.

Hypothesis Testing
The common level of significance typically used to support a statistically significant finding is
0.05 or less. This level is appropriate for testing in critical experiments within certain areas of science,
such as medicine, pathology, or issues pertaining to “life or death”. In such cases the consequence of
making a Type I error can be severe. For other areas in research, adherence to the “typical” 0.05 level
may not be as important. On a practical level, achieving the 0.05 level can be more difficult within the
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complex and diverse nature of social sciences. A lower significance level of 0.10 is also meaningful in
providing strong support for evidence. Choosing the appropriate level of significance is especially
important when accepting or rejecting hypotheses.
Throughout this study, hypotheses will be tested using an alpha level of 0.10. This level is chosen
to reduce the possibilities of making Type I errors, as suggested by Gregoire and Driver (1987). A Type I
error occurs when a null hypothesis was rejected but should have been accepted because significant
differences do not actually exist. A Type II error occurs when a null hypothesis was accepted but should
have been rejected because significant differences actually do exist. Using a 0.10 alpha level means that
there is a 10% chance of reporting significant differences when they actually do not exist.
Hypotheses 1 and 2. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) will be used to test Ho1:
There is no significant difference in the direction of value orientations according to level of integrative
complexity, and Ho2: There is no significant difference in the extremity of value orientations according to
level of integrative complexity. Mean scores of value orientation are calculated for each integrative
complexity level and then analyzed for significant statistical differences. If there are significant
differences between value orientations according to integrative complexity level as expected, post-hoc
analyses will be performed. On variables where the overall finding is significant, Tukey’s post-hoc tests
will be performed to assess pairwise differences between each level of integrative complexity.
Hypotheses 3 and 4. The next set of hypotheses pertain to attitude certainty. The first portion
will test, Ho3: There is no significant relationship between attitude certainty and priority towards the use
versus protection of coastal resources, using a Pearson correlation. The correlation between attitude
certainty and priority will be analyzed according to the magnitude, direction, and statistical significance
of the relationship. If there is a positive and moderate correlation between attitude certainty and priority
as expected, then the two variables provide overall measures of attitude strength.
The second portion tests Ho4: There is no significant difference in attitude certainty toward the
use versus protection of coastal resources according to level of integrative complexity. Mean scores of
attitude certainty are calculated for each integrative complexity level and then analyzed for statistically
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significant differences using the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). If there are significant
differences in attitude certainty according to integrative complexity level as expected, post-hoc analyses
will be performed. On variables where the overall finding is significant, Tukey’s post-hoc tests will assess
pairwise differences between each level of integrative complexity.
Hypotheses 5 and 6. The third set of hypotheses test, Ho5: There is no significant difference
in the direction of attitudes according to level of integrative complexity, and Ho6: There is no significant
difference in the extremity of attitudes according to level of integrative complexity. Mean scores of
attitude direction and attitude extremity are calculated for each integrative complexity level and then
analyzed for statistically significant differences using the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). If
there are significant differences in attitude direction and attitude extremity according to integrative
complexity level as expected, post-hoc analyses will be performed. On variables where the overall finding
is significant, Tukey’s post-hoc tests will assess pairwise differences between each level of integrative
complexity.
Hypotheses 7 and 8. The next set of hypotheses test whether integrative complexity
influences or is related to the impact of value orientation’s effect on attitudes toward coastal management
actions. A moderating effect occurs when the predictor-criterion relationship changes as a function of an
external factor (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Accordingly, a moderation analysis is appropriate in determining
the effect of integrative complexity on the relationship between value orientations and attitude strength.
Carroll and Bright (2009) suggest that significant moderation means the strength of the relationship
between value orientations and attitudes toward coastal resource management priorities is different for
respondents with high integrative complexity compared to those with low integrative complexity. In the
moderation analysis, attitude toward coastal management priorities is regressed on value orientation and
each level of integrative complexity (Cohen et al., 2003; Vaske, 2008). The first regression tests Ho7:
There is no significant relationship between value orientation and attitude toward coastal resources
management options. The second regression tests Ho8: Integrative complexity has no significant effect on
the relationship between value orientation and attitude towards coastal resources management options.
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The second regression adds an interaction term for value orientation and integrative complexity to the
regression equation, as follows:

Y =  + 1 X + 2 Z + 3 XZ + 
In this equation, the interaction effect (XZ) between value orientation (X) and integrative complexity (Z)
measures the moderation effect. Baron and Kenny (1986) observe that if, in the final regression, the betas
for the main effects of the independent variables change and the statistical interaction is significant,
moderation occurred. This would indicate that integrative complexity is a moderator. If there is no
statistically significant relationship on the dependent variable from the interaction between the moderator
and independent variable, moderation is not supported. In other words, depending on the level of
integrative complexity the relationship between value orientation and attitude changes in strength.
Hypotheses 9 to 13. The null hypothesis states, Ho9: There is no significant difference in
acceptability of management tradeoffs according to level of integrative complexity. Overall acceptability
of each scenario will be tested according to integrative complexity level (sub-group) using a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA). If there are significant differences in attitude direction and attitude
extremity according to integrative complexity level as expected, post-hoc analyses will be performed. On
variables where the overall finding is significant, Tukey’s post-hoc tests will assess pairwise differences
between each level of integrative complexity. It is expected that individuals with higher integrative
complexity consider balanced levels of resource use and protection to be more acceptable management
alternatives, whereas individuals with lower integrative complexity consider unbalanced levels of
resource use and protection to be more acceptable management alternatives. The nature of these tradeoffs
(acceptability of tradeoffs between levels of use and protection) will be tested in hypotheses 10-13 using
the following analyses.
The 34-1 fractional factorial design used to measure acceptability of management alternatives will
be tested for the main effects of four factors and their interactions in 27 observations, which are organized
in three blocks of nine observations each. The main effects of two factors reflecting resource use (access
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to recreational fishing areas; length of recreational fishing season) will be tested according to Ho10:
Factors of resource use have no significant effect on the acceptability of management alternatives. The
main effects of factors reflecting resource protection (protected area; protection of fish populations) will
be tested according to Ho11: Factors of resource protection have no significant effect on the acceptability
of management alternatives. The factor interactions will be tested in Ho12: There is no significant
interaction between use and protection factors on the acceptability of management alternatives and
Ho13: There is no significant interaction between factors and integrative complexity on the acceptability
of management alternatives.
A simple analysis starts by making a main effects plot and interaction plots to see what location
and dispersion effects might be important, followed by a formal analysis of variance and half-normal
plots. The 34-1 design has 26 degrees of freedom that may be used to compute the sums of squares for the
13 sets of main effects and components of interactions (and their aliases). The two degrees of freedom in
each group can be decomposed further into a linear effect and a quadratic effect with the contrast vectors
Al = 1/√2 (-1, 0, 1) and Aq = 1/√6 (1, -2, 1), respectively, where the values in the vectors are associated
with the lns2 values at the levels (0,1,2) for the group. Because the linear and quadratic effects are
standardized and orthogonal to each other, these 26 effect estimates can be plotted on the half-normal
probability scale for an initial analysis. The design is also analyzed by fitting a second-order model with
the addition of the block effects:
4

4

4

i=1

i=1

i< j

Y = b0 + å b i xi +å b ii xi2 +å b ij xi x j +g 1block1+ g 2block2 + e ,
where β0 represents the intercept, βi represents the linear effect of xi, βii represents the quadratic effect of
xi, and βij represents the bilinear (i.e., linear-by-linear) interaction between xi and xj. The variables, block1
and block2, are indicators of blocks 1 and 2, respectively, with block 0 as a reference, and ε is the error
term.
The fractional factorial design produces hierarchical or multilevel data because both respondents
and scenarios are sampled (Auspurg & Hinz, 2015; Dülmer, 2007; Hox, Kreft, & Hermkens, 1991; Rossi
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& Nock, 1982). Thus, there are variables of the respondent level and of the scenario level, producing a
hierarchical structure by design (Snijders & Bosker, 2012). This type of design is used to account for the
influence of respondent level variables along with the responses to the scenarios in one model (Dülmer,
2007; Rossi & Anderson, 1982; Shooter & Galloway, 2010). In this case, the respondent level refers to an
individual’s level of integrative complexity. The overall aim of the data analysis is to detect systematic
correlation structures between the independent and dependent variables. Hierarchical linear modeling
(HLM), also known as multilevel linear modeling, random coefficient model or a type of mixed-linear
model, estimates the average effects of both scenario and respondent characteristics (Hoffman & Rovine,
2007; Hox, Kreft, & Hermkens, 1991; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Adding interactions between
respondent characteristics and factors are also informative for determining agreement among respondents
by indicating whether judgments by some types of respondents are more sensitive to particular factors.
Thus, the effects of the respondents’ variables and cross-level interactions indicate subgroup differences
among the respondents (Ausburg & Hinz, 2015). HLM is flexible in that not only random intercepts but
also random slopes can be easily modeled. In addition, dealing with missing and unbalanced data is
facilitated in HLM (Atzmüller & Steiner, 2010).
HLM poses two regression equations; one modeling the scenario effects within respondents and
one modeling respondent effects between respondents. The output from the multilevel regression models
is typically split into two parts: the fixed part, consisting of estimations of regression coefficients, their
standard errors, t-values and probability values, and the random part, comprising the decomposition of the
unexplained variance into variance components for each level. Random intercept models assume that the
threshold of evaluation differs randomly in regard to respondents. In these random intercept models, a
variance component measuring the unexplained variance in the intercept across units is specified for each
of the higher levels of the design. When the random slope models are employed, it is also possible to
specify variance components for the regression slopes of predictors introduced at lower levels of the
model (Schoemann, Rhemtulla, & Little, 2014; Snijders & Bosker, 2012). The equation for a two-level
model with intercepts and slopes that differ across level-2 units is:
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yij = b 0 j + b1 j X ij + eij

b0 j = g 00 + u0 j
b1 j = g 10 + u1 j
where yij is a score for level 1 unit i nested within level 2 unit j, β0j is the intercept or mean acceptability
score for each i person’s acceptability rating within each of the j integrative complexity levels or
subgroups, and eij is the respondent-level error within each subgroup.
To obtain an empirical impression of the variance decomposition, the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ρ) is a ratio of the variance among level-2 units (τ00) to the total variance of the outcome (Yij).
The total variance of the outcome is the sum of the variance among level-2 units and the estimated
residual variance. The value of the coefficient represents the proportion of variance in Yij attributed to the
respondent level. In other words, this coefficient states how much of the variance of the outcome is a
reflection of different respondents evaluating the scenarios. The value of the intraclass correlation
coefficient ranges from zero to one. A very small value for ρ implies that the within-group variance is
much greater than the between-group variance, and a ρ of zero shows that there is no correlation of
responses within a group. The higher the intraclass correlation coefficient, the stronger the bias in the
estimation of standard errors.
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7. RESULTS
Survey Response Rates
A total of 345,762 emails containing a link to the online survey were initially sent out to Florida
licensed recreational saltwater anglers. Of this initial sample, 7.8% of the surveys were non-deliverable
due to invalid email addresses (Table 13). Since it was not possible for these individuals to receive the
survey and participate in the study, the non-deliverables were excluded from the original sample. Thus,
the effective sample size was 318,892 individuals.

Table 13. Florida recreational saltwater anglers' response rate to online survey.

Florida Keys
n

Florida State
%

Initial Sample..........................12,689
Non-deliverables .........................963

n

Total
%

333,073
7.6

Effective Sample ....................11,726

25,907

N

%

345,762
7.8

307,166

26,870

7.8

318,892

Opted Out of Survey ...................516

4.4

8,573

2.8

9,089

2.9

Non-returned Surveys ............10,754

91.7

292,572

95.2

303,326

95.1

Returned Surveys .......................456

3.9

6,021

2.0

6,477

2.0

In the emails, recipients who did not want to participate in the survey could “opt out” by clicking
on a link in the email. The Qualtrics system indicated that approximately 2.9% of the recipients opted out
of taking the survey for unknown reasons. There were a large proportion (95.1%) of non-returned
surveys. A non-response bias test was not performed because this study did not seek to obtain a
representative sample, but possible explanations for non-response may be that emails were left unopened,
skipped, or ignored. Non-response may have occurred in large part to unforeseen circumstances and
catastrophic events. The fall of 2017 was also an extremely active hurricane season, during which

Hurricane Irma had disastrous impacts to the entire state of Florida and the Florida Keys. These events
prevented many of Florida’s residents from receiving or participating in the survey. In total, 6,477 usable
surveys were completed and submitted, yielding an overall response rate of 2.0%. This is an unusually
low survey response rate. Although the total number of usable returned surveys was less than expected,
this is still a large sample size and is sufficient for the purposes of this study.

Profile of Florida Licensed Recreational Saltwater Anglers

Demographics
Demographic statistics of the respondent population showed that the recreational anglers
surveyed were predominately male (85.4%), and an average age of 50.3 years old. The respondents
ranged between the ages of 18 and 87 years of age, with about 25% less than 41 years of the age. In
general, the respondents were well-educated with 34.6% having a bachelor’s degree and 24.8% having an
advanced degree (professional, masters or doctorate). Only 1.6% reported that they never finished high
school.
The recreational anglers reported that they had been permanent residents of Florida for an average
of 12.6 years. About 10% reported that they were new residents of Florida (1 year or less), whereas more
than half (52.0%) of the respondents had been residents for 10 or more years. Approximately 60.6% of
respondents were residents of the southern regions of Florida, and 39.4% were residents of the northern
regions of Florida (Table 14). Half of all the respondents lived near the Atlantic coast, whereas the other
half lived near the Gulf of Mexico. When compared, the geographic distribution of survey respondents
closely reflected the geographic distribution of the population of licensed recreational saltwater anglers in
Florida. In the actual population, approximately 62.2% of licensed anglers lived in the southern regions
and 37.7% lived in the northern regions of Florida.
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Table 14. Distribution comparison of survey respondents and population of licensed recreational
saltwater anglers by region of Florida.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Respondents
Region of Florida

Population of Licensed Anglers

___N

%

Total

%

____N

%

Total

%

(1) Northeast Atlantic ................ 1,476

22.8

1,476

22.8

77,590

22.4

77,590

22.5

(2) Southeast Atlantic ................ 1,762

27.2

3,238

50.0

111,361

32.2

188,951

54.6

(3) Southwest Gulf .................... 2,165

33.4

5,403

83.4

103,817

30.0

292,768

84.6

(4) Northwest Gulf ..................... 1,074

16.6

6,477

100.0

52,994

15.3

345,762

100.0

____________________________________________________________________________________

Fishing Activity
Recreational saltwater anglers surveyed indicated that they had been saltwater fishing in Florida
for an average of 28 years. The respondents also indicated the approximate number of days spent fishing
in five different modes during the past 12 months (Table 15). Surveyed anglers spent an average of 25.3
days saltwater fishing from their own private boat during the previous 12-month period. The fewest
number of days was spent saltwater fishing from a party boat (M = 0.95).

Table 15. Recreational anglers’ saltwater fishing avidity in the past 12 months according to mode.

Fishing Mode

Days Fished (M)

n

From your own privately-owned boat..........................................................25.29

5,420

From shore (beach, bridge, dock, pier).......................................................17.51

4,905

From someone else’s privately-owned boat .................................................9.46

4,871

From a charter boat ......................................................................................2.79

4,007

From a party boat ..........................................................................................0.95

3,439

Anglers were asked to rank their top three most preferred species to catch when saltwater fishing
in Florida. Red drum (also known as red fish or reds) was the most preferred species to catch among
recreational saltwater anglers (18.1%), followed by snappers, snook, dolphinfish, groupers, and spotted
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seatrout (Table 16). Less than fifteen-percent of anglers indicated they did not have a top-three preferred
species to catch.
Anglers were also asked to rank the top three species they actually targeted while saltwater
fishing in Florida. Similar to anglers’ preferences, red drum was the primary species anglers most
commonly (19.5%) targeted while saltwater fishing (Table 17). The second most targeted species were
snappers (16.1%), followed by spotted seatrout (11.1%). Although snook was a top-three preferred
species to catch, snook was not a commonly targeted species.

Table 16. Species recreational anglers most preferred to catch when saltwater fishing in Florida.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Ranked Preferences (%)
Species

1st (%)

2nd (%)

3rd (%)

Total %

Red Drum (Redfish, Reds)..................................... 1,160 (18.1)

1,011 (16.0)

605 (9.9)

44.0

Snappers ................................................................... 908 (14.2)

1,017 (16.1)

888 (14.5)

44.8

Snook ........................................................................ 879 (13.7)

676 (10.7)

481 (7.9)

32.3

Dolphinfish (Mahi-Mahi) ............................................ 837 (13.1)

463 (7.3)

333 (5.4)

25.8

Groupers ................................................................... 819 (12.8)

765 (12.1)

614 (10.0)

34.9

Spotted Seatrout ......................................................... 443 (6.9)

600 (9.5)

680 (11.1)

27.5

Tarpon ......................................................................... 192 (3.0)

155 (2.5)

248 (4.1)

9.6

Flounder ...................................................................... 101 (1.6)

176 (2.8)

300 (4.9)

9.3

Cobia ............................................................................. 85 (1.3)

106 (1.7)

189 (3.1)

6.1

Wahoo ........................................................................... 84 (1.3)

195 (3.1)

127 (2.1)

6.5

Tuna .............................................................................. 82 (1.3)

150 (2.4)

152 (2.5)

6.2

King Mackeral (Kingfish) ............................................... 52 (0.8)

113 (1.8)

241 (3.9)

6.5

Other ........................................................................... 573 (8.9)

635 (10.1)

778 (12.7)

31.7

No Preference ............................................................. 200 (3.1)

240 (3.8)

487 (7.9)

14.8

Total ..................................................................... 6,415 (100.0) 6,302 (100.0) 6,123 (100.0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 17. Species recreational anglers actually target while saltwater fishing in Florida.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Most Targeted Species (%)
Species

1st (%)

2nd (%)

3rd (%)

Total %

Red Drum (Redfish, Reds)..................................... 1,251 (19.5)

938 (15.3)

538 (9.1)

43.9

Snappers ................................................................ 1,043 (16.3)

990 (16.1)

756 (12.8)

45.2

Dolphinfish (Mahi-Mahi) ............................................ 831 (12.9)

343 (5.6)

332 (5.6)

24.1

Spotted Seatrout ....................................................... 731 (11.4)

777 (12.7)

642 (10.9)

35.0

Snook ........................................................................ 696 (10.9)

558 (9.1)

545 (9.2)

29.2

Groupers ..................................................................... 626 (9.8)

645 (10.5)

576 (9.8)

30.1

Kingfish ....................................................................... 114 (1.8)

183 (3.0)

247 (4.2)

9.0

Tarpon ......................................................................... 109 (1.7)

112 (1.8)

210 (3.6)

7.1

Flounder ........................................................................ 89 (1.4)

179 (2.9)

290 (4.9)

9.2

Wahoo ........................................................................... 35 (0.5)

118 (1.9)

103 (1.8)

4.2

Tuna .............................................................................. 29 (0.4)

125 (2.0)

113 (1.9)

4.3

Cobia ............................................................................. 42 (0.7)

54 (0.9)

148 (2.5)

4.1

Sheepshead .................................................................. 55 (0.9)

97 (1.6)

148 (2.5)

5.0

Other ........................................................................... 567 (8.8)

954 (15.5)

1,089 (18.5)

42.8

No specific target species ........................................... 191 (3.0)

78 (1.3)

156 (2.7)

7.0

Total ..................................................................... 6,409 (100.0) 6,142 (100.0) 5,893 (100.0)
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Integrative Complexity
The first research objective was to examine integrative complexity of thought regarding
management priorities for the use versus protection of coastal resources. To accomplish this objective,
several measures of integrative complexity were examined to determine which approach worked best in
capturing an individual’s complexity of thought. The three different measurement approaches included
the differentiation and integration scales, a four-item index, and self-classification vignettes.

Differentiation and Integration
Differentiation, the first dimension of integrative complexity, is a measure of the scope of an
individual’s thinking process. A high level of differentiation is indicated by a high number of subjects
considered in a person’s thoughts. In the survey, respondents were provided a list of 21 subjects, and
asked to choose the subjects they did not consider while thinking about the issue of use versus protection.
For the subjects that anglers considered, on a 7-point scale, the subjects were given some consideration
(mean score = 3.33) to a lot (mean score = 5.55) of consideration (Table 18). Overall, the average
differentiation was 16 subjects, with a mode and median of 18 different subjects considered by 13.8% of
respondents (Figure 11). Eight (0.1%) respondents did not choose any of the subjects and therefore
demonstrated zero differentiation. An overwhelming proportion (95%) of respondents indicated that they
considered more than ten subjects in their thinking. Of the 21 subjects considered, nearly all of the
respondents (90%) considered the following six subjects in their thinking: abundance of fish, fisheries
health, future condition of marine resources, ecosystem health, recreation, and catch limits (Table 18).
The least considered subjects were boat anchoring/mooring and invasive species, as indicated by 62% of
the respondents.
Three levels of differentiation were created by segmenting the frequency distribution as follows:
if 1-7 subjects were considered then differentiation was low or level 1; if 8-14 subjects were considered
then differentiation was moderate or level 2; and if 15-21 subjects were considered then differentiation
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was high or level 3. This resulted in 116 (1.8%) individuals demonstrating low or level 1 differentiation,
1,182 (18.2%) individuals demonstrating moderate or level 2 differentiation, and 5,171 (79.9%)
individuals demonstrating high or level 3 differentiation.

Table 18. Subjects that were considered in respondents thinking about the priority of use versus
protection.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Considered
Subjects

Degree

1

Not Considered

n

%

n

%

Abundance of fish ............................................ 5.41

5,937

91.7

540

8.3

Fisheries health ................................................ 5.55

5,916

91.3

561

8.7

Future condition of marine resources .............. 5.55

5,916

91.3

561

8.7

Ecosystem health ............................................. 5.35

5,886

90.9

59

19.1

Recreation ........................................................ 4.92

5,874

90.7

603

9.3

Catch limits....................................................... 4.81

5,863

90.5

614

9.50

Overfishing ....................................................... 4.88

5,567

86.0

910

14.0

Endangered species protection ....................... 4.87

5,562

85.9

915

14.1

Water quality/pollution...................................... 5.30

5,321

82.2

1,156

17.8

Ecological diversity .......................................... 4.36

5,317

82.1

1,160

17.9

Access to fishing locations ............................... 4.22

5,207

80.4

1,270

19.6

Days in fishing season ..................................... 4.10

5,101

78.8

1,376

21.2

Local Economy................................................. 4.20

5,073

78.3

1,404

21.7

Coral health ...................................................... 4.69

5,057

78.1

1,420

21.9

Seagrasses ...................................................... 4.55

4,892

75.5

1,585

24.5

Propeller scarring ............................................. 3.97

4,828

74.5

1,649

25.5

Tourism ............................................................ 3.92

4,736

73.1

1,741

26.9

Growth in local population................................ 3.94

4,609

71.1

1,868

28.8

Local Jobs ........................................................ 3.97

4,550

70.2

1,927

29.8

Boat anchoring/mooring ................................... 3.33

3,995

61.7

2,482

38.3

Invasive species ............................................... 4.33

3,985

61.5

2,492

38.5

____________________________________________________________________________________
1

Mean degree of consideration measured on 7-point scale of 1=Almost no consideration, 2=Slight
consideration, 3=Some consideration, 4=Moderate consideration, 5=A lot of consideration, 6=Strong
consideration, 7=Primary consideration.
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Figure 11. Differentiation of subjects considered while thinking about use versus protection.

Integration, the second dimension of integrative complexity, was measured by four response
statements corresponding to four levels of integration. In the survey, respondents were asked about the
manner in which they thought about the subjects they considered while thinking about the priority of use
versus protection and were instructed to choose the one statement that best described their thinking (Table
19). Overall, the respondents indicated moderate to high levels of integration (M = 3.54).
Three levels of integrative complexity were constructed from combinations of differentiation
levels and integration levels, as specified in the methodology section and in Table 20. The results of this
process yielded an abnormal distribution across the three levels of integrative complexity (Figure 12).
With an overwhelming proportion in the high level of integrative complexity and an inadequate
proportion in the low level of integrative complexity, the use of this integrative complexity measure in
data analysis and hypothesis testing would be ineffective. Therefore, this approach was dismissed as a
valid measure of integrative complexity in this study.
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Table 19. Distribution of responses according to four levels of integration (1=low, 4=high).
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integration

N

%

Total

%

(1) I thought about the subjects as being
separate and unconnected matters ................................... 140

2.2

140

2.2

(2) I thought about the subjects as being mostly
separate matters; perhaps some might be connected
to each other ...................................................................... 492

7.7

632

9.9

(3) I thought about the subjects as being somewhat
separate matters; there are some connections
between them. I considered how as one subject
changes, other subjects change at the same time......... 1,499

23.5

2,131

33.5

(4) I thought about the subjects as all being connected
to each other. They have complex links between
them, and I considered how the subjects interact
with each other as a whole ............................................. 4,239
66.5
6,370
100.0
____________________________________________________________________________________

Table 20. Integrative complexity levels based on combinations of differentiation levels and
integration levels.
____________________________________________________________________________________
N
Low Integrative Complexity
Differentiation (1), Integration (1) ................................................. 6
Differentiation (1), Integration (2) ................................................. 6
Differentiation (1), Integration (3) ............................................... 27
Differentiation (1), Integration (4) ............................................... 76
Differentiation (2), Integration (1) ............................................... 27
Differentiation (3), Integration (1) ............................................. 107

%

Total

%

2.4
2.4
10.8
30.5
10.8
43.1

6
12
39
115
142
249

2.4
4.8
15.6
46.1
56.9
100.0

Moderate Integrative Complexity
Differentiation (2), Integration (2) ............................................. 109
Differentiation (2), Integration (3) ............................................. 349
Differentiation (3), Integration (2) ............................................. 377

13.1
41.8
45.1

109
458
835

13.1
54.9
100.0

High Integrative Complexity
Differentiation (2), Integration (4) ............................................. 683
12.9
683
12.9
Differentiation (3), Integration (3) .......................................... 1,122
21.3
1,805
34.2
Differentiation (3), Integration (4) .......................................... 3,475
65.8
5,280
100.0
____________________________________________________________________________________
(1) = Level 1, (2) = Level 2, (3) = Level 3, (4) = Level 4
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Figure 12. Frequency distribution according to three levels of integrative complexity based on
differentiation and integration.

Four-Item Index
The second approach created a four-item index of integrative complexity. The integrative
complexity index was created by first summing the scores for the four indicator items, 1) open to change,
2) information seeking, 3) active listening, and 4) perspective taking, with the sums ranging from a
minimum of 4 to a maximum of 16 (Table 21). Respondents were categorized into four levels of
integrative complexity, following an a priori method used by Salz et al. (2001). This process segmented
the cumulative scores into brackets as equal in size as possible (level 1 had a range of 4 in its scores,
whereas levels 2, 3, and 4 had a range of 3). Respondents in the “very low” level of integrative
complexity had cumulative scores of 4 through 7. The second level, or “low” integrative complexity,
consisted of cumulative scores of 8 through 10; the third level, or “moderate” integrative complexity,
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consisted of respondents scoring 11 to 13; and the fourth level, or “high” integrative complexity consisted
of respondents scoring 14 to 16.

Table 21. Distribution of respondents according to cumulative index scores for integrative
complexity.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Cumulative Index Score

N

%

Total

%

(4) ................................................................................................. 7

0.1

7

0.1

(5) ................................................................................................. 3

0.1

10

0.2

(6) ................................................................................................. 7

0.1

17

0.3

(7) ............................................................................................... 17

0.3

34

0.5

(8) ............................................................................................... 61

1.0

95

1.5

(9) ............................................................................................. 152

2.4

247

3.9

(10) ........................................................................................... 358

5.6

605

9.5

(11) ........................................................................................... 795

12.5

1,400

22.0

(12) ........................................................................................ 1,217

19.1

2,617

41.0

(13) ........................................................................................ 1,298

20.4

3,915

61.4

(14) ........................................................................................ 1,117

17.5

5,032

78.9

(15) ........................................................................................... 834

13.1

5,866

92.0

(16) ........................................................................................... 511
8.0
6,377
100.0
____________________________________________________________________________________

This process resulted in a distribution with only 0.5% of the respondents scoring into the “very
low” (level 1) integrative complexity level and 9.0% in the “low” (level 2) integrative complexity level
(Figure 13). “Moderate” (level 3) integrative complexity anglers accounted for 52.0% and “high” (level 4)
integrative complexity anglers accounted for 38.6% of all respondents. Even with these first two levels
combined, the sample size of respondents in the lowest integrative complexity level would be too small to
use in statistical analyses.
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Figure 13. Frequency distribution according to three levels of integrative complexity based on
four-item index.

As previously described in the data analysis (Chapter 6), several steps were taken to test the
validity of the index and demonstrate whether it successfully measured what it is intended to measure.
First, frequency distributions were calculated for each of the four index items (Figure 14). On a four-point
scale of “1” (very low integrative complexity) to “4” (high integrative complexity), the modal response
to the open to change and active listening items was “4”. The modal response was “3” for the information
seeking and perspective taking items. The proportion of responses in the lowest integrative complexity
level was 1.4% or less for information seeking, active listening, and perspective taking, and greater for
open to change (5.8%). A similar distribution pattern occurred across responses in the moderate
integrative complexity level but at larger proportions.
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Figure 14. Distribution of responses to four index items of integrative complexity.

Bivariate relationships among the items considered for inclusion in the index were examined to
determine the degree to which the items were related (Babbie, 1995). Correlation coefficients for the six
pair-wise comparisons ranged from 0.16 to 0.37 and were all statistically significant at the 0.01 level
(Table 22). This range suggested that no two items were so similar as to warrant exclusion from the index
to avoid redundancy. While significant positive relationships were found for all pair-wise comparisons,
all correlations were lower than the minimum of 0.40 and half were of low magnitude (less than 0.20).
This suggests that each item, particularly open to change, measured a somewhat different aspect of
integrative complexity, or something else. The relationship between active listening and perspective
taking had a correlation of 0.37. The magnitude of this relationship was somewhat stronger than the other
pair-wise correlations but did not suggest that the two items were so similar as to warrant exclusion from
the index to avoid redundancy.
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Table 22. Bivariate relationships among integrative complexity index items.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Correlation
Coefficient *

Index Item Pair

% of Responses Differing
by More Than One

Open to Change ~ Information Seeking ................................. 0.18

17.2

Open to Change ~ Active Listening ........................................ 0.17

21.1

Open to Change ~ Perspective Taking ................................... 0.22

13.6

Information Seeking ~ Active Listening .................................. 0.29

4.5

Information Seeking ~ Perspective Taking ............................. 0.16

6.4

Active Listening ~ Perspective Taking .................................... 0.37

4.2

____________________________________________________________________________________
* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

In addition to the bivariate correlation analysis, the percent of occurrences when two variables
differ from each other by more than one was examined. This analysis is one gauge of the internal validity
of an index, because it is a measure of how well one item predicts response to another item (Salz, Loomis,
& Finn, 2001). In other words, if a respondent scored “1” on one of the index items, that respondent
would be expected to score “1” on the other three index items. However, if that respondent scored a “3”
or “4” on any of the other index items, that score would differ by more than one. Item analysis of the
integrative complexity index demonstrated inconsistent responses across the four index items. For the
three pair-wise comparisons including the item open to change, 13.6 – 21.1% of the responses differed
from each other by more than one (Table 22). Pair-wise comparisons not involving the item open to
change differed by more than one for 4.2 – 6.4% of respondents. This analysis suggested that the index
did not achieve a sufficient degree of internal validity.
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Index item reliability was tested using Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951). The
reliability of the four-item index was measured with an internal consistency of α = 0.525. This result was
lower than desired, with 0.600 being the recommended minimum level (Tarrant et al., 1997). Also
reported are values for alpha when a particular item was deleted to determine the sensitivity of alpha to
the deletion of individual items (Table 23). Alpha values when a particular item was deleted were 0.529
for open to change, 0.474 for information seeking, 0.401 for active listening, and 0.420 for perspective
taking. These results showed that by excluding open to change, the index would improve slightly, as
indicated by the higher alpha value. By excluding any of the latter three items, the index reliability would
become worse. These results provided evidence to suggest that the open to change item adds nothing to
the index, and only the latter three items could be used when constructing the final integrative complexity
index.

Table 23. Reliability and correlation analyses of integrative complexity index.
____________________________________________________________________________________
M1

Index Item

Item Total
Correlation

α if Item
Deleted

Open to Change ...................................................................... 2.90

0.266

0.529

Information Seeking ................................................................ 3.34

0.289

0.474

Active Listening ....................................................................... 3.48

0.385

0.401

Perspective Taking ................................................................. 3.18

0.359

0.420

Cronbach’s alpha with all items included = 0.525
____________________________________________________________________________________
1

Mean scores measured on a four-point scale ranging from 1=low to 4=high.

The results of the reliability and internal validity measures raise some concerns about using the
index as the integrative complexity measure for subsequent analyses and suggest that the integrative
complexity index requires further improvement. The index was tested in the subsequent analyses, but the
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results did not suggest that the measure was externally valid. Thus, insufficient evidence supported the
use of the four-item index in subsequent hypothesis testing.

Self-Classification Vignettes
The final approach to measuring integrative complexity was based on a set of four vignettes
describing four levels of integrative complexity. Each of the four vignettes was carefully constructed to
describe characteristics of four varying levels of differentiation and integration, ranging from low (score
=1) to high (score = 4). Survey respondents were asked to choose the one vignette they felt best described
how they thought about the issue of use versus protection overall. The frequency distribution across the
four levels yielded a small proportion (2.6%) for vignette 1, as compared to the other three vignette levels
(Table 24).

Table 24. Response distribution for vignettes classifying four levels of integrative complexity.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Vignettes

n

%

Total

%

(1) The issue of use versus protection is rather simple;
it’s either one or the other. There were one or two
subjects that were relevant, and I gave the issue no
further thought ................................................................... 165

2.6

165

2.6

(2) The issue of use versus marine resource protection may
not be that simple, because both should be considered.
There were a few different subjects that were relevant,
and I thought about how different subjects might be
connected .......................................................................... 988

15.5

1,153

18.1

(3) The issue of use versus marine resource protection is
not simple, because there is more to consider. There
were a number of different subjects that were relevant,
and I thought about how some subjects affect other
subjects .......................................................................... 2,358

36.9

3,511

55.0

(4) The issue of use versus marine resource protection is
quite complex, because there is a lot more to consider.
There were many different subjects that were relevant,
and I thought about how the different subjects are
integrated and affect each other as a whole .................. 2,875
45.0
6,386
100.0
____________________________________________________________________________________
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To achieve a more balanced sample size, respondents in level 1 and level 2 were combined to
form level 1 (low integrative complexity), level 3 became level 2 (moderate integrative complexity), and
level 4 became level 3 (high integrative complexity). This process yielded a distribution with 18.1% in the
low integrative complexity level, 36.9% in the moderate integrative complexity level, and 45.0% in the
high integrative complexity level (Figure 15). Of the three integrative complexity measures developed in
this study, the self-classification vignettes performed the best in segmenting respondents into meaningful
sub-groups of integrative complexity. Therefore, the integrative complexity levels resulting from the
vignettes were used in subsequent hypothesis testing.

Levels of Integrative Complexity
Based on Vignettes
3,500
2,875
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3,000
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Frequency (n)

2,500
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1,000
500
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Figure 15. Frequency distribution according to three levels of integrative complexity based on
self-classification vignettes.
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Hypothesis Testing

Value Orientations
The second research objective was to determine if value orientations differed according to level
of integrative complexity. Three types of value orientations toward resource management (ecocentric,
pluralistic, and anthropocentric) were constructed from six statements measuring an anthropocentric
orientation and six statements measuring an ecocentric orientation. To determine overall value
orientation, ecocentric and anthropocentric items were aggregated to construct a single ecocentricanthropocentric scale. The scores of each of the ecocentric statements were reverse-coded to reflect a
comparable continuum ranging from ecocentric (score = 1), to pluralist (score = 4), to anthropocentric
(score = 7). This overall score was used in the moderation analysis (Objective 4).
Scores to each of the twelve value orientation statements were added into a cumulative index with
scores ranging from 12 to 84. Initially, the composite scores were segmented into three groups of value
orientations using an a priori approach (Table 25). This approach segmented the cumulative scores into
three subgroups with a range of 24 or 25. The ecocentric value orientation consisted of cumulative scores
ranging from 12 to 36, the pluralistic value orientation consisted of scores 37 to 60, and the
anthropocentric value orientation consisted of scores 61 to 84. However, this segmentation approach
resulted in a skewed distribution with only 2.1% of respondents in the anthropocentric value orientation
group. This unbalanced distribution was unsuitable for hypothesis testing. Alternatively, the index scores
were segmented into proportional subgroups, each consisting of approximately one-third of all
respondents (Table 25). The ecocentric value orientation consisted of cumulative scores ranging from 12
to 26 (33.6%), the pluralistic value orientation consisted of scores 27 to 38 (33.8%), and the
anthropocentric value orientation consisted of scores 39 to 84 (32.6%).
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Table 25. Distribution of subgroups (N = 6,262) created from cumulative value orientation index
scores using a priori and weighting methods of segmentation.
____________________________________________________________________________________

Cumulative
Index Scores a

a priori
Segmentation
n
%

Cumulative
Index Scores a

Weighted
Segmentation
n
%

11 – 23 ................................2,062

32.9

11 – 18 ....................................1,171

18.7

24 – 36 ................................2,463

39.3

19 – 25 ....................................1,281

20.5

37 – 51 ................................1,486

23.7

26 – 32 ....................................1,309

20.9

52 – 64 ...................................219

3.5

33 – 39 ....................................1,204

19.2

65 – 77 ..................................... 32

0.5

40 – 77 ....................................1,297

20.7

____________________________________________________________________________________
a

Cumulative index scores based on eleven value orientation items measured on a scale of 1 to 7.

The value orientation index was examined for internal consistency and reliability. Bivariate
relationships among the twelve items considered for inclusion in the index were examined to determine
the degree to which the items were related (Table 26). Correlation coefficients for the 66 pairwise
comparisons ranged from 0.10 to 0.54 and were all statistically significant (p = 0.000). The magnitudes of
these correlations were in the low to moderate range, suggesting that no two items were so similar to
warrant exclusion from the index to avoid redundancy. The lowest correlation coefficients (0.10 to 0.16)
all involved item I, which was the value orientation statement, “Human activities in Florida ecosystems
should not be allowed if they damage these natural areas.” The highest correlation (0.54) was between J
(“We have to protect Florida ecosystems for future generations, even if it means reducing our standard of
living today.”) and K (“Management should focus on doing what is best for the Florida ecosystem instead
of what is best for people.”).
The bivariate relationships were then examined for the percent of occurrences when two variables
differed from each other by more than one amount (Table 27). For each of the twelve items, possible
responses ranged from “1” (strongly disagree) to “7” (strongly agree). The six ecocentric value
orientation statements were reverse-coded to reflect a comparable ecocentric—anthropocentric
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continuum. For all pairwise comparisons, less than half of all respondents had responses for any two
items that differed by more than one (Table 27). For item E (“Florida ecosystems should primarily be
managed for the benefits of people.”) and item L (“People have a duty to protect fish and other parts of
nature in Florida.”), 51.7% of all respondents had responses differing by more than one amount. This item
pair displayed the highest percentage of responses differing by one. The pairwise comparison of item L
and item C (“Human use of Florida ecosystems is more important than protecting fish species that live
there.”) displayed the lowest percentage (19.1%) of responses differing by more than one amount, which
indicated that responses for these two items displayed the highest inter-item consistency.
Index item reliability was tested using Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (Table 28). The reliability of
the twelve-item index was measured with an internal consistency of α = 0.858. This value is above the
recommended minimum level of 0.600 and suggests that the twelve items are all measuring the same
construct (Tarrant et al., 1997). The reliability of the index was further examined for when each item was
deleted from the index. When item K was deleted from the index, the alpha value dropped to α = 0.838,
indicating that this item was important to include in the final index (Table 27). When item I was deleted
from the index, the alpha value increased to α = 0.861. This indicated that the reliability of the index
would improve by deleting item I, and further supported the exclusion of item I from the final index.
Thus, the final value orientation index was created based on eleven items (excluding item I).
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Table 26. Bivariate correlations among twelve value orientation index items.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Index Item Pair

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

A. The primary value of the Florida ecosystem
is to provide for people ........................................................1.00
B. Florida ecosystems are resilient enough
to cope with the impacts of human activities ......................0.44

1.00

C. Human use of Florida ecosystems is more important
than protecting fish species that live there..........................0.40

0.51

1.00

D. Humans have a right to change the natural world to
suit their needs ....................................................................0.34

0.39

0.36

1.00

E. Florida ecosystems should primarily be managed for
the benefits of people ..........................................................0.53

0.40

0.38

0.37

1.00

F. There should be fewer regulations restricting human
activities in the Florida ecosystem .....................................0.36

0.48

0.42

0.40

0.42

1.00

G. Florida ecosystems are valuable in their own right,
regardless of human interests.............................................0.25

0.28

0.28

0.25

0.23

0.27

1.00

H. Florida ecosystems are very sensitive to human
activities and easily damaged .............................................0.26

0.43

0.32

0.31

0.28

0.39

0.35

1.00

I. Human activities in Florida ecosystems should not be
allowed if they damage these natural areas .......................0.10

0.16

0.13

0.21

0.16

0.23

0.34

0.30

1.00

J. We have to protect Florida ecosystems for future
generations, even if it means reducing our standard
of living today ......................................................................0.29

0.39

0.34

0.33

0.31

0.44

0.38

0.52

0.32

1.00

K. Management should focus on doing what is best for the
Florida ecosystem instead of what is best for people .........0.36

0.38

0.34

0.38

0.42

0.44

0.38

0.45

0.35

0.54

1.00

L. People have a duty to protect fish and other parts of
nature in Florida ..................................................................0.22

0.31

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.32

0.33

0.35

0.24

0.41

0.38

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 27. Percent of responses differing by more than one amount among pairwise comparisons of twelve value orientation index items.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Index Item Pair

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

A. The primary value of the Florida ecosystem
is to provide for people ......................................................-----B. Florida ecosystems are resilient enough
to cope with the impacts of human activities ....................38.1

------

C. Human use of Florida ecosystems is more important
than protecting fish species that live there........................42.0

21.4

------

D. Humans have a right to change the natural world to
suit their needs ..................................................................42.0

30.5

27.7

------

E. Florida ecosystems should primarily be managed for
the benefits of people ........................................................31.0

41.2

45.0

42.5

------

F. There should be fewer regulations restricting human
activities in the Florida ecosystem ...................................38.5

32.3

35.9

34.4

36.1

------

G. Florida ecosystems are valuable in their own right,
regardless of human interests...........................................44.2

29.3

25.4

32.6

46.9

38.6

------

H. Florida ecosystems are very sensitive to human
activities and easily damaged ...........................................43.0

28.7

31.6

34.6

41.1

32.3

30.8

------

I. Human activities in Florida ecosystems should not be
allowed if they damage these natural areas .....................49.4

40.9

40.6

40.3

46.3

40.0

35.9

37.1

------

J. We have to protect Florida ecosystems for future
generations, even if it means reducing our standard
of living today ....................................................................42.0

31.6

33.0

36.3

40.9

30.8

31.9

26.9

36.8

------

K. Management should focus on doing what is best for the
Florida ecosystem instead of what is best for people .......38.8

41.1

45.5

40.0

34.7

32.0

42.1

35.3

37.9

31.5

------

L. People have a duty to protect fish and other parts of
nature in Florida ................................................................48.2

25.8

19.1

28.2

51.7

40.4

21.3

32.0

40.7

33.1

48.8

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 28. Reliability and correlation analyses of value orientation index.
____________________________________________________________________________________
M1

Index Item

Item Total
Correlation

α if Item
Deleted

A. The primary value of the Florida ecosystem is to
provide for people .............................................................. 3.38

0.508

0.849

B. Florida ecosystems are resilient enough
to cope with the impacts of human activities ..................... 2.40

0.600

0.842

C. Human use of Florida ecosystems is more important
than protecting fish species that live there ........................ 2.07

0.544

0.846

D. Humans have a right to change the natural world to
suit their needs ................................................................... 2.53

0.518

0.847

E. Florida ecosystems should primarily be managed for
the benefits of people ......................................................... 3.51

0.540

0.846

F. There should be fewer regulations restricting human
activities in the Florida ecosystem .................................... 3.01

0.604

0.842

G. Florida ecosystems are valuable in their own right,
regardless of human interests............................................ 2.26

0.473

0.850

H. Florida ecosystems are very sensitive to human
activities and easily damaged ............................................ 2.73

0.569

0.844

I. Human activities in Florida ecosystems should not be
allowed if they damage these natural areas ...................... 3.21

0.352

0.861

J. We have to protect Florida ecosystems for future
generations, even if it means reducing our standard
of living today ..................................................................... 2.84

0.617

0.841

K. Management should focus on doing what is best for the
Florida ecosystem instead of what is best for people ........ 3.42

0.646

0.838

L. People have a duty to protect fish and other parts of
nature in Florida ................................................................. 1.78

0.487

0.850

Cronbach’s alpha with all items included = 0.858
____________________________________________________________________________________
1

Mean scores measured on a 7-point scale ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree.
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Value Orientation Direction
The null hypothesis, (Ho1): there is no significant difference in the direction of value orientation
according to level of integrative complexity, was tested using a one-way analysis of variance. The means
of all twelve anthropocentric and ecocentric value orientation items were significantly different (p =
0.000) between each level of integrative complexity (Table 29). Therefore, the null hypothesis (Ho1) was
rejected.
The alternative hypothesis stated, (Ha1): individuals with a pluralist value orientation will exhibit
higher levels of integrative complexity than individuals with ecocentric or anthropocentric value
orientations. A Tukey’s post hoc test made multiple comparisons of mean value orientation direction
according to integrative complexity levels (Table 29). The means of the twelve anthropocentric and
ecocentric value orientation items all demonstrated a linear pattern across levels of integrative
complexity. The results of this analysis showed that overall, respondents tend to disagree with
anthropocentric-oriented statements (mean scores of the 7-point Likert scales being below 4) and agree
with ecocentric-oriented statements (mean scores of the 7-point Likert scales being above 4). However,
respondents with high integrative complexity consistently demonstrated more ecocentric value
orientations than respondents of lower integrative complexity that demonstrated more anthropocentric
value orientations. The high integrative complexity respondents did not exhibit a pluralist value
orientation as predicted by the alternative hypotheses. Rather, the results indicated that a clear direction in
value orientation exists from low integrative complexity (anthropocentric direction) to high integrative
complexity (ecocentric direction).
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Table 29. Analysis of variance for means of anthropocentric and ecocentric value orientations
according to three levels of integrative complexity.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Low

Moderate

High

F-Ratio

p-value

Anthropocentric
A. The primary value of the Florida
ecosystem is to provide for people ............... 3.85

3.49

3.13

63.98

.000

B. Florida ecosystems are resilient
enough to cope with the impacts
of human activities ........................................ 2.95

2.48

2.12

122.08

.000

C. Human use of Florida ecosystems is
more important than protecting
fish species that live there ............................. 2.48

2.14

1.86

87.31

.000

D. Humans have a right to change the
natural world to suit their needs .................... 2.85

2.57

2.37

34.42

.000

E. Florida ecosystems should primarily be
managed for the benefits of people .............. 3.91

3.63

3.29

52.09

.000

F. There should be fewer regulations
restricting human activities in the
Florida ecosystem ......................................... 3.60

3.08

2.73

121.88

.000

Ecocentric
G. Florida ecosystems are valuable in their
own right, regardless of human
interests ......................................................... 5.37

5.64

5.98

73.85

.000

H. Florida ecosystems are very sensitive to
human activities and easily damaged ........... 4.77

5.11

5.60

125.28

.000

I. Human activities in Florida ecosystems
should not be allowed if they damage
these natural areas ....................................... 4.59

4.73

4.93

15.61

.000

J. We have to protect Florida ecosystems
for future generations, even if it means
reducing our standard of living today ............ 4.62

5.05

5.46

112.13

.000

K. Management should focus on doing what
is best for the Florida ecosystem instead
of what is best for people .............................. 4.19

4.47

4.83

62.60

.000

L. People have a duty to protect fish and
other parts of nature in Florida ...................... 5.90
6.12
6.44
100.58
.000
____________________________________________________________________________________
Mean value orientation direction scored as 1=Strongly Disagree, 2=Moderately Disagree, 3=Slightly
Disagree, 4=Neutral, 5=Slightly Agree, 6=Moderately Agree, 7=Strongly Agree; Means underscored by
same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a Tukey test.
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Value Orientation Extremity
For each of the twelve value orientation statements, level of extremity was determined by
converting the 7-point scale into a 4-point scale. Scores of 1 and 7 represented the most extreme values
and were converted to a score of 4 (high extremity), scores 2 and 6 became a score of 3 (moderate
extremity), scores 3 and 5 became a score of 2 (low extremity), and a score of 4 became a score of 1
(neutral). The null hypothesis, (Ho2): there is no significant difference in the extremity of value
orientation according to level of integrative complexity, was tested using a one-way analysis of variance
(Table 30). Statistically significant differences (p = 0.000) were found in value orientation extremity
according to level of integrative complexity on all twelve value orientation statements, and therefore, the
null hypothesis was rejected.
The alternative hypothesis stated, (Ha2): individuals with less extreme value orientations exhibit
higher levels of integrative complexity than individuals with more extreme value orientations. A Tukey’s
post hoc test made multiple comparisons of mean value orientation extremity according to integrative
complexity levels (Table 30). The means of the twelve anthropocentric and ecocentric value orientation
items all demonstrated a consistent pattern of extremity across levels of integrative complexity, but not as
predicted by the alternative hypothesis. Less extreme value orientations were observed among low
integrative complexity levels, whereas extreme value orientations were observed among high integrative
complexity levels.
Highest value extremity within each level of integrative complexity was observed in item L
(“People have a duty to protect fish and other parts of nature in Florida.”). High integrative complexity
individuals expressed the lowest value extremity (M = 2.65) for item K (“Management should focus on
doing what is best for the Florida ecosystem instead of what is best for people.”). Low and moderate
integrative complexity individuals expressed similar levels of value extremity for items A, E, F, D, and E.
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Table 30. Analysis of variance of mean value orientation extremity scores according to integrative
complexity level.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Low

Moderate

High

F-Ratio

p-value

Anthropocentric
A. The primary value of the Florida
ecosystem is to provide for people ............... 2.59

2.63

2.85

44.44

.000

B. Florida ecosystems are resilient
enough to cope with the impacts
of human activities ........................................ 2.77

2.92

3.22

118.09

.000

C. Human use of Florida ecosystems is
more important than protecting
fish species that live there ............................. 2.92

3.08

3.33

90.71

.000

D. Humans have a right to change the
natural world to suit their needs .................... 2.86

2.94

3.11

30.86

.000

E. Florida ecosystems should primarily be
managed for the benefits of people .............. 2.51

2.54

2.73

31.20

.000

F. There should be fewer regulations
restricting human activities in the
Florida ecosystem ......................................... 2.44

2.47

2.77

66.51

.000

Ecocentric
G. Florida ecosystems are valuable in their
own right, regardless of human
interests ......................................................... 2.85

3.03

3.31

116.45

.000

H. Florida ecosystems are very sensitive to
human activities and easily damaged ........... 2.60

2.71

3.03

109.56

.000

I. Human activities in Florida ecosystems
should not be allowed if they damage
these natural areas ....................................... 2.66

2.77

2.96

48.65

.000

J. We have to protect Florida ecosystems
for future generations, even if it means
reducing our standard of living today ............ 2.64

2.67

2.93

62.65

.000

K. Management should focus on doing what
is best for the Florida ecosystem instead
of what is best for people .............................. 2.48

2.45

2.65

27.98

.000

L. People have a duty to protect fish and
other parts of nature in Florida ...................... 3.16
3.28
3.52
91.66
.000
____________________________________________________________________________________
Mean value orientation extremity scored as 1=Neutral, 2=Low Extremity, 3=Moderate Extremity, 4=High
Extremity; Means underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a
Tukey test.
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Attitude Certainty
The respondents rated the overall simplicity—complexity of the issue of use versus protection on
a 7-point Likert scale of extremely simple (1) to extremely complex (7). Overall, recreational anglers
considered the issue of use versus protection as a “somewhat complex” (M = 5.27) issue (Table 31).
Respondents were then asked to indicate whether use or protection should take priority, if it were up to
them to decide (Table 32). Overall, the respondents gave slightly higher priority to protection (M = 4.36)
on a 7-point Likert scale of highest priority to use (1), to equal priority to both (4), to highest priority to
protection (7). Finally, respondents were asked how certain they were about the correctness of the priority
they placed on the issue of use versus protection (Table 33). On a 7-point Likert scale of not at all certain
(1) to completely certain (7), the respondents were moderately certain (M = 5.04) about their decision
prioritizing use or protection.
The null hypothesis, (Ho3): there is no significant relationship between attitude certainty and
priority towards the use versus protection of coastal resources, was tested using a Pearson correlation.
Priority was converted into a four-point scale of 1 = balanced, 2= low priority, 3 = moderate priority, and
4 = extreme priority. Overall, respondents demonstrated low to moderate priority (M = 2.79). Among the
respondents, there was a negative and somewhat low correlation between attitude certainty and priority
towards the use versus protection of coastal resources, r(n = 6,205) = -0.291, p = 0.000. Therefore, the
null hypothesis was rejected. These results did not support the alternative hypothesis, (Ha3): there is a
positive and moderate relationship between attitude certainty and priority towards the use versus
protection of coastal resources. Rather, as the amount of priority for use or protection increased, the
amount of attitude certainty about this priority decreased. This finding was not consistent with previous
attitude strength literature.
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Table 31. Distribution of responses on the simplicity-complexity of managing for use versus
protection.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Simplicity-Complexity

n

%

Total

%

(1) Extremely Simple ................................................................ 205

3.2

205

3.2

(2) Moderately Simple .............................................................. 458

7.1

663

10.3

(3) Slightly Simple .................................................................... 253

3.9

916

14.2

(4) Neutral ................................................................................ 673

10.4

1,589

24.6

(5) Slightly Complex .............................................................. 1,210

18.8

2,799

43.4

(6) Moderately Complex........................................................ 2,189

33.9

4,988

77.3

(7) Extremely Complex ......................................................... 1,461

22.7

6,449

100.0

Mean score = 5.27
____________________________________________________________________________________

Table 32. Distribution of responses on the priority for use or protection.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Priority

n

%

Total

%

(1) Highest Priority to Use ........................................................ 385

6.0

385

6.0

(2) Much Higher Priority to Use ............................................... 487

7.5

872

13.5

(3) Slightly Higher Priority to Use ............................................. 650

10.1

1,522

23.6

(4) Equal Priority to Both ....................................................... 2,089

32.4

3,611

55.9

(5) Slightly Higher Priority to Protection ................................ 1,171

18.1

4,782

74.1

(6) Much Higher Priority to Protection................................... 1,115

17.3

5,897

91.4

(7) Highest Priority to Protection .............................................. 558

8.6

6,455

100.0

Mean score = 4.36
____________________________________________________________________________________

Table 33. Distribution of responses on the certainty about the priority placed on use or protection.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Certainty

n

%

Total

%

(1) Not at all certain .................................................................. 185

2.9

185

2.9

(2) Slightly certain .................................................................... 207

3.2

392

6.1

(3) Somewhat certain ............................................................... 813

12.6

1,205

18.7

(4) Very certain...................................................................... 1,479

22.9

2,684

41.6

(5) Moderately certain .............................................................. 728

11.3

3,412

52.8

(6) Mostly certain .................................................................. 1,370

21.2

4,782

74.1

(7) Completely certain ........................................................... 1,675

25.5

6,457

100.0

Mean score = 5.04
____________________________________________________________________________________
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The fourth null hypothesis stated, (Ho4) there is no significant difference in attitude certainty
between levels of integrative complexity. A one-way analysis of variance was used to test for differences
in the means of attitude certainty according to levels of integrative complexity (Table 34). Statistically
significant differences in attitude certainty were found according to level of integrative complexity (p =
0.000), and therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.
The alternative hypothesis stated, (Ha4): individuals with higher attitude certainty exhibit lower
levels of integrative complexity than individuals with lower attitude certainty. A Tukey’s post hoc test
made multiple comparisons of mean attitude certainty according to integrative complexity levels (Table
34). The means demonstrated a pattern opposite of what was predicted by the alternative hypothesis.
Higher attitude certainty was exhibited by higher levels of integrative complexity, and lower attitude
certainty was exhibited by lower levels of integrative complexity.
Table 34. Analysis of variance for mean attitude priority and mean attitude certainty across
integrative complexity levels.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Low

Moderate

High

F-Ratio

p-value

Attitude Priority a ................................................ 3.73

4.31

4.66

153.39

.000

Attitude Certainty b ............................................. 4.80

4.88

5.28

53.71

.000

____________________________________________________________________________________
Means underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a Tukey test.
a
1=Highest priority to use, 2=Much higher priority to use, 3=Slightly higher priority to use, 4=Equal priority
to both, 5=Slightly higher priority to protection, 6=Much higher priority to protection, 7=Highest priority to
protection; b 1=Not at all certain, 2=Slightly certain, 3=Somewhat certain, 4=Very certain, 5=Moderately
certain, 6=Mostly certain, 7=Completely certain
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Attitude Direction
The null hypothesis, (Ho5): there is no significant difference in attitude direction according to
leves of integrative complexity, was tested using a one-way analysis of variance. Statistically significant
differences were found in attitude direction across levels of integrative complexity (p = 0.000), and
therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected (Table 35).
The alternative hypothesis stated, (Ha5): individuals with attitudes supporting coastal resource
management options will exhibit higher levels of integrative complexity than individuals with attitudes
opposing coastal resource management options. A Tukey’s post hoc test made multiple comparisons of
mean attitude direction across all three levels of integrative complexity (Table 35). Both low and
moderate levels of integrative complexity expressed attitudes less supportive of an increase in the
maximum size limit for the fish species they most prefer to catch (item D), as compared to the high level
of integrative complexity. Both moderate and high levels of integrative complexity demonstrated attitudes
opposing a decrease in the maximum size limit for the fish species they most prefer to catch (item H),
whereas low integrative complexity individuals were more supportive of this management action.
For all eight statements, statistically significant differences in attitude direction occurred in a
consistent linear pattern across integrative complexity levels. These results showed that individuals with
low integrative complexity have attitudes opposing management actions which emphasized resource
protection rather than recreational fishing or use of resources. Individuals with high integrative
complexity demonstrated more supportive attitudes toward management actions emphasizing ecosystem
protection rather than recreational fishing or use of resources. Overall, these findings suggest that attitude
direction does vary according to integrative complexity level, and therefore, show mixed support for the
alternative hypothesis.
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Table 35. Analysis of variance of mean attitude scores for opposition or support toward
management actions according to three levels of integrative complexity.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Protection-oriented Management Actions

Low

Moderate

High

F-Ratio

p-value

A. Shorter recreational fishing seasons
with enhanced protection of the fish
species you most prefer to catch .................. 2.82

3.17

3.71

99.59

.000

B. Lower recreational bag limit for the
fish species you most prefer to catch ........... 3.00

3.28

3.62

54.54

.000

C. Expansion of marine protected areas
in Florida where recreational fishing
is prohibited ................................................... 2.96

3.26

3.68

62.64

.000

D. Increase in the maximum size limit for
the fish species you most prefer to
catch .............................................................. 3.59

3.68

3.80

6.48

.002

E. Longer recreational fishing seasons
with less protection of the fish species
you most prefer to catch ............................... 3.79

3.34

2.83

130.96

.000

F. Higher recreational bag limit for the
fish species you most prefer to catch ........... 3.96

3.61

3.24

66.53

.000

G. Open more areas in Florida where
recreational fishing is allowed ....................... 4.90

4.39

4.13

79.03

.000

H. Decrease in the maximum size limit for
the fish species you most prefer to
catch .............................................................. 3.21

3.03

2.99

7.40

.001

Use-oriented Management Actions

____________________________________________________________________________________
Mean attitude scores measured on a 7-point scale of 1=Strongly Oppose, 2=Moderately Oppose,
3=Somewhat Oppose, 4=Neutral, 5=Somewhat Support, 6=Moderately Support, 7=Strongly Support;
Means underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a Tukey test.
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Attitude Extremity
For each of the eight attitude statements, level of attitude extremity was determined by converting
the 7-point scale into a 4-point scale. Scores of 1 and 7 represented the most extreme values and were
converted to a score of 4 (high extremity), scores 2 and 6 became a score of 3 (moderate extremity),
scores 3 and 5 became a score of 2 (low extremity), and a score of 4 became a score of 1 (neutral). The
null hypothesis, (Ho6): there is no significant difference in attitude extremity according to level of
integrative complexity, was tested using a one-way analysis of variance. Statistically significant
differences were found in attitude extremity according to level of integrative complexity on all eight
attitude statements, and therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.
The alternative hypothesis stated, (Ha6): individuals with higher levels of integrative complexity
will exhibit more moderate attitudes toward coastal resource management alternatives than individuals
with lower levels of integrative complexity who exhibit more extreme attitudes toward coastal resource
management alternatives. A Tukey’s post hoc test made multiple comparisons of mean attitude extremity
scores according to integrative complexity levels (Table 36). Support for the alternative hypothesis was
fully evident in three attitude statements: attitudes toward management actions which expand marine
protected areas closed to recreational fishing (item C), open more areas where fishing is allowed (item G),
or increase the maximum size limit for the fish species most preferred to catch (item D).
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Table 36. Analysis of variance of mean attitude extremity scores according to integrative
complexity level.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Protection-oriented Management Actions

Low

Moderate

High

F-Ratio

p-value

A. Shorter recreational fishing seasons
with enhanced protection of the fish
species you most prefer to catch .................. 3.04

2.74

2.78

35.13

.000

B. Lower recreational bag limit for the
fish species you most prefer to catch ........... 2.74

2.55

2.53

15.79

.000

C. Expansion of marine protected areas
in Florida where recreational fishing
is prohibited ................................................... 2.97

2.71

2.80

23.44

.000

D. Increase in the maximum size limit for
the fish species you most prefer to catch ..... 2.56

2.34

2.41

15.81

.000

E. Longer recreational fishing seasons
with less protection of the fish species
you most prefer to catch ............................... 2.60

2.53

2.41

38.31

.000

F. Higher recreational bag limit for the
fish species you most prefer to catch ........... 2.61a

2.48b

2.64a

15.18

.000

G. Open more areas in Florida where
recreational fishing is allowed ....................... 2.65

2.29

2.42

40.21

.000

H. Decrease in the maximum size limit for
the fish species you most prefer to catch ..... 2.55

2.50

2.59

4.25

.014

Use-oriented Management Actions

____________________________________________________________________________________
Mean attitude extremity scored as 1=Neutral, 2=Low Extremity, 3=Moderate Extremity, 4=High Extremity;
Means underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a Tukey test.
a
Means are not significantly different; b Means are significantly different.

Three attitude statements partially supported the alternative hypothesis. Both moderate and high
integrative complexity levels exhibited lower attitude extremity than low integrative complexity levels for
management actions which shorten the recreational fishing season to enhance protection of preferred fish
species (item A), lower bag limits for preferred fish species (item B) or lengthen the recreational fishing
season to afford less protection of preferred fish species (item E).
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There were two statements that demonstrated opposite patterns from what was expected, and
therefore, did not support the alternative hypothesis. First, an inconsistent pattern in extremity was found
in attitudes toward higher bag limits for preferred fish species (item F). Both low and high integrative
complexity levels exhibited extreme attitudes toward an increase in bag limits, as compared to the
moderate integrative complexity level, which exhibited lower attitude extremity. Second, an opposing
pattern in extremity was found in attitudes toward a decrease in the maximum size limit for preferred fish
species (item H). Lower integrative complexity levels exhibited less extreme attitudes than high
integrative complexity, which exhibited high attitude extremity. In both of these cases, the results are
mixed and are inconsistent with previous research. While the results for items F and H do not support the
alternative hypothesis, the differences in attitude extremity scores between integrative complexity levels
are extremely small.

Integrative Complexity as a Moderator
The fourth research objective examined integrative complexity as a moderator in the relationship
between value orientation and attitudes toward coastal management actions. This analysis began by
testing the null hypothesis, (Ho7): there is no significant relationship between value orientation and
attitude toward coastal resources management options, and the alternative hypothesis, (Ha7): anglers
with ecocentric value orientations hold more favorable attitudes toward resource protection than do
anglers with anthropocentric value orientations. To determine moderation, the analysis also tested (Ho8):
integrative complexity has no significant effect on the relationship between value orientation and attitude
towards coastal resources management options. The alternative hypothesis predicted, (Ha8): integrative
complexity has a moderating effect on the direction and magnitude of the relationship between value
orientation and attitude towards coastal resources management options.
A moderation analysis was conducted to examine whether the causal relationship between value
orientation and attitudes toward management actions changed as a function of integrative complexity, the
moderator variable. This entailed conducting a separate moderation analysis for each of the eight attitude
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statements. Three regressions were conducted in each analysis, using the procedure developed by Baron
and Kenny (1986). First, the attitude was regressed on value orientation. Next, attitude was regressed on
the value orientation and integrative complexity. Third, attitude was regressed on the value orientation,
integrative complexity, and the interaction of the two, measured as a multiplication of the value
orientation and integrative complexity scores. A significant interaction between integrative complexity
and value orientation suggests that integrative complexity moderates or affects the zero-order correlation
of the relationship between value orientation and attitude (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Vaske, 2008). That is,
the strength of the relationship between an individual’s value orientation and their attitude toward a
management action depends on their integrative complexity regarding that issue.
For all eight attitude statements, statistically significant relationships were found between value
orientation and attitude, and the null hypothesis was rejected (Table 37). Each of these relationships also
occurred in the direction as predicted, which supports the alternative hypothesis. Negative relationships
between value orientation and attitude indicated that ecocentric value orientations were associated with
attitudes more favorable toward resource protection (items A – D). Positive relationships between value
orientation and attitude indicated that anthropocentric value orientations were associated with attitudes
more favorable toward resource use (items E – H).
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Table 37. Regression analysis for the moderating effects of Integrative Complexity (IC) on the
relationship between value orientation and attitudes (A – H).
____________________________________________________________________________________
A. Shorter fishing season
Independent Variables
B Coefficients
1) Value orientation
-0.60***
2) Value orientation, IC
-0.57***
0.21***
3) Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC -0.53***
0.27***
B. Lower recreational bag limit
Independent Variables
Value orientation
Value orientation, IC
Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC

-0.33***
-0.30***
-0.24***

C. Expand marine protected area
Independent Variables
Value orientation
Value orientation, IC
Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC

-0.54***
-0.52***
-0.40***

D. Increase maximum size limit
Independent Variables
Value orientation
Value orientation, IC
Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC
E. Longer fishing season
Independent Variables
Value orientation
Value orientation, IC
Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC

F-value
1,330.01
689.53
459.86

-0.03

R2
.065
.069
.069

F-value
420.88
222.43
148.92

-0.05**

R2
.142
.144
.145

F-value
1,008.65
509.29
341.45

0.03

R2
.003
.004
.004

F-value
17.20
12.07
8.75

-0.02

B Coefficients
0.17***
0.27***

B Coefficients
0.15***
0.31***

B Coefficients
-0.07***
-0.05***
-0.13**

0.09**
-0.01

-0.05**

R2
F-value
.192 1,4445.00
.202
766.10
.203
512.70

-0.03

R2
.077
.083
.084

F-value
507.91
275.02
184.06

-0.01

R2
.146
.148
.148

F-value
1,036.20
525.58
350.35

-0.02

R2
.009
.010
.010

F-value
57.31
30.10
20.30

B Coefficients
0.56***
0.53***
0.64***

F. Higher recreational bag limit
Independent Variables
Value orientation
Value orientation, IC
Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC

0.37***
0.34***
0.42***

G. Open more recreational fishing areas
Independent Variables
Value orientation
Value orientation, IC
Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC

0.48***
0.46***
0.47***

H. Decrease maximum size limit
Independent Variables
Value orientation
Value orientation, IC
Value orientation, IC, Value orientation * IC

R2
.179
.185
.186

-0.25***
-0.11

B Coefficients
-0.20***
-0.10

B Coefficients
-0.16***
-0.15**

B Coefficients
0.11***
0.11***
0.15***

-0.04
0.02

____________________________________________________________________________________
*** = significance at p < .001; ** = significance at p < .050; * = significance at p < .100
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The alternative hypothesis (Ha6) predicting moderation was only supported by one of the eight
attitude models. Moderation occurred in the interaction term predicting attitude toward management
actions which expand marine protected areas in Florida and prohibit recreational fishing (item C).
Integrative complexity had a statistically significant effect on both the direction and the strength of the
relationship between value orientation and attitudes. The moderation analysis showed that the interaction
between integrative complexity and value orientation was slightly negative and statistically significant (B
= -0.05, p < 0.05), and provided evidence of integrative complexity moderating the relationship between
value orientation and attitude towards expanding marine protected areas (Table 37). Thus, the effect of
value orientation on attitude depended on integrative complexity level. However, this moderation
component of the model explained only 0.1% of the variance in attitude towards expanding marine
protected areas, as calculated from the difference in R2 for the model that included the product (model 3,
R2 = 0.145) compared to the model that excludes it (model 2, R2 = 0.144). Overall, this model showed that
a more ecocentric value orientation (B = -0.40) and a higher integrative complexity level (B = 0.31) were
associated with attitudes supporting management actions which expand marine protected areas in which
recreational fishing is prohibited. Although there was a significant interaction, the effect of moderation
was small.
Value orientation and integrative complexity explained the largest proportion of variance in
attitudes toward “longer recreational fishing seasons with less protection of the fish species anglers most
prefer to catch” (item E, R2 = 0.203). Similar effects were found for attitudes toward “shorter recreational
fishing seasons with enhanced protection of the fish species anglers most prefer to catch” (item A, R2 =
0.186) However, the moderation effect was not statistically significant when included in the model for
item A. Value orientation had a negative and significant effect (B = -0.53, p < 0.001) on attitude, which
indicated that ecocentric value orientations had attitudes which supported a shorter fishing
season/enhanced fish protection. Integrative complexity had a positive and significant effect (B = 0.27, p
< 0.001), which indicated that higher integrative complexity anglers had attitudes which supported a
shorter fishing season/enhanced fish protection.
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Value orientation and integrative complexity explained the least amount of variance in attitudes
toward either an “increase in the maximum size limit for the fish species anglers most prefer to catch”
(item D, R2 = 0.004), or a “decrease in the maximum size limit…” (item H, R2 = 0.010). For item D, value
orientation had a negative and significant effect on attitude (B = -0.09, p < 0.05), but integrative
complexity and the interaction term did not have a statistically significant effect. Similar effects occurred
for item H, except value orientation had a positive and significant effect on attitude (B = 0.15, p < 0.001).
The magnitudes of these effects on item D and item H were minimal and close to zero, yielding weak
models explaining attitudes toward either increasing or decreasing maximum size limits.

Acceptability of Tradeoffs
The fifth research objective examined the role of integrative complexity in shaping acceptability
of management tradeoffs between the use of coastal resources and the protection of those same resources.
Twenty-seven scenarios (factor combinations) were evaluated for acceptability on a 7-point scale of
extremely unacceptable (1) to neutral (4) to extremely acceptable (7). The null hypothesis, (Ho9): there is
no difference in acceptability of management tradeoffs according to level of integrative complexity, was
tested using a one-way analysis of variance (Table 38). Overall, the null hypothesis was rejected in all but
three of the 27 scenarios. There were no statistically significant differences in acceptability between
integrative complexity levels for scenario 22 (A=1, B=1, C=0, D=2), scenario 23 (A=1, B=1, C=1, D=1),
and scenario 24 (A=1, B=1, C=2, C=0). These three scenarios consisted of factors where no changes
(level = 1) were made to that particular management action. All three levels of integrative complexity had
somewhat acceptable to neutral views for management actions which maintain the current levels of
protected area and protection of fish populations, while at the same time decrease the amount of access to
fishing and extend the fishing season (scenario 22). Similar ratings of acceptability were reported across
integrative complexity levels for management actions which maintain the current levels of protected area
and protection of fish populations, while at the same time increase access to fishing and shorten the
fishing season (scenario 24). These results suggest that anglers of all integrative complexity levels
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somewhat accept changes to either fishing access or the fishing season, as long as the current levels of
protected area and fish protection remain the same. Scenario 23 presented no changes made to any of the
four factors. Anglers expressed neutral acceptability for this scenario representing current conditions of
resource use and protection.
The initial analysis suggested that individuals with high integrative complexity considered it least
acceptable to reduce protection for increases in use (scenario 3), whereas, low integrative complexity
individuals considered these conditions more acceptable. When the tradeoffs were reversed, high
integrative complexity individuals considered it more acceptable to increase protection while reducing the
amount of use (scenario 16), whereas, low integrative complexity individuals considered these conditions
least acceptable. This suggests that high integrative complexity anglers find it more acceptable when there
is no tradeoff in protection for use, and less acceptable to give up protection for use. Individuals with low
integrative complexity demonstrated the opposite pattern.
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Table 38. Analysis of variance for mean acceptability of tradeoff scenarios according to integrative complexity level.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Scenario

(Factor A)
Amount of
Protected Area

(Factor B)
Protection of
Fish Population

(Factor C)
Access
to Fishing

(Factor D)
Length of
Fishing Season

1

Reduce

Reduce

Increase

No Change ................... 3.86

3.62

3.16

29.58

.000

2

Reduce

Reduce

No Change

More Days.................... 4.04

3.64

3.18

36.90

.000

3

Reduce

Reduce

Increase

More Days.................... 3.97

3.49

2.93

51.83

.000

4

No Change

Enhance

Reduce

No Change ................... 3.41

3.85

4.00

19.24

.000

5

No Change

Enhance

No Change

Fewer Days ................... 3.67

3.96

4.24

18.57

.000

6

No Change

Enhance

Increase

Fewer Days ................... 3.74

3.89

4.17

13.26

.000

7

Expand

No Change

Reduce

No Change ................... 3.40

3.77

3.95

15.48

.000

8

Expand

No Change

No Change

Fewer Days ................... 3.46

3.77

4.02

17.20

.000

9

Expand

No Change

Reduce

More Days.................... 3.60

3.88

3.92

5.75

.003

10

Reduce

No Change

Increase

Fewer Days ................... 3.22

3.38

3.17

4.59

.010

11

Reduce

No Change

No Change

More Days.................... 4.36

3.94

3.61

29.43

.000

12

Reduce

No Change

Increase

No Change ................... 4.10

3.85

3.53

17.63

.000

13

No Change

Reduce

Reduce

More Days.................... 3.56

3.42

3.23

7.86

.000

14

No Change

Reduce

No Change

More Days.................... 4.35

3.91

3.49

37.75

.000

Integrative Complexity Level
Low
Moderate
High

F-Ratio

p-value

15
No Change
Reduce
Increase
No Change ................... 4.06
3.79
3.40
26.66
.000
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1=Extremely unacceptable, 2=Moderately unacceptable, 3=Somewhat unacceptable, 4=Neutral, 5=Somewhat acceptable, 6=Moderately
acceptable, 7=Extremely acceptable; Means underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a Tukey test.
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Table 38 (continued). Analysis of variance for mean acceptability of tradeoff scenarios according to integrative complexity level.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Scenario

(Factor A)
Amount of
Protected Area

(Factor B)
Protection of
Fish Population

(Factor C)
Access
to Fishing

(Factor D)
Length of
Fishing Season

16

Expand

Enhance

Reduce

Fewer Days ................... 2.76

3.08

3.47

23.17

.000

17

Expand

Enhance

No Change

Fewer Days ................... 3.44

3.78

4.14

23.27

.000

18

Expand

Enhance

Reduce

No Change ................... 3.24

3.71

4.09

33.18

.000

19

Reduce

Enhance

No Change

Fewer Days ................... 3.21

3.47

3.68

13.95

.000

20

Reduce

Enhance

Increase

No Change ................... 4.31

4.17

4.01

5.82

.003

21

Reduce

Enhance

Increase

Fewer Days ................... 3.58

3.51

3.69

3.09

.046

22

No Change

No Change

Reduce

More Days.................... 3.66

3.65

3.55

1.25

.288

23

No Change

No Change

No Change

No Change ................... 4.35

4.29

4.25

0.53

.587

24

No Change

No Change

Increase

Fewer Days ................... 3.43

3.52

3.53

0.62

.536

25

Expand

Reduce

Reduce

More Days.................... 3.24

3.54

3.42

5.40

.005

26

Expand

Reduce

No Change

More Days.................... 3.97

4.14

3.79

10.20

.000

Integrative Complexity Level
Low
Moderate
High

F-Ratio

p-value

27
Expand
Reduce
Reduce
No Change ................... 2.94
3.26
3.33
10.42
.000
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1=Extremely unacceptable, 2=Moderately unacceptable, 3=Somewhat unacceptable, 4=Neutral, 5=Somewhat acceptable, 6=Moderately
acceptable, 7=Extremely acceptable; Means underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a Tukey test.
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A hierarchical linear model (restricted maximum likelihood linear mixed-model) analysis was
performed on acceptability from the fixed-effects of the four factors, interactions and integrative
complexity levels. The estimated variance of the random components was 0.28 and statistically different
from zero, Z = 29.19, p = 0.000. The ratio of this variance to the total variance, or the intraclass
correlation coefficient was 0.28/ (0.28 + 2.29) = 0.11. This value suggests that 11% of the total variation
in acceptability was due to inter-individual differences. Also, considering that the respondents were
randomly assigned to one of three blocks, the low ICC indicated that the ratings were reliable, and
blocking did not have an effect. This statistic also showed that the respondents evaluated each scenario
differently and independent of one another.
The scenarios were further examined for the main effects of each factor and levels on
acceptability of tradeoffs. The tests of fixed effects (Type III) showed that the effects of all four factors
were statistically significant (p = 0.000) and that there was an overall mean difference in acceptability
between each of the factor levels (Table 39). Therefore, the null hypotheses, (Ho10): factors of resource
use have no significant effect on the acceptability of management alternatives and (Ho11): factors of
resource protection have no significant on the acceptability of management alternatives, were rejected.
The analysis suggested that, overall, recreational fishing access (factor C) was the most important factor
in rating the acceptability of use versus protection scenarios (F = 287.82, p = 0.000), followed by
protection of fish populations (factor B), length of the recreational fishing season (factor D), and
protected area (factor A). Examination of the factor levels showed that a decrease (level 0) in protected
area, protection of fish populations, or access to fishing resulted in a decrease in acceptability (Figure 16).
No change (level 1) or an increase (level 2) in any of the four factors resulted in neutral ratings of
acceptability.
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Table 39. Type III tests of fixed effects for acceptability of tradeoffs.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Source

Numerator df

Denominator df

F-ratio

p-value

Intercept ........................................................ 1

6,814.92

134,861.95

.000

(A) Protected Area ........................................ 2

51,392.98

93.25

.000

(B) Fish Population ....................................... 2

51,392.98

133.87

.000

(C) Access to Fishing ................................... 2

41,742.38

287.82

.000

(D) Length of Fishing Season....................... 2

41,742.38

186.83

.000

Integrative Complexity .................................. 2

6,362.70

3.32

.035

A * C .............................................................. 2

54,049.35

2.96

.051

A * D .............................................................. 4

51,188.28

12.59

.000

B * C .............................................................. 4

51,188.28

23.24

.000

B * D .............................................................. 2

54,049.35

3.68

.025

A * Integrative Complexity............................. 4

50,928.77

16.49

.000

B * Integrative Complexity............................. 4

50,928.77

16.24

.000

C * Integrative Complexity ............................ 4

50,928.51

15.53

.000

D * Integrative Complexity ............................ 4
50,928.51
24.23
.000
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Acceptability

Acceptability

____________________________________________________________________________________

1
Protected Area (A)

2

0

1
Access to Fishing (C)

2

0

1
Fish Population (B)

2

Acceptability

Acceptability

0

0

1
2
Length of Fishing Season (D)

____________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 16. Main effects of use and protection factor levels on acceptability of tradeoffs; Levels
0=Decreasing, 1=No Change, 2=Increasing.
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Approximately 55% more of the variance in acceptability was explained when integrative
complexity was added to the model. A significant interaction effect between integrative complexity and
each of the four factors indicated differences in acceptability between levels of integrative complexity
(Figure 17). Therefore, the null hypothesis, (Ho12): there is no significant interaction between factors
and integrative complexity on the acceptability of management alternatives, was rejected. Examination of
the main effects of each factor on acceptability according to integrative complexity revealed which factors
were most important to low, moderate, and high integrative complexity thinkers (Table 40 and Figure 18).
Factors of recreational fishing access (factor C) and the length of fishing season (factor D) were
most important to respondents with low and moderate levels of integrative complexity. Lower
acceptability occurred among these integrative complexity levels when there was a reduction in the
amount of fishing access or the number of days in the fishing season, whereas high integrative complexity
demonstrated higher acceptability for a reduction in these factors. When there was an increase in the
amount of fishing access or the number of days in the fishing season, low and moderate integrative
complexity levels rated these conditions with higher acceptability, whereas high integrative complexity
demonstrated lower acceptability for an increase in these factors. These results further demonstrate how
lower integrative complexity levels prioritize resource use over protection.
High integrative complexity, on the other hand, had more mixed results in the effects of factors
on acceptability. Protection of fish populations (factor B) had the strongest effect, followed by
recreational fishing access (factor C), marine protected area (factor A), and length of the fishing season
(factor D). This suggested that higher integrative complexity levels considered both resource protection
and use in the acceptability of management scenarios. High integrative complexity anglers rated an
increase in protection of fish populations (factor B) or marine protected area (factor A) with higher
acceptability than did low and moderate integrative complexity anglers who rated these conditions with
lower acceptability. When there were no changes made to the amount of protection of either factor A or
B, both low and moderate integrative complexity levels demonstrated somewhat higher acceptability than
did high integrative complexity.
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____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 17. Estimated marginal means of acceptability by factors A (Protected Area), B (Fish
Populations), C (Access to Fishing), and D (Fishing Season) across integrative complexity levels.
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Table 40. Mean values of acceptability by factor levels and integrative complexity.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Low

Moderate

High

F-ratio

p-value

Reduce (Level 0)................................... 3.89

3.73

3.51

58.89

.000

No changes (Level 1) ............................ 3.84

3.85

3.79

1.83

.161

Expand (Level 2) ................................... 3.51

3.80

3.92

55.43

.000

Reduce (Level 0)................................... 3.79

3.68

3.38

80.14

.000

No Change (Level 1) ............................. 3.80

3.84

3.78

2.22

.109

Enhance (Level 2) ................................. 3.67

3.85

4.05

57.43

.000

Reduce (Level 0)................................... 3.25

3.52

3.65

53.15

.000

No Change (Level 1) ............................. 3.98

3.99

3.93

2.46

.085

Increase (Level 2) ................................. 3.93

3.78

3.55

53.90

.000

Fewer days (Level 0) ............................ 3.32

3.56

3.77

67.52

.000

No Change (Level 1) ............................. 3.80

3.94

3.87

2.83

.059

More days (Level 2) .............................. 4.00

3.82

3.53

82.94

.000

Protected Area (Factor A)

Protection of Fish Population (Factor B)

Access to Fishing (Factor C)

Length of Fishing Season (Factor D)

____________________________________________________________________________________
Mean acceptability scored as 1=Extremely unacceptable, 2=Moderately unacceptable, 3=Somewhat
unacceptable, 4=Neutral, 5=Somewhat acceptable, 6=Moderately acceptable, 7=Extremely acceptable;
Mean scores underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a
Tukey test.
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____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 18. Main effects of protection (factors A and B) and use (factors C and D) on acceptability
by integrative complexity levels.
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There was a total of 24 tradeoffs between use and protection factors. A “tradeoff” occurred when
there was a decrease or no change in the amount of protection (factor A or B), and no change or an
increase in the amount of use (factor C or factor D). If both protection and use factors experienced the
same level of change or no change, then no tradeoff was made. For these conditions (no changes), there
were no significant differences in acceptability according to integrative complexity level. Significant
differences were found between use and protection factors according to integrative complexity level for
all but five tradeoffs (Table 41 and Table 42). Therefore, the null hypothesis, (Ho13): there is no
significant interaction between use and protection factors on the acceptability of management
alternatives, was rejected.
Table 41 shows the tradeoffs made in the amount of marine protected area (factor A) for changes
in access to fishing locations (factor C) and length of the fishing season (factor D). As compared to low
and moderate integrative complexity levels, higher integrative complexity levels considered it more
acceptable to increase or make no changes to the amount of protected area, in exchange for a decrease or
no changes in the amount of access to fishing locations. High integrative complexity anglers considered it
less acceptable to decrease or make no changes to the amount of protected area, in exchange for no
changes or an increase in access to fishing. Similar patterns were demonstrated in tradeoffs between
protected area and the length of fishing season.
Table 42 shows the tradeoffs made in the amount of protection afforded to fish populations
(factor B) for changes in access to fishing (factor C) and length of the fishing season (factor D). As
compared to lower integrative complexity levels, higher integrative complexity anglers considered it more
acceptable to increase or make no changes to protection of fish populations, in exchange for a decrease or
no changes in the amount of access to fishing locations. High integrative complexity anglers considered it
less acceptable to decrease or make no changes to protection of fish populations, in exchange for no
changes or an increase in access to fishing. Similar patterns were demonstrated in tradeoffs between
protection of fish populations and the length of fishing season. High integrative complexity demonstrated
higher acceptability for no change or an increase in protection of fish populations, in exchange for fewer
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days in the fishing season. High integrative complexity considered it less acceptable when there was a
decrease in protection of fish populations, but no change or more days in the fishing season.
The alternative hypothesis stated, (Ha9): higher levels of integrative complexity are associated
with higher acceptability of tradeoffs between resource use and protection, as compared to lower levels
of integrative complexity being associated with lower acceptability of tradeoffs. As demonstrated in Table
41 and Table 42, twelve out of the 24 tradeoffs supported the alternative hypothesis. These results showed
that higher integrative complexity levels were associated with higher acceptability of tradeoffs only when
levels of protection increased and levels of use (fishing) decreased or remained the same.
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Table 41. Mean acceptability of protected area (factor A) and use (factors C and D) interactions by
integrative complexity levels.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Low
Protected Area (A)
(0) Reduce

(1) No Change

(2) Enhance

Protected Area (A)
(0) Reduce

(1) No Change

Moderate

High

p-value

(1) No Change ........... 3.87

3.79

3.64

5.77

.003

(2) Increase ............... 3.89

3.67

3.38

66.19

.000

(0) Reduce ................ 3.28

3.59

3.64

8.47

.000

(1) No Change * ........ 4.14

4.09

4.02

2.30

.101

(2) Increase ............... 4.08

3.86

3.70

9.35

.000

(0) Reduce ................ 3.14

3.49

3.66

61.54

.000

(1) No Change ........... 3.82

4.10

4.17

11.39

.000

(0) Fewer days * ........ 3.34

3.48

3.55

5.41

.004

(1) No Change ........... 4.06

3.93

3.68

17.64

.000

(2) More days ............ 4.13

3.67

3.21

100.29

.000

3.69

3.92

18.88

.000

1.91

.148

Access to Fishing (C)

Fishing Season (D)

(0) Fewer days .......... 3.35
(1) No Change * ........ 3.96

(2) Enhance

F-ratio

a

a

4.01

3.90

(2) More days ............ 4.13

3.76

3.50

24.31

.000

(0) Fewer days .......... 3.10

3.45

3.77

52.11

.000

(1) No Change ........... 3.53

3.89

4.04

25.46

.000

(2) More days * .......... 3.77

4.01

3.88

6.89

.001

____________________________________________________________________________________
Mean acceptability scored as 1=Extremely unacceptable, 2=Moderately unacceptable, 3=Somewhat
unacceptable, 4=Neutral, 5=Somewhat acceptable, 6=Moderately acceptable, 7=Extremely acceptable;
Mean scores underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a
Tukey test; a Means are not significantly different; b Means are significantly different; * No tradeoff.
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Table 42. Mean acceptability of protection of fish population (factor B) and use (factors C and D)
interactions by integrative complexity levels.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Integrative Complexity Level
Low
Fish Population (B)
(0) Reduce

(1) No Change

(2) Enhance

Fish Population (B)
(0) Reduce

(1) No Change

(2) Enhance

Moderate

High

F-ratio

p-value

Access to Fishing (C)
(0) Reduce * .............. 3.24 a

3.43 b

3.34 a

4.14

.016

(1) No Change ........... 4.00

3.88

3.53

29.40

.000

(2) Increase ............... 4.03

3.64

3.18

88.95

.000

(0) Reduce ................ 3.30

3.65

3.75

11.26

.000

(1) No Change * ........ 4.03

4.05

4.04

0.05

.955

(2) Increase ............... 3.92

3.70

3.44

14.95

.000

(0) Reduce ................ 3.03

3.49

3.82

70.23

.000

(1) No Change ........... 3.75

4.03

4.21

20.92

.000

(2) Increase * ............. 4.03

3.99

4.06

0.97

.378

(1) No Change ........... 3.68

3.68

3.42

11.06

.000

(2) More days ............ 3.91

3.69

3.33

90.78

.000

(0) Fewer days .......... 3.24

3.55

3.66

11.12

.000

(1) No Change * ........ 3.98

4.02

3.97

0.56

.569

(2) More days ............ 4.15

3.93

3.72

12.72

.000

(0) Fewer days .......... 3.31

3.58

3.88

81.01

.000

(1) No Change ........... 3.95

4.15

4.23

7.38

.001

Fishing Season (D)

____________________________________________________________________________________
Mean acceptability scored as 1=Extremely unacceptable, 2=Moderately unacceptable, 3=Somewhat
unacceptable, 4=Neutral, 5=Somewhat acceptable, 6=Moderately acceptable, 7=Extremely acceptable;
Mean scores underscored by same line are not significantly different at the 0.10 level according to a
Tukey test; a Means are not significantly different; b Means are significantly different; * No tradeoff.
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____________________________________________________________________________________

Integrative Complexity
Low

Moderate

High

____________________________________________________________________________________
Figure 19. Interaction effects of use and protection factors on acceptability by integrative
complexity levels.
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8. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this dissertation was to examine how the complexity of thinking related to Florida
recreational saltwater anglers’ perceptions of coastal resource management priorities for resource use
versus the protection of those same resources. This involved developing an alternative and functional
method for measuring integrative complexity and applying it to coastal resource issues. Furthermore, this
research examined the role of integrative complexity in anglers’ value orientations, attitudes, and
acceptability of tradeoffs between resource use and protection.

Integrative Complexity
Functionality of Measure
The first research objective examined integrative complexity of thought regarding management
priorities for the use versus protection of coastal-marine resources. This involved the development of
alternative measures that are quantitative and offer more control and predictability than the traditional
qualitative methods (i.e., paragraph completion test or content analysis). To achieve this objective, three
different measures of integrative complexity were developed based on 1) levels of differentiation and
integration, 2) a four-item index, and 3) self-classification vignettes.
The first measurement approach followed the traditional conceptualization of integrative
complexity based on the two dimensions of differentiation and integration (Tetlock, 1986; 1989).
Differentiation was measured by the number of factors a respondent considered while thinking about the
issue of resource use versus protection. This measure resulted in an overwhelming proportion (95%) of
respondents indicating that they considered more than ten subjects (out of 21) in their thinking. With
relatively few respondents demonstrating low levels of differentiation, this measure did not demonstrate
validity or convincing results which truly reflect the respondents’ level of differentiation.
It is possible that presenting a list of subjects may have assisted or led respondents in choosing
subjects which they did not actually consider. Consequently, this could have produced a type of hindsight

bias, which occurs when people believe or claim that they “knew it all along” (Roese & Vohs, 2012). It is
also possible that this approach elicited socially desirable responses. A social desirability bias can occur
in surveys asking “sensitive” questions. In this study, respondents may have been sensitive to questions
about how they think. While the survey respondents were assured confidentiality, encouraged to answer
honestly, and told that there were no right or wrong answers, there are people who have a core motive of
self-enhancement (Fiske & Taylor, 1991), or attempt to appear favorably to others by presenting
themselves in an overly positive way (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964). Participants may have felt that there
were “correct” answers. Some researchers have suspected that survey participants may over claim
knowledge, skills, and abilities (Musch, Ostapczuk, & Klaiber, 2012; Paulhus & Reid, 1991), but the
prevalence of this social desirability bias remains uncertain (Krumpal, 2013).
While the differentiation measure produced a skewed distribution of respondents, the integration
measure produced a more varied distribution of respondents across levels of integration. Since the
distribution of respondents predominantly included moderate to high differentiation levels, the first
approach did not permit the generation of low to high integrative complexity levels as operationalized.
Thus, further attention to operationalizing the dimensions of differentiation and integration is still needed.
Future studies may consider focusing development on the integration component, since differentiation is a
requirement of integration (Baker-Brown et al., 1992; Schroder, Driver, & Streufert, 1967). Integration
alone was not tested as an integrative complexity measure in this study, but future research could examine
whether integration is a sufficient indicator of integrative complexity.
The second approach developed a four-item index of integrative complexity based on open to
change, information seeking, active listening, and perspective taking. These four indicators were chosen
based on the current understanding of integrative complexity and are typical characteristics of
integratively complex thinkers noted in the literature (Tetlock et al., 1993; Gruenfeld & Kim, 1998;
Suedfeld, 2010). These dimensions have also been described as indicators of cognitive flexibility
(Gruenfeld et al., 1998; Nijstad et al., 2010). The results of the reliability analyses for the index suggest
that some modifications are needed. In particular, low performance was observed when the open to
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change item was included in the index. With somewhat low Cronbach’s alpha scores (below the
recommended minimum  = 0.60), the index is a potential measure of integrative complexity and
improving the index should lead to stronger results. The statements representing the four dimensions
could be better worded, or other combinations of characteristics may be better predictors of integrative
complexity. Previous studies of integrative complexity, which have relied on qualitative methods (i.e.,
paragraph completion test and content analyses) to describe characteristics of simple to complex thinkers,
have been debated over the reliability of the scoring methods and the ability to explain and predict
thinking in a variety of situations (Conway et al., 2008; Suedfeld & Tetlock, 2014). Because research in
cognitive/integrative complexity began with subjective scoring of text, and because much of it still uses
that method, perhaps there are other dimensions which remain to be considered in the foundation of
integrative complexity.
In the third approach, respondents self-classified into one of four integrative complexity levels by
choosing the one vignette which best described their thinking process in terms of their position on the use
versus protection of coastal resources. Each of the four vignettes were descriptions based on varying
levels of differentiation and integration corresponding to a specific level of integrative complexity,
ranging from low to high. The integrative complexity levels and conditions were based on the scores
outlined by Baker-Brown et al. (1992). Of the three approaches, the vignettes performed the best in
capturing multiple levels of integrative complexity. Using the three levels of integrative complexity
created by the vignettes, the null hypothesis was rejected in all statistical analyses. This provided
evidence of distinct subgroups of integrative complexity based on the vignettes. Thus, use of the vignettes
is a promising approach to measuring integrative complexity levels. As compared to the other two
approaches, vignettes may be a more straightforward measure of integrative complexity and impose less
cognitive demand on respondents. Future research should continue to test the vignettes on reliability and
validity, while adapting the content of the vignettes to reflect the context of the situation being studied. In
using vignettes, researchers emphasize the importance of vignettes tapping into relatable, real life
processes (Rossi & Anderson, 1982; Hughes & Huby, 2004).
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Levels of Integrative Complexity among Respondents
The distribution of respondents falling into the low, moderate, and high integrative complexity
levels are not consistent with most other integrative complexity studies. Tetlock (1986) suggested that
people tend to use simple styles of reasoning and that it is not unusual for most of the integrative
complexity scores to fall into the lower end of the scale. Similarly, in their research of plant and wildlife
species protection, Bright and Barro (2000) found that approximately two-thirds of their sample had low
integrative complexity scores. In this dissertation research, less than twenty-percent of the respondents
had low integrative complexity, whereas most respondents had moderately high integrative complexity
scores. This distribution of integrative complexity among Florida-licensed recreational saltwater anglers
was similar to the integrative complexity levels found by Hawkins (2011). Approximately 26.3% of
recreational anglers, commercial fishermen, and SCUBA divers in the Florida Keys demonstrated low
integrative complexity regarding coral reef issues. Reasons for the larger proportion of moderate to high
integrative complexity scores may be due to methodological issues, as discussed below.
First, it is possible that the integrative complexity subgroups (levels) in this study were actually
“subgroups of a subgroup,” or the result of a moderately high integrative complexity group that was
further segmented into low to high integrative complexity levels. In this case, the anglers who think with
moderately high integrative complexity were the ones who chose to participate in the survey. Some
researchers have suggested that survey respondents choose to participate because they are interested in the
survey topic, participate in activities relevant to the topic, or have high levels of knowledge on the topic
(Groves et al., 2006). Accordingly, the respondents to this study’s survey may have consisted of anglers
who are more involved in recreational saltwater fishing in Florida. Researchers have also asserted that
many decisions to participate in surveys are heuristic ones that are based on “peripheral” aspects of the
options (Groves, Cialdini, & Couper, 1992). When receiving a survey invitation, respondents may not be
motivated enough to invest much energy and time in participating. As a result, these respondents will
decide to participate based on peripheral aspects (e.g., authority, reciprocation, scarcity, social validation,
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liking, etc.) of the options rather than all the information about options (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984, 1986).
The peripheral type of respondent may also use simple or “low integrative complexity” thinking. Thus,
the respondents in this study may not be representative of the population of Florida recreational saltwater
anglers or the entire spectrum of integrative complexity levels. While this study did not aim for a
representative sample, future research may consider the aforementioned aspects in tests for response/nonresponse bias.
A second explanation for why this distribution occurred may be because this study used a
specific, targeted sample in responding to issues relevant to that population. State licensed recreational
saltwater anglers who were permanent residents of Florida were more likely to be in tune with coastal
management issues of use versus protection (in particular, recreational fishing issues), as compared to
members of the general population. Although the survey respondents were not asked about the
importance of coastal management issues, this group of anglers consisted of individuals who were more
directly connected with the resource than members of the “general” public. Research has suggested that
people involved in personally salient problems exhibit higher levels of integrative complexity (Suedfeld,
1992; Suedfeld et al., 1994). Therefore, it makes sense that most anglers surveyed think with moderately
high integrative complexity and relatively fewer anglers think with low integrative complexity.
In other studies, lower integrative complexity levels might have been observed because
respondents from a more general population were assessed on how they thought about issues which may
or may not have been personally relevant or important. For instance, Bright and Barro’s (2000) plant and
wildlife species protection study was based on a sample of 115 residents of Illinois. The authors noted
that low levels of integrative complexity may have been observed because a general population of
respondents were asked about a topic specific to plant and wildlife species protection. They also observed
that there were very few instances of held-values brought into a respondent’s discussion about plant and
wildlife species protection.
Integrative complexity may be better understood by exploring anglers’ degree of recreation
specialization. Bryan (1977) first proposed the concept, and defined recreation specialization as “a
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continuum of behavior from the general to the particular, reflected by equipment and skills used in the
sport and activity setting preferences (p.175)”. Through an inductive approach, Bryan classified trout
anglers into four subgroups; occasional fishermen, generalists, technique specialists, and techniquesetting specialists. An extensive amount of research followed, and the general notion of specialization was
supported. However, Ditton, Loomis and Choi (1992) advanced specialization theory considerably by
recognizing that Bryan’s (1977) definition of specialization was circular, a tautology. Also, the method
used to segment the population of recreationists into smaller subgroups was based on a single measure,
such as frequency of participation. To give a theoretical foundation to specialization, Ditton et al. (1992)
re-conceptualized and redefined recreation specialization as “a process by which recreation social worlds
and sub-worlds segment and intersect into new recreation sub-worlds and the subsequent ordered
arrangement of these sub-worlds and their members along a continuum” (p.33). Recreationists were
segmented into sub-groups or sub-levels of recreation specialization based on individuals’ orientation,
experience, relationships and commitment to their activity.
Ditton et al. (1992) offered eight propositions of recreation specialization which may further the
understanding of integrative complexity. First, recreation participants are likely to become more
specialized in a given activity over time. As level of specialization in a recreation activity (i.e., fishing)
increases, the following also increase: 2) value of side-bets, 3) centrality of that activity in a person’s life,
4) acceptance and support for the rules, norms, and procedures associated with the activity, 5) importance
of equipment and skillful use, 6) dependency on a specific resource, 7) use of mediated interaction, and 8)
importance placed on non-activity-specific elements of the experience. With these propositions in mind,
recreation specialization may help to better understand the Florida recreational saltwater anglers who
participated in this study.
The recreational anglers surveyed in this study indicated that they had been saltwater fishing in
Florida for an average of 28 years. This average was the same across all three levels of integrative
complexity and implies a high degree of specialization and resource knowledge of Florida. In a study by
Loomis et al. (2008), moderate to highly specialized recreational anglers in the Florida Keys had an
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average of 30-37 years fishing experience, whereas the least specialized anglers had an average of 21
years of experience. Although not tested here, the years of fishing experience by specialization level
provide a gauge for this study’s sample of recreational anglers. Considering the proportion of moderately
high integrative complexity demonstrated in this study, it appears that this group of anglers could also be
highly specialized recreational anglers.
The surveyed anglers also indicated that, on average, they spent the most number of days fishing
in Florida from their own private boat. This implies that many of these anglers have a greater economic
investment in recreational saltwater fishing and are potentially more specialized (proposition 5) than
anglers who fish from other modes (Salz et al., 2001). In general, highly specialized anglers are likely to
be more concerned, opinionated, and politically active regarding the management of marine fisheries
resources compared with other recreational angler groups. The mode of fishing also provides an
indication of how anglers could be affected by marine protected area boundaries. Anglers who fish from
their private boat are more likely to be directly affected by marine protected areas than are shore anglers,
due to their ability to access offshore fishing areas. They also have more autonomy over where they fish,
as compared to angler in the for-hire mode who generally fish where the captain decides. This type of
anglers is, therefore, more likely to feel that marine protected areas threaten their access to fish where
they want than are shore, party boat or charter boat anglers.
Overall, this sample of Florida recreational saltwater anglers does not appear to represent the
entire spectrum of integrative complexity levels but was successful in demonstrating that three distinct
levels of integrative complexity exist. It also appears that these recreational anglers are highly specialized
in their activity. Many aspects of the recreation specialization propositions parallel aspects of integrative
complexity, and therefore, may help in understanding the mixed results found in this study and their
implications.
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Value Orientations
The second research objective examined whether value orientations differed according to level of
integrative complexity. In this study, value orientations referred to patterns of multiple basic beliefs about
general issues pertaining to the use of coastal resources (anthropocentric) or the protection of coastal
resources (ecocentric). The direction and extremity of value orientations were tested according to level of
integrative complexity.

Value Orientation (Direction)
The results revealed significant differences in value orientations across integrative complexity
levels, and the rejection of the null hypothesis is consistent with previous studies (Bright et al., 2000;
Czaja et al., 2016; Tetlock, 1984; Tetlock, 1989). However, the results did not support the alternative
hypothesis that higher integrative complexity levels demonstrate a pluralist value orientation. As
described by Tetlock’s (1986) Value Pluralism Model, individuals with high integrative complexity were
expected to have mixed values for resource use versus protection issues. But in the case of recreational
saltwater anglers in Florida, individuals with high integrative complexity had ecocentric value
orientations and individuals with lower integrative complexity had anthropocentric value orientations.
This pattern was consistent across integrative complexity levels for all twelve value orientation
statements. Thus, there was a clear value direction evident between low and high levels of integrative
complexity.
While anglers with high integrative complexity did not exhibit a “pluralistic” value orientation as
predicted, the ecocentric value orientation observed in this group makes some sense. As recreational
saltwater anglers, these integratively complex thinkers clearly make use of fishery resources. Thus, to
some degree, they already display some level of an anthropocentric value orientation. With this in mind,
one interpretation of the results may be that high integrative complexity anglers recognize the value of
resource protection, and therefore, think more broadly about fishery resources. At the other end of the
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spectrum, anglers who think with less integrative complexity are more oriented toward resource use
(anthropocentric) than protection.

Value Orientation Extremity
The extremity of value orientation was also tested according to integrative complexity level.
Results showed that high integrative complexity levels held more extreme value orientations than lower
integrative complexity levels who held less extreme value orientations. Although the results did not
support the alternative hypothesis predicting moderate value orientations among higher integrative
complexity and extreme value orientations among lower integrative complexity, the patterns of extremity
were consistent across integrative complexity levels.
The literature that examines the relationship between integrative complexity and value extremity
is minimal and this dissertation provided an opportunity to explore that connection. According to the
value pluralism model, advocates of extreme ideologies exhibit low levels of integrative complexity
(Tetlock, 1983). Tetlock et al. (1985) found that more moderate British politicians exhibited higher levels
of integrative complexity than did the Parliamentarians to their ideological left. Hawkins (2011) found
significant differences in value extremity between integrative complexity levels but only for the
biocentric value orientation. One explanation for the finding was that values tend to be more abstract
concepts than attitudes (Eagly & Kulesa, 1997), hence their position relative to attitudes in the cognitive
hierarchy model (Vaske & Donnelly, 1999). However, it appears that value extremity may be directionoriented.

Attitudes
The third research objective examined whether attitudes toward use versus protection differed
according to level of integrative complexity. Overall, the results pertaining to attitudes are mixed and
contradict much of the integrative complexity literature. The results raise several unanswered research
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questions about the relationship between integrative complexity and attitude direction and extremity.
Despite mixed findings, the results have interesting implications to future research.

Attitude Certainty
Attitude certainty is defined as the degree of certainty or confidence a person has in his or her
judgments about an issue (Antil, 1983). Others have described it as a subjective sense of conviction in
one’s attitude or the sense that one’s attitude is valid (Gross, Holtz, & Miller, 1995; Rucker, Tormala,
Petty, & Briñol, 2014). This research provided an initial attempt to explore the concept of attitude
certainty in relation to priority of use versus protection of resources. The results showed that as an
individual’s priority for use or protection increased, the amount of attitude certainty decreased. While this
finding was not as predicted, the existing literature linking certainty to other attitude features (i.e.,
priority, extremity) offers mixed evidence.
This research also explored differences in attitude certainty according to integrative complexity
level. The results found that individuals with high integrative complexity levels were more certain about
the correctness of their position than those with low integrative complexity. This pattern is opposite to
previous studies which suggest that higher attitude certainty is associated with lower integrative
complexity. However, again, this finding is based on a single, general measure of attitude certainty and
further development is needed to really understand the relationship between this concept and integrative
complexity.
Future development of multiple measures of attitude certainty that are more specific to an issue
may improve the quality and usefulness of attitude certainty regarding natural resource issues. Attitude
measures with a high level of specificity in terms of target object, situation, and time provide a better
indication of how people will react in those specific circumstances than do more general attitudes
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Also, attitude certainty is likely not a monolithic construct, but rather it might
consist of different dimensions. Further conceptualization of attitude “certainty” is needed. Other
components of attitude structure, such as attitude importance, may offer additional insight into
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understanding attitude strength. Abelson (1988) emphasized the certainty that people have about
important attitudes, and Krosnick (1990) defined attitude importance as “the degree to which a person is
passionately concerned about and personally invested in an attitude” (p. 60). This may elicit more
information about how a person thinks and why they may think with low versus high integrative
complexity.

Attitude Direction
Significant differences were found in attitude direction between integrative complexity levels.
These results were inconsistent with previous research which found no significant differences in the
direction of one’s position based on integrative complexity (e.g., Bright & Barro, 2000; de Vries &
Walker, 1987; Dillon, 1993; Tetlock, 1983). In the natural resource context, Bright and Barro (2000)
found no differences in integratively complex thinking about plant and wildlife species protection
between individuals with positive and negative attitudes. Their results were consistent with Dillon (1993)
in a study of attitudes toward abortion, and de Vries and Walker (1987) in a study of attitudes toward
nuclear weapons. Even Tetlock (1983), who originally proposed the rigidity-of-the-right hypothesis,
suggested that the phenomenon might be due to minority/majority status of political parties rather than an
inherent way of thinking about issues based on the direction of one’s position. While previous studies
found no differences in attitude direction between integrative complexity levels, as previously discussed
(section on levels of integrative complexity among respondents), the respondents in those studies were
samples of the general public or college students who were asked to write about their views on topics that
may or may not have been relevant to the respondents. Thus, it makes sense that no attitude direction was
found among a less involved population in these studies, and that an attitude direction was found among
Florida recreational anglers surveyed in this research. Several researchers have also noted that a
disadvantage in the traditional scoring system (Brown et al., 1992) is that the same score can be assigned
to statements that are equally complex, but they are not complex for the same reason (Conway et al.,
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2008, 2014). Thus, in order to more fully understand integrative complexity, it may be necessary to have
finer-grained measurements of the different forms that complexity may take.

Attitude Extremity
In this dissertation, significant differences were found when attitude extremity was tested
according to integrative complexity. It was hypothesized that those who indicate higher levels of
integrative complexity would exhibit attitude moderacy, whereas, lower levels of integrative complexity
would exhibit attitude extremity. This hypothesis was based on prior studies suggesting that attitude
extremity is negatively related to integrative complexity (e.g., Linville, 1982; Tetlock et al., 1994; Tetlock
et al., 1989). In natural resource-related research, previous studies found that individuals with the highest
level of integratively complex thinking demonstrated moderate attitudes toward issues (Bright & Barro,
2000; Burtz & Bright, 2007; Linville, 1982). For example, Bright and Tarrant (2002) found that
respondents who held moderate attitudes showed higher integrative complexity toward the Endangered
Species Act than did those with extreme attitudes. Likewise, Bright and Manfredo (1992) found that
moderate attitudes toward a variety of natural resource management issues were characterized by higher
cognitive complexity than are extreme attitudes.
In this study, high integrative complexity anglers demonstrated less extreme attitudes in all but
two out of eight attitude statements as expected. Anglers with high integrative complexity levels held
moderate attitudes toward management actions which a) expand marine protected areas closed to
recreational fishing, b) open more locations where fishing is allowed, or c) increase the maximum size
limit for the fish species anglers most preferred to catch. Unexpectedly, anglers with high integrative
complexity had highly extreme attitudes toward a decrease in the maximum size limit or a higher
recreational bag limit for the fish species they most prefer to catch. This linkage between extreme
attitudes and high integrative complexity is unclear and inconsistent with the previous natural
resource/integrative complexity studies. However, there are a few studies outside the natural resource
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realm which suggested that attitude strength actually increases the complexity of one’s thinking
(Suedfeld, 2000; Van Heil & Mervielde, 2003).
The findings also provide evidence that low integrative complexity levels have more extreme
attitudes. Anglers with low integrative complexity levels held highly extreme attitudes toward all
management actions except for one. They had low attitude extremity towards a decrease in the maximum
size limit for their most preferred fish species to catch. The findings of low integrative complexity having
extreme attitudes make sense because a person who has a well-developed representation of an attitude
object is probably less likely to engage in integratively complex thinking and more likely to think in rigid,
black and white terms.
The overall connection between attitude direction and attitude extremity is interesting when
interpreted as whole. Low integrative complexity anglers had attitudes supporting use-oriented
management actions, and these attitudes were held with high extremity. High integrative complexity
anglers had attitudes supporting protection-oriented management actions, and these attitudes were held
with low to moderate extremity. Attitude moderacy or ambivalence may result when an individual
understands the tenability of contradictory arguments for an issue, which is a characteristic of
integratively complex thinking (Tetlock, 1983).

Integrative Complexity as a Moderator
The apparent connection between value orientations and attitudes in the cognitive hierarchy
(Vaske & Donnelly, 1999) was reason to consider whether people’s thought complexity, when thinking
about an issue, impacted the relationship between value orientation and attitude. The fourth research
objective examined whether the relationship between value orientations and attitudes toward coastal
management actions were moderated by integrative complexity. The moderation analysis tested three
regressions on attitudes according to 1) value orientations, 2) value orientations and integrative
complexity, and 3) the interaction between value orientation and integrative complexity.
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The relationships between value orientations and attitudes were all statistically significant and
occurred in the direction as predicted. More ecocentric value orientations tended to have attitudes
supporting protection-related management actions, whereas more anthropocentric value orientations
tended to have attitudes supporting use-related management actions. These findings are also supported
and predicted by the literature (Vaske & Donnelly, 1999; Fulton et al., 1996). The relationship between
value orientations and attitudes provides evidence of structural consistency within the cognitive hierarchy.
Structural consistency refers to the extent to which an attitude is evaluatively consistent with other
attitudes (inter-attitudinal consistency), or with other cognitive constructs (i.e., value orientations)
associated with the attitude object (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). This suggests that attitudes are, in fact,
rooted in the fundamental value one holds and driven, in part, by the orientation of those values.
The apparent connection between value orientations and attitudes in previous research was reason
to consider whether thinking with integrative complexity impacted the relationship between value
orientations and attitudes. Integrative complexity, however, did not serve as a significant moderator to the
relationship between value orientations and attitudes. Moderation (significant interaction effect) occurred
in the relationship between value orientation and attitudes toward expanding marine protected areas
closed to recreational fishing. This suggested that value orientation statistically depended on integrative
complexity in predicting this attitude, but the size of this effect was minimal. Separately, value orientation
and integrative complexity both had significant effects in predicting attitudes for all but one attitude
statements. Integrative complexity had no significant effect in predicting attitudes toward a decrease in
the maximum size limit for the fish species they most prefer to catch. In this particular case, anglers’
value orientation overrode integrative complexity in predicting attitudes. This result makes sense in
consideration with the previous tests on attitudes, in which there were fewer statistical differences in
attitude direction and extremity between integrative complexity levels. Thus, overall, there was no
moderating effect of integrative complexity on the relationship between value orientations and attitudes.
Attitudes toward management actions are directly driven by the individual effects of both value
orientations and integrative complexity.
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Acceptability of Tradeoffs
The fifth research objective examined the role of integrative complexity in shaping acceptance of
management tradeoffs between use and protection of coastal resources. Overall, there were significant
findings associated with acceptability of tradeoffs between resource use and protection, and integrative
complexity clearly had a large influence in predicting acceptability. When the tradeoffs between use and
protection were most obvious (reducing/increasing both protection factors, increasing/decreasing both use
factors), it was clear that low and high integrative complexity anglers evaluated the competing objectives
differently. These patterns observed in the types of tradeoffs considered acceptable were also reflected in
the value orientations and attitude statements. Again, as discussed in the previous findings, these patterns
support the structure of thinking within the cognitive hierarchy and further suggest connections to the
recreation specialization literature.
The high integrative complexity anglers surveyed in this study were largely ecocentric-oriented
and tended to support management actions prioritizing resource protection. This finding may be further
explained by recreation specialization. According to recreation specialization, proposition six predicts that
as specialization increases, dependency on a resource will increase. Highly specialized recreationists are
likely to voice the strongest opinions (either in favor or opposition) in response to management actions.
Thus, a highly specialized angler who thinks with high integrative complexity would consider adverse
impacts to the resource to be of greater concern than would less specialized anglers with lower integrative
complexity.
There are also limitations related to both the design and the hypothetical nature of the scenarios
used to measure acceptability of tradeoffs between resource use and protection. Stated choice experiments
or other types of conjoint designs could be used as an alternative approach to elicit the acceptability of
tradeoffs (Gillis & Ditton, 2002; Lawson & Manning, 2002; Oh et al., 2005). Stated choice experiments
are based on a methodology similar to the fractional factorial design that was used in this study. Rather
than rating scenarios on a scale, the respondents are asked to make a series of discrete choices between
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scenarios. Choice experiments have been applied in the field of outdoor recreation research and
management as a tool to help determine visitors’ preferences and opinions on acceptable tradeoffs
concerning issues related to recreation and management (Louviere & Timmermans, 1990; Lawson &
Manning, 2002; Schroeder, Dwyer, Louviere, & Anderson, 1990).

Future Research
Continued research, from a theoretical perspective, could apply other components included within
the cognitive hierarchy framework. The focus of this research was on value orientations and attitudes, but
other cognitive constructs within the hierarchy, such as social norms or behavior intentions, may also be
connected to integrative complexity. Exploring the role of these constructs could improve upon
integrative complexity’s predictive validity and expand our theoretical understanding of such
relationships. For example, attitude extremity may further be related to the strength of behavior intentions
or norms. Social norms are socially agreed upon rules of behavior or conditions given particular sets of
circumstances and are shared by members of a group (Vaske & Whitaker, 2004). Norms can help to
answer questions about standards for acceptable social, behavioral, or biophysical conditions. Individuals
within the group tend to feel a sense of obligation based on those norms, and as one faces sanctions from
other members of the group. Thus, the more extreme a person’s attitude toward a situation, the more
obligated or responsible the person may be to behave in ways that are consistent with the attitude. Since
this study found that attitude extremity varies according to integrative complexity, similar patterns may
also be expected to occur in norms. People may be more flexible or open to change when thinking about
issues, unless they believe that it is their obligation to do so. Further research in norms and other
cognitive hierarchy concepts would enhance our understanding of integrative complexity, as well as how
people think about acceptable tradeoffs between resource use and protection.
Another potential area to explore is the relationship between integrative complexity and
knowledge. In this study, the anglers surveyed were not representative of the entire population of Florida
recreational saltwater anglers. These anglers were predominantly college-educated, and many had
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advanced degrees or specialized training. It is possible that subject knowledge may have an indirect role
in integrative complexity. Knowledge may partially help to explain the mixed results found between
attitude extremity and integrative complexity in this study. As previously discussed, some authors have
treated knowledge as cognitive complexity, but the literature suggests that knowledge is more
appropriately understood as a variable or sub-variable in integrative complexity. Bright and Wyche
(1998) found that students who took coursework in environmental education developed more complex
reasoning on the Endangered Species Act and related tradeoffs throughout their course than those who
had not. But a high level of knowledge, in and of itself, is unlikely to be a sufficient condition for high
integrative complexity. For instance, one function of knowledge is to help maintain strong attitudes
(Wood, Rhodes, & Biek, 1995). Attitudes are typically considered strong when they are resistant to
change and persistent over time. In the Bright and Barro (2000) study, the highest level of integrative
complexity toward plant and wildlife species protection was found for individuals whose attitudes toward
the issue were of low extremity and who had the highest levels of knowledge. Yet, individuals with high
levels of knowledge combined with highly extreme attitudes demonstrated low integrative complexity.
These individuals may have high knowledge about an issue, but do not access such knowledge when their
attitudes are formed or may place importance on only those aspects of their knowledge consistent with
their attitudes (Wood, Rhodes, & Biek, 1995). Future research could further examine the relationship
between types of knowledge and attitudes, and how they influence integrative complexity.
Integrative complexity may also be connected to the ways with which an individual receives,
uses, and elaborates on information. This study developed a four-item index based on constructs of
cognitive flexibility and other research suggesting that higher integrative complexity is related to higher
information seeking and elaboration. Mediated communication involves a process by which a message or
communication is transmitted via some for or medium (Pavlik & McIntosh, 2004). The literature suggests
that integratively complex thinkers will seek out more information from diverse sources to better
understand an issue. Accordingly, we could expect that an individual who uses a variety of mediated
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communication outlets about an issue will gain a deeper, richer understanding of that issue and
demonstrate higher levels of integrative complexity.
Previous research and theory suggests that people are more complex on issues that they have
experience with (Ceci & Liker, 1986; Conway, Shaller, Tweed, & Hallett, 2001). Thus, the use of
mediated communication across a range of integrative complexity levels may also be better understood
through recreation specialization. For example, Loomis, Anderson, Hawkins, and Paterson (2008) used
mediated communication findings to inform Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary managers and other
interested parties how much use SCUBA divers, snorkelers, and recreational anglers were making of
various information outlets. The use of mediated interaction was reflected across levels of recreation
specialization. More specialized anglers who are invested in activity are more likely to seek out
information about recreational fishing from a variety of mediated sources such as Internet sites,
magazines, or talking with other anglers. Highly specialized anglers have also shown a greater awareness
of the negative impacts of recreational harvest and greater support for regulations, as compared to less
specialized anglers. Mediated communication questions are important in coastal management, as they
indicate specifically where managers may wish to focus communication, outreach, and education efforts
and budgets when used on representative samples.

Management Implications
In addition to its overall contribution to social science theory, this research has important
implications for coastal-marine resource management. This study provides resource managers with
baseline social data that can be compared with future studies to analyze trends in anglers’ integrative
complexity, value orientations, attitudes, and acceptable tradeoffs. A measure of integrative complexity
enhances our understanding about public perceptions of coastal resource issues, because it considers the
interrelationships among diverse topics and constructs. Given the complex and often controversial nature
of coastal resource management issues, it becomes important to acknowledge the extent to which people
understand and think about the intricacy of these issues. While some caution is in order when discussing
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the implications of the study results to resource managers in Florida, this research has applied relevance.
The results of developing, implementing, and testing the integrative complexity measure (vignettes)
support its use by managers to segment constituents into integrative complexity levels. When care is taken
to use it on a representative sample, it should assist in providing information about those constituents
across a variety of human dimensions inquiries.
The conceptual model supports the ongoing management efforts involving diverse scientists,
policy-makers, managers and citizens. Use of the integrative complexity measure is a relatively new
research concept which has continued potential in social science and coastal resource management. This
methodology potentially allows statewide inter-agency communication, education, and collaboration
efforts to be tailored, at the appropriate level of detail and complexity, to specific audiences. With regards
to this study, local, state and federal agencies of Florida have insight into the thinking processes of
recreational saltwater anglers residing in all Florida counties. Thus, this information is valuable at a
larger, state-wide level. The data could be further analyzed for differences at various scales and regions of
Florida. Future efforts could apply this conceptual model to non-residents of Florida, commercial
fishermen, or other types of coastal-marine resource users. This would enhance the understanding of
integrative complexity and how thinking may differ across key stakeholder groups.
One important implication is the use of this research by management to gain an understanding of
how the public views, interprets, and thinks about an issue and how proposed management actions will be
received. This is essential, since policies which satisfy one value or objective often require sacrificing
others (making tradeoffs). Stakeholders’ attitudes about specific issues, such as fisheries or marine
protected areas/sanctuaries, are often cited in public policy debates and can be instrumental in the
decision-making process. Through modeling cognitions, this research provides managers with a better
understanding of the underlying values that directly influence stakeholders’ attitudes, the nature of those
attitudes, and the degree of simplicity-complexity with which they think.
Another area of this study that should interest managers is the hypothetical management
scenarios. Understanding how people think tradeoffs in use and protection should be balanced provides
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useful information for management decision-making, such as during the development of management
plans, a regulatory review, or making day-to-day decisions that can have long-term effects on an
ecosystem service. Insights from these scenarios are useful in selecting specific management alternatives
that are considered acceptable to stakeholders, and in predicting their cognitive and behavioral reactions
to management decisions, or potential for conflict.
Communication and Outreach. This research also has applications for developing
communicative strategies aimed at changing people’s attitudes towards marine resource stewardship. In
this study, high integrative complexity anglers held attitudes supporting protection-oriented management
actions. Low integrative complexity anglers are less supportive of such measures and may respond more
negatively to restrictions on recreational fishing. The results suggest that low integrative complexity
anglers may be wary of the establishment or expansion of a protected area.
Management agencies often seek to “educate the public,” but to accomplish such a goal is not as
simple as providing people with information. Research suggests that neither formal nor informal
environmental education efforts are successful at improving low levels of public knowledge about the
environment (Arcury & Johnson, 1987). But even if this was successful, additional knowledge may have
little or no effect on attitudes towards environmental issues (Bright & Barro, 2000; Bright & Manfredo,
1996). This “information deficit model” of behavior change assumes that by providing people with
information on an issue (e.g., litter or pollution) will lead to attitudes that support “responsible” activities
(e.g., recycling) and behaviors will change (DeYoung, 2000; Weaver, 1991). Delivering new knowledge
to people can enhance their awareness of environmental issues and of the environmental impacts of their
behavior (Steg & Vlek, 2009). This is especially true for messages that are perceived as logical and
relevant to the person, and that capture their attention (Scannell & Gifford, 2013). However, the relative
success of such programs will vary according to a person’s level of integrative complexity, or their ability
and motivation to process the information received. As this dissertation showed, the tendency of
individuals to think with integrative complexity further depends on their value orientations, attitudes, and
likely other factors.
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According to the expectancy-value model, attitudes can be changed either by changing one or
more of their salient beliefs or by adding new salient beliefs relevant to the attitude object (Ajzen &
Fishbein, 1980). Changes in attitudes can, in turn, trigger changes in people’s behavioral intentions,
which can ultimately lead to actual changes in behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). For example, shifting
anglers’ attitudes in favor of resource protection might produce changes in the views of influential
recreational fishing interest groups. Based on the results of this study, management efforts might focus on
the anglers who think with low integrative complexity. This type of thinker held more extreme attitudes
supporting resource use and opposing resource protection. Anglers who think with low integrative
complexity are expected to be less open or flexible, less willing to listen to other concerns, and less
willing to compromise on issues of management relevance. Since a sizeable proportion of anglers in this
study exhibited moderately high integrative complexity, managers could work with these anglers to
communicate various sides of coastal resource issues with low integrative complexity anglers. Talking
with other fishermen or “word-of-mouth” are often the most important channels of information for
anglers (Loomis et al., 2008).
Communication with the public involves information processing on their behalf, and this process
varies with a person’s level of integrative complexity. People have diverse views, needs, goals, or general
conceptualizations concerning the meaning and implications of received information. By knowing the
level of integrative complexity with which people think about issues, communication can be tailored to
their particular cognitive structures and the proper content can be developed for more effective dialogue.
According to Clute (2000), there are implications for framing messages in appropriate contexts
and levels of complexity. When an individual is exposed to information at a higher level of complexity
than they typically function, they will often simplify the input and revert back to their preferred level of
integrative complexity (Hunsberger et al., 1992). Recognizing that individuals with varying levels of
integrative complexity process and think about information differently enables management to interact
with audiences more appropriately. The application of integrative complexity in coastal resources
management can aid in communication by first assessing at which levels of complexity individuals are
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functioning, and then by focusing on information dissemination at or near the appropriate level of detail
and complexity to correspond to specific audiences who may or may not think in an integratively complex
way about an issue.
Communication models, such as the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), are
connected to integrative complexity and can provide further guidance in more effective communication
and outreach. The Elaboration Likelihood Model suggests that people differ in how carefully and
extensively they think about a message and the position or behavior it is advocating. Using either a
“central route” (education) or a “peripheral route” to persuasion, various information sources may be used
to influence attitudes of certain groups, or behavior. For audiences who think about an issue with low
integrative complexity, communication attempts with a goal of persuasion toward a viewpoint, such as
garnering support for management policies, emphasizing values underlying those policies may be most
effective. A different communication approach, with a greater level of complexity, may be necessary
when managers need to accurately and effectively provide information about the consequences of policy
implementation (Gruenfeld et al., 1998).
Interdisciplinarity. Integrative complexity is also important on management’s behalf, who
must address the public’s diversity. Removing the blindfolds and barriers to interdisciplinary
collaboration will help to broaden the range of investigation, bringing with it new insights and innovative
ways of seeing. This was acknowledged by Cortner and Moote (1999), who cautioned that while
ecosystem-based management calls for adaptive and flexible management, “the values, theories,
methodologies, and tools of the old paradigm have not yet been discarded” (p. 51). Yet, twenty years
later, integratively complex thinking and an interdisciplinary approach to resource management are still
needed across decision-makers, scientists, and institutions, as well as students. In addition to the various
challenges, such as conflicting and complex legislative mandates and shifting public values, the next
generation of leaders will have to deal with even more challenging issues in the future, such as the
consequences of climate change. They must be able to engage with a wide variety of perspectives. They
must be able to combine expertise in a discipline, to understand its rigor and depth, with the capacity to
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reach out to other disciplines and work in interdisciplinary teams. They need to be able to make the
connections between the diverse domains of knowledge, which means integrating diverse disciplinary
traditions.
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9. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this dissertation research found interesting results and some support for a
connection between integrative complexity, value orientations, and attitudes toward coastal resource use
and protection. While much of the results showed mixed support for the alternative hypotheses, there
were consistent patterns in the direction of value orientations, attitudes and acceptability of tradeoffs
across integrative complexity levels. Overall, high integrative complexity anglers demonstrated ecocentric
value orientations, more support for protection-oriented management actions, and higher acceptability for
tradeoffs involving an increase in resource protection. Low integrative complexity anglers demonstrated
relatively more anthropocentric value orientations, more support for use-oriented management actions,
and higher acceptability for tradeoffs involving an increase in resource use.
The results of this study question the sharp distinction between the content and structure of
thought processes that has been drawn in the integrative complexity literature (e.g., Schroder et al., 1967;
Streufert & Streufert, 1978; Suedfeld, 1983). Theorists have emphasized that integrative complexity is not
“what” people think but “how” people think. However, this study shows that both content and structure
are closely intertwined, and efforts to analyze structure in isolation from content can produce mixed,
possibly misleading, conclusions. This research suggests that particular value orientations and attitudes
might impact different forms of complexity differently.
The management dilemma of use versus protection is a complex issue, and like most complex
issues, it does not lend itself to a simple or simplistic solution. Our society faces a wide range of serious
and growing coastal resource issues, such as short- and long-term effects of climate change, sea level rise,
natural hazards and storms, or the ongoing demand for use and access to natural resources, development,
and energy production. These issues are multidimensional and complex. There is no single underlying
reason behind each of these issues, and accordingly, there is no “one simple solution”. Rather, there is a
broad spectrum of factors, and to address these issues more efficiently requires integrative thinking to

incorporate adaptive and innovative approaches to resource management, as well as in research itself. In
order to take on this challenge, the “hedgehogs” must start thinking like “foxes”.
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APPENDIX A. IRB APPROVAL

APPENDIX B. ACCEPTABILITY SCENARIOS IN THREE BLOCKS
Block 1
Factor A:
Protected Area

Factor B:
Fish Population

Factor C:
Access to Fishing

Factor D:
Fishing Season

1

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

2

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

3

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

4

1 – No change

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

5

1 – No change

2 – Increase

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

6

1 – No change

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

7

2 – Increase

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

8

2 – Increase

1 – No change

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

9

2 – Increase

1 – No change

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

Scenario

Block 2
Factor A:
Protected Area

Factor B:
Fish Population

Factor C:
Access to Fishing

Factor D:
Fishing Season

10

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

11

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

1 – No change

2 – Increase

12

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

2 – Increase

1 – No change

13

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

14

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

2 – Increase

15

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

1 – No change

16

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

17

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

1 – No change

2 – Increase

18

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

1 – No change

Scenario

Block 3
Factor A:
Protected Area

Factor B:
Fish Population

Factor C:
Access to Fishing

Factor D:
Fishing Season

19

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

20

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

1 – No change

1 – No change

21

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

22

1 – No change

1 – No change

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

23

1 – No change

1 – No change

1 – No change

1 – No change

24

1 – No change

1 – No change

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

25

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

26

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

1 – No change

1 – No change

27

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

2 – Increase

0 – Reduce

Scenario
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264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281
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APPENDIX D. ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Table 1. Percentages of responses to integrative complexity index items with differences of more
than one amount.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Open to Change
1

2

3

4

1 ................................................................. 24 (6.5)

14 (0.7)

12 (0.6)

9 (0.4)

2 ............................................................... 43 (11.7)

199 (10.0)

151 (7.7)

92 (4.5)

3 ............................................................ 144 (39.0)

1,103 (55.2)

1,030 (52.6)

799 (38.7)

4 ............................................................ 158 (42.8)

683 (34.2)

765 (39.1)

1,167 (56.5)

1 ................................................................. 15 (4.0)

11 (0.6)

9 (0.5)

12 (0.6)

2 ............................................................... 38 (10.2)

164 (8.2)

110 (5.6)

63 (3.1)

3 ............................................................ 134 (36.1)

873 (43.7)

876 (44.8)

573 (27.7)

4 ............................................................ 184 (49.6)

948 (47.5)

961 (49.1)

1,417 (68.6)

1 ................................................................. 34 (9.2)

25 (1.3)

12 (0.6)

17 (0.8)

2 ............................................................... 82 (22.1)

232 (11.6)

158 (8.1)

138 (6.7)

3 ............................................................ 186 (50.1)

1,294 (64.8)

1,307 (66.6)

998 (48.3)

4 ............................................................ 69 (18.6)

447 (22.4)

484 (24.7)

913 (44.2)

Information Seeking

Active Listening

Perspective Taking

Information Seeking
1

2

3

4

1 ............................................................... 11 (18.6)

4 (0.8)

17 (0.6)

15 (0.5)

2 ................................................................. 9 (15.3)

81 (16.7)

207 (6.7)

77 (2.8)

3 ............................................................ 24 (40.7)

260 (53.6)

1,414 (46.0)

756 (27.2)

4 ............................................................ 15 (25.4)

140 (28.9)

1,436 (46.7)

1,930 (69.5)

1 ................................................................. 8 (13.3)

18 (3.7)

31 (1.0)

31 (1.1)

2 ............................................................... 11 (18.3)

77 (15.8)

309 (10.0)

211 (7.6)

26 (43.4)

298 (61.3)

1,990 (64.6)

1,479 (53.2)

4 ............................................................ 15 (25.0)

93 (19.1)

750 (24.4)

1,060 (38.1)

Active Listening

Perspective Taking

3 ...........................................................

____________________________________________________________________________________
Blue boxes = responses differed by more than one amount.

Table 1 (continued). Percentages of responses to integrative complexity index items with
differences of more than one amount.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Active Listening
1

2

3

4

1 ............................................................... 18 (38.3)

19 (5.1)

23 (0.9)

28 (0.8)

2 ............................................................... 14 (29.8)

153 (40.8)

259 (10.5)

182 (5.2)

3 ............................................................ 11 (23.4)

183 (48.8)

1,786 (72.7)

1,814 (51.5)

Perspective Taking

4 ............................................................
4 (8.5)
20 (5.3)
390 (15.9)
1,500 (42.6)
____________________________________________________________________________________
Blue boxes = responses differed by more than one amount.
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Table 2. Analysis of variance for acceptability of four factors of use and protection.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F-Value

4,482.08

20

224.10

85.50

.000

.029

728,074.20

1

728,074.20

277,768.74

.000

.827

A (PROTECTED AREA)

608.06

2

304.03

115.99

.000

.004

B (FISH POPULATION)

955.45

2

477.73

182.26

.000

.006

C (ACCESS)

1,390.86

2

695.43

265.32

.000

.009

D (SEASON)

903.98

2

451.99

172.44

.000

.006

A*C

14.27

2

7.14

2.72

.066

.000

A*D

122.89

4

30.72

11.72

.000

.001

B*C

240.94

4

60.24

22.98

.000

.002

B*D

18.42

2

9.21

3.51

.030

.000

Error

151,819.77

57,921

2.62

Total

941,796.00

57,942

156,301.847

57,941

Corrected Model
Intercept

Corrected Total

p-value

partial
eta2

ACCEPTABILITY = A + B + C + D + AC + AD + BC + BD, R2 = .029
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 3. Analysis of variance for acceptability of four factors of use and protection, and their
interactions with integrative complexity.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F-Ratio

p-value

partial
eta2

6,887.06

38

181.24

70.42

.000

.045

627,259.477

1

627,259.48

243,713.52

.000

.810

A (PROTECTED AREA)

451.81

2

225.90

87.77

.000

.003

B (FISH POPULATION)

708.71

2

354.36

137.68

.000

.005

C (ACCESS)

1,377.35

2

688.67

267.58

.000

.009

D (SEASON)

946.22

2

473.11

183.82

.000

.006

INT_COMPLEXITY

31.65

2

15.83

6.15

.002

.000

A*C

13.40

2

6.69

2.60

.074

.000

A*D

120.08

4

30.02

11.66

.000

.001

B*C

225.89

2

56.47

21.94

.000

.002

B*D

18.02

2

9.01

3.50

.030

.000

A * COMPLEXITY

151.38

4

37.84

14.70

.000

.001

B* COMPLEXITY

146.52

4

36.63

14.23

.000

.001

C * COMPLEXITY

143.43

4

35.86

13.93

.000

.001

D * COMPLEXITY

222.87

4

55.72

21.65

.000

.002

Error

147,476.30

57,300

2.57

Total

932,362.00

57,339

Corrected Total

154,363.36

57,338

Corrected Model
Intercept

ACCEPTABILITY = A + B + C + D + AC + AD + BC + BD + A(COMPLEXITY) + B(COMPLEXITY) +
C(COMPLEXITY) + D(COMPLEXITY), R2 = .045
____________________________________________________________________________________
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